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General Foreword:
This thesis contains four main sections each of which looks at different but
connected areasof enquiry. Although the sections are connected by the
subject of anger some of the sections seemedto require a subjective
approach whilst others seemedto require a more objective approach
therefore first person and third person narratives are used as follows.
Section A will be related in the first person to demonstrate the personal
nature of the account and the reflective stance taken in introducing the reader
to an overview of the thesis. Section B in the thesis will largely use the third
person to demonstrate a more objective stance to the subjective accounts
given by the participants. This is to reflect a more rigorous approach to the
researchundertaken. However there will be a departure in some of the
paragraphs when personal reflections are narrated in line with the tradition of
qualitative enquiries. These will be highlighted to the reader by the use of
italics. Section C will be related in the first person to demonstrate the
reflective nature of enquiry when exploring the therapeutic processes
involved in a case study. Finally section D will be related in the third person
as this section seemedto require an objective approach when reviewing
literature.

PART A:
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1. BRIEF OVERVIEW:

The main theme of each part of this thesis is anger, particularly looking at the way
that the clinical identification of anger difficulties in the region of a complex
diagnosis may be understood and treatment applied in clinical practice. My interest in
anger grew after working with a number of clients whose diagnosis varied but all
seemedto be having difficulties with both the feelings of anger they had and with
expressing it. They had not been specifically referred for anger management as they
might have been if they had encountered difficulties becauseof expressing anger in
aggressiveor violent forms. My interest was about the way that clients seemedto
have difficulties with expressing anger in any form at all. In particular where they
appearedto sometimes suppressthe anger they felt and as a result this appearedto
create further problems for them. The group of clients that seemedto have the most
difficulties in this area were those with complex diagnosis and especially those who
self-harmed, or had trauma symptoms, or had endured childhood abuse.
Initially I looked at gender differences as a possible explanation for the variance as I
was seeing a lot more female clients with the type of difficulties described above. The
gender aspect of anger was explored in the literature review (part D) which looked at
the gender differences in the experiences and expression of anger. This mainly

revealedthat althoughgenderdifferenceswere found to havesomeinfluencethe
review also highlightedthe needto seethings in broadercontextsthanjust gender
alone.
Developing on from this my interest turned towards the self-harming behaviour of
clients. I frequently encountered clients who would self-harm after having feelings of
anger that they felt they could not express. I began to searchthe literature on this
aspect of self-harm but found the literature on participants views about self-harm was
sparseand anger difficulties in self-harm were covered in a minor way often within
the terms of broader affect problems (Allen, 2001; Babiker & Arnold, 2001; Conterio
& Lader, 1998). This did not satisfy my need to know why anger appearedto have
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such a powerful influence on clients' behaviour. Therefore, for the main research
component of the thesis (part B) examined the view of participants about the role of
anger in their self-harming behaviour. Finally the case study (part C) was chosen to
hopefully demonstrate what it can be like to work with the type of complex
presentation where anger, self-harm, childhood abuse and PTSD are all present in a
single client case. It is further hoped that readers may benefit from following the
construction of the formulation used in this case and how the use of a specific
technique for processing traumatic memories may be of benefit in similar cases.
1.1 REFLECTIONS

ON CHOOSING THE SUBJECT FOR RESEARCH:

In recognitionof the traditions of qualitative approachesto research,I will give a brief
accountof why I choseto explorethe role of angerin self-harm.
This journey started when I became aware of anger as a feature of self-harm from the
accounts of clients I worked with. Some of these clients attended group sessionsof
therapy that I co-ran with other colleagues and others I had worked with on a one to
one basis. The prominent emotional feature in their accounts was that of anger which
seemedto be a component of the distress felt during the period that led to self-harm. I
initially looked at the self-harm literature for guidance as to what I may do to help the
clients I saw but very quickly realised that the literature was very limited in this
respect. There also seemedto be an absenceof literature about how to work
therapeutically with those that self-harmed and whose main difficulties appearedto be
with anger. I turned to the general literature on anger for guidance but the therapeutic
models here did not seem to fit the clinical picture for those who self-harmed. This
was to be the beginning of my search into the various components of anger in the area
of self-harming behaviour.

In the absenceof enough literature and research into anger's role in self-harm I was
mindful that the accounts from the perspective of clients would need to be given
prominence. Therefore the research study was concerned with the views of those who
self-harm and to discuss the role of anger in their self-harming behaviour. Therefore
to capture the views from the perspective of participants, a qualitative study was
chosen.
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1.2Im RESEARCH
cOMPONET:
Due to the in depthaccountsgiven by participantsin the study it was possibleto map
whereangerfeaturedat the time of self-harming.Findings from the studyhighlighted
the needfor angerto be elevatedasa factor when consideringthe aetiologicalfactors
of self-harmingbehaviour.Therefore,therapeuticinterventionsmay needto
incorporate interventions for anger as a component of their attempts to reduce the selfharming behaviour of clients. Several preliminary suggestions for effective

therapeuticinterventionhavebeendiscussed.
1.3 THE CASE STUDY:

Research into the treatment of PTSD (posttraumatic stress disorder) has gained
substantial momentum in recent years (Resick, 2001; Joseph et al, 1999). However
there are always gaps in the literature that cannot cover every aspect of an individual
caseor type of presentation. This is particularly the casewhere complex factors
feature together and there may be co-morbidity in the diagnosis. The case chosen for
examination qualified for a PTSD diagnosis where the client had experienced a recent
traumatic event. However there were other factors present such as self-harming
behaviour, anger difficulties and childhood antecedentfactors. The use of imaginal
exposure in processing traumatic memories related to an event occurring in childhood
has been described (Arntz, & Wertman, 1999). Also reflections on the use of this
technique and what was learned from the process of working with complex factors
have been highlighted.

1.4: THE LITERATURE

REVIEW:

The review was concerned with examining the gender differences in the experience
and expression of anger. The focus on gender difference was in response to the
appearancethat there may be a differential diagnosis given to men and women who
displayed difficulties with anger. If therapeutic treatment is linked to diagnosis then it
seemedimportant to understand as many of the factors that account for the
differences. The areashighlighted in the review cover stereotypical beliefs of
what are
appropriate displays, consequencesof suppression of anger, gender differences found
in relation to what experiences make men and women angry and the interpersonal
and
relational factors that mediate in terms of accepted forms of expression of anger.
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Thesefactorsmay haveimportant implicationsfor the therapeutictreatmentof those
with anger difficulties.

1.5 REF LECrM

THREADS:

The thread that runs through each part of this submission is that of the role that anger
has in some mental health difficulties that bring people into therapy. Research into
anger seemsto be largely concentrated on the consequencesof aggressive and violent
displays of anger. Finding literature looking at other aspectsof anger was difficult. A
recent publication from the perspective of personal construct psychology brings
together various aspectsof anger and treatment approachesthat were helpful. In
particular ideas about gender differences and keeping anger in or suppressedwere
discussed(Cummins, 2006).

Personal experience has pointed to a lack of anger treatment in some psychology
in
framework
diagnostic
be
linked
lack
to
the
this
services at present and
of a
may
DSM or ICD criteria (APA, 2000; WHO, 2004). It is hoped that the research carried
in
in
into
in
inspire
and
this
thesis
out and reported
anger general
more research
will
the area of self-harm. It is also hoped that the findings will directly inform current
therapeutic practice especially in terms of treating those with self-harm difficulties.
What seemsto be a significant focus for future treatment is the difference in treating
anger at the `what is it that makes me angry' level and not just the `inappropriate
display of anger that has to be managed' level (terms borrowed from Cummins,
2006). Personally I have found the use of this approach with understanding of the

different contextualfactorsleadingto angeraffect helpful in trying to help clients
reducethe needto self-harm.
Similar issues in the case study where the individual had a complex number of

difficulties were highlighted. The therapeuticapproachemphasisedthe use of a
comprehensive formulation and levels of cognitive processing of past traumatic
events as important. Reflections on the case may aid others who work with similar
issues. The use of a specific therapeutic technique is highlighted and would be
useful
to practitioners where past events are compounding recent trauma symptoms.
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Finally the literature review may help others to take into consideration the effects of
factors
in
differences
the
that
and
of
cultural
social
anger
and
gender/sex role
determine these. In therapeutic terms it might be useful to consider these factors when
have
diverse
backgrounds
individuals
may
and experiences.
who
working with
Stereotypical assumptions in the therapist may possibly be avoided and open up new
levels of understanding in terms of formulation and treatment. The lack of expression
of anger as well as aggressive and violent expression points to the possibility of
different consequencesso it may be important to understand both aspects especially in
the field of self-harm. If there are different sanctions and consequencesaccording to
important
be
differential
diagnosis
this
then
an
those
may
gender on
aspects such as
area for further examination.

References:
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Part B:
RESEARCH:

TITLE: `Understanding the role of anger in self-harm: An
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis'.

Foiu woiu :
Before readers embark on the journey through the research component of this
thesis (part B) I would like to draw attention to my adoption of a third person
position in most of the writing to reflect a more formal stance towards the
subject under investigation and to reflect the rigour of the study. I move to the
first person when reporting on my personal reflections towards the study in the
traditions of reflexivity in qualitative studies. For the benefit of readers I have
highlighted when I have moved out of the third person to first person
throughout this section of the thesis by the use of italics.
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ABSTRACT:

AIM:
To understand the role of anger within the experience of self-harm.
METHOD:
Eight adults who had self-harmed within the previous six weeks were
interviewed to elicit experiences of self-harm and the role anger played within
data
interview
behaviour.
Transcripts
the
was analysed
of
their self-harming
Analysis.
Phenomenological
Interpretative
using
ANALYSIS:
Anguish
Mental
Unbearable
1)
four
Analysis revealed
super-ordinate themes.
is
Self-harm
4)
taboo.
3)
Relieving
2) Regulation of method
mental anguish
The pathways between the super-ordinate themes were revealed and this
found
across participants
that
anger experiences were consistently
showed
in
the
role
It
that
significant
a
play
anger experiences
accounts. appears
depression
selfbetween
and
leading
experiences
to
and
self-harm
experiences
harm.

factor
be
for
has
highlighted
to
a
when
This study
the need
elevated as
anger
Therapeutic
behaviour.
factors
the
of self-harming
aetiological
considering
interventions may need to incorporate anger affect as a component of their
is
Further
behaviour
research
the
clients.
of
to
self-harming
attempts reduce
factors
feature
to
the
are
a
common
to
anger
extent which
required establish
behaviour
factor
across the population of those
of
self-harming
and antecedent
has
As
this
study
placed the views of those who self-harm
who self-harm.
in
depth
has
data
in
that may
the
this
and
qualitative
provided
analysis
centrally
in
been
have
Limits
questionnaire
standardised
measures.
captured
using
not
terms of size of sample used can be addressedin future research by
incorporating questions on anger highlighted in this study.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECTION B:
APA

= American Psychiatric Association

ASP
BPD

= Anti-Social PersonalityDisorder
= BorderlinePersonalityDisorder

BPS

= British PsychologicalSociety

BSI

= Brief Symptom Inventory

CBT

= CognitiveBehaviouralTherapy

DBT

= Dialectical Behavioural Therapy

DSM-IV (TR) = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual No 4 Text Revision (2000)
HPD

= Histrionic Personality Disorder

ICD-10

= InternationalCategoryDimensions

MCMI-III

= Millon Clinical Multi-Axial Inventory; version 3

NCCMH

for
Health
Collaborating
Mental
National
Centre
=

NHS

= National Health Service

NICE

for
National
Institute
Clinical Excellence
=

PCT

= Primary CareTrust

PTSD

= Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

RCP

= Royal College of Physicians

TSI

= Trauma Symptom Inventory

WHO

= World Health Organisation
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CHAPTER

1: LITERATURE

REVIEW

1 DEFINITION AND PHENOMENOLOGY:

1.1 DEFINITIONS

Within the existing literature, definitions of self-harm/self-injury vary
enormously. Broader definitions tend to include all self-harming acts including
focus
definitions
tend
to
on a
poisoning and overdosing whereas narrower
body
(acts
the
or selfof
cutting
single criteria such as self-wounding
definition
in
inclusion
The
the
of
overdosing
and
mutilation).
of self-poisoning
intent
(Jeffrey
is
dependent
the
suicidal
of
on
absence
self-harm usually
&Warm, 2002, Allen, 2001, Kennerley, 2004) although this distinction can be
intent
as
suicidal
may be subject to ambivalent and competing
problematic
emotions (Babiker & Arnold, 2001).

Conterio & Lader (1998) define self-injury as the deliberate mutilation of the
body or body part, not with the intent to commit suicide but as a way of
As
for
to
that
too
mentioned
express.
seem
words
emotions
painful
managing
is
difficult,
from
distinction
between
the
suicide
self-harm
earlier, sometimes
for example, the absenceof intent may still lead to death and the presenceof
intent be thwarted by the intervention of others thus preventing the intended
death, making it difficult to accurately distinguish self-harm from a suicidal act
(Allen, 2001).

Turp's (2003) definition incorporatesthe conceptof self-neglect.Lack of care
or self-neglect as self-harm by omission. I. e., self-imposed sleep deprivation,
failure to seek medical attention or overwork To summarise Turp's (2003,
p36.) position, she defines self-harm as `avoidable physical harm to self either
by omission or commission and that breachesthe limits of acceptable
behaviour as applied in the time and place of enactment and leads to a strong
emotional reaction from others'.
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In a comprehensive review, Babiker & Arnold, (2001) classify self-harming
and self-injurious behaviours according to their function. Thus the term selfinjury is applied to cutting, scraping, hitting and burning acts etc, and self-harm
is applied to suicidal, para-suicidal and overdosing acts. Other forms of harm
are defined under the terms, self-destructive behaviours (for e.g., eating
disorders, substanceabuse, sexual risk-taking), somatic expressions offeeling
(for e.g. for skin disorders, pain and accident proneness),factitious disorders
(for e.g. Munchausen's syndrome, simulated illness and polysurgery), body
enhancement (for e.g. cosmetic surgery, tattooing, piercing and bleaching) and
finally other marginal and self-injurious behaviours (for e.g. smoking, reckless
driving, work holism, and danger sports). These distinctions make it possible to
explore the subtleties of difference between all the self-harmful behaviours
described and the distinctive features of self-injury and its function in terms of
survival. The view of Babiker & Arnold (2001) is that the act of self-injury as
defined is an attempt at self-preservation and not self-destruction, which seems
to be an important distinction.

Turp's (2003) definition of self-harm is broader and is a little more difficult to
distinguish between the different types of behaviour and the functions
mentioned previously by Babiker & Arnold, (2001). However both of these
examples are useful in their conceptualisations of self-harm. Turp's (2003)
example includes information on the hidden types of self-harm whilst Babiker
& Arnold's (2001) compares and contrasts different types of self-destructive
behaviours. Babiker & Arnold's (2001) emphasisethe differences in intention,
purpose and lethality in order to understand the function of self-injury.
For the purposes of this study it seemednecessaryto include a wide enough
definition that encompassedthe different forms of self-harmful acts that
were
not just restricted to self-injury as described by Babiker & Arnold (2001) but
made a distinction between suicide attempts. Therefore both Turp's (2003) and
Allen's (2001) definitions were included to encompassthe
relevant range of
behaviours that were described by all the other
authors cited in the field of selfharm.
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To summarise, the definition of self-harm that was used in this research was as
follows: `an act or behaviour that results in physical harm to the self that
breaches accepted norms culturally and by self report was not intended to
end the person's life' (please see appendixl).

1.2 EXAMPLES

OF BEHAVIOURS:

A wide range of behaviours were included in the literature above and some
follows:
listed
broad
these
that
as
are
overview of
give a
examples
-

"

Bodily injury externale.g. by cutting, scratching,burning etc (Conterio
& Lader, 1998, Smith et al, 1998, Gardner, 2001, Allen, 2001)

"

Bodily injury internal e.g. ingestion of substancessuch as cleaning
fluid, tablets, razors, safety pins etc (Smith et al, 1998, Conterio &
Lader, 1998, Allen, 2001)

"

Self-destructive behaviour such as being reckless enough that it is likely
fast,
driving
in
danger
too
vehicles
to put self and or others
e.g.
impulsive
behaviour,
disordered
aggression, alcohol/drug abuse, eating
(Allen,
high
2001).
taking
risks
etc
acts,

1.3 ICD-10

& DSM -IV-TR

DIAGNOSTIC

CRITERIA

FOR SELF-HARM:

Within ICD 10 (WHO, 2004, p 204) the only reference to self-harm lies within
the diagnostic category of `Emotionally unstable personality disorder'

describedas:`A personalitydisorderin which thereis a markedtendencyto act impulsively
togetherwith affective instability. The
without considerationof the consequences,
ability to plan aheadmay be minimal, and outburstsof intenseangermay often lead
to violence or "behaviouralexplosions",theseare easily precipitatedwhen
impulsive actsare criticized or thwartedby others.Two variantsof this personality
disorderare specified,and both sharethis generalthemeof impulsivenessand lack
of self-control'.
F60.31 (p205) specifically Borderline type contains the reference to self-harm
as follows: -
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`Several of the characteristics of emotional instability are present; in addition, the
patient's own self-image, aims, and internal preferences (including sexual) are often
unclear or disturbed. There are usually chronic feelings of emptiness. A liability to
become involved in intense and unstable relationships may cause repeated emotional
be
and
may
associated with excessive efforts to avoid abandonment and a
crises
series of suicidal threats or acts of self-harm (although these may occur without
obvious precipitants)'.

The referenceto self-harmhereseemsa bit vaguein that it statesthat `actsof
self-harm can be associatedwith efforts to avoid abandonment', `although can
further
this
guidelines as to what
no
occur without
as a precipitant' and gives
descriptive
likely.
is
This
account of
shorter
a much
other precipitants are
behaviour without the level of distinctions afforded by the DSM-IV-TR (APA,

2000 p710) on borderlinepersonalitydisorder.
The only criteria directly related to self-harm in DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) is
in
disorder
5
for
borderline
the
category
personality
contained within
criteria
below. The general descriptive features of borderline personality disorder from
(APA, 2000) is `a pervasive pattern of instability in interpersonal
by
beginning
impulsivity
relationships, self-image, and affects and marked

DSM-N-TR

five
indicated
by
in
or
early adulthoodandpresent a variety of contexts,as
more of the following':

1. frantic efforts to avoid real or imaginedabandonment.Note: do not
includesuicidal or self-mutilating behaviourcoveredin Criterion 5.
2. a pattern of unstable and intense interpersonal relationships
characterized by alternating between extremes of idealization and
devaluation

3. identity disturbance:markedlyandpersistentlyunstableself-imageor
senseof self
4. impulsivity in at least two areas that are potentially selfdamaging
(e.g., spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless driving, binge eating).
Note: Do not include suicidal or self-mutilating behaviour covered in

Criterion 5.
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5. recurrent suicidal behaviour, gestures, or threats, or self-mutilating
behaviour
6. affective instability due to a marked reactivity of mood (e.g., intense
episodic dysphoria, irritability, or anxiety usually lasting a few hours
and only rarely more than a few days)
7. chronic feelings of emptiness
8. inappropriate, intense anger or difficulty controlling anger (e.g.,
frequent displays of temper, constant anger, recurrent physical fights)
,
9. transient, stress-related paranoid ideation or severe dissociative
symptoms

DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000)

There are two issues with regard to personality diagnosis as described in DSMIV-TR (APA, 2000). Firstly, from my own clinical experience of working in
this field many who self-harm would-not meet the required five categorical
descriptions for the diagnosis of borderline personality disorder and some have
features that meet other personality disorder criteria (e.g. avoidant, depressive
or histrionic) or other co-morbid disorders (e.g. anxiety or depression).
Secondly, there is disagreement amongst authors as to the usefulness of the
categorisations used in DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) and the pejorative nature of
the term personality disorder (Roth & Fonagy, 1996, p200).

The DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) sets out the problematic behaviours of various
disorders but it was never designed to conceptualise or formulate the nature
and origin of the problems it presents (Bell, 2003). Conceptualisations of
borderline personality disorder in the literature are based on clinician
experience and little research has been carried out to test the various
categorical dimensions (Linehan, 1993; Bateman & Fonagy, 2004; Kennerley,
2004). This is partly due to the large numbers of categories contained in
borderline personality disorder and estimates vary as to the number
of ways
that someone can meet the criteria Bateman & Fonagy, (2004).
Several authors have examined the symptoms that

are present in adulthood as a

result of childhood sexual abuse (Bell, 2003; Van der Kolk, 1998; Chu, 1998),
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which seemedto fit within the diagnostic criteria of borderline personality
disorder in DSM IV TR, (APA 2000). This suggestedthat borderline
personality disorder could be a result of suffering childhood sexual abuse (Bell,
2003). However, Koerner & Linehan (1996) carried out a review of the
literature on borderline personality disorder and found several methodogical
flaws. They found that family psychopathology may have been a more
important causal factor of borderline personality disorder than childhood

sexualabuse.They concludedthat childhood sexualabusethereforecannot
alwaysbe directly linked asa causalfactor of borderlinepersonalityproblems
To summarise: it appearsthat there is considerable overlap within the literature
on childhood abuseand borderline personality disorder both of which feature
highly in the literature on self-harm. However no direct causal links can yet be
assumedbetween childhood abuse and borderline personality disorder. Selfharm only features within the borderline personality disorder criteria which
may leave out those who do not meet the borderline personality disorder
diagnosis within DSM
&
(WHO,
2004).
2000)
ICD-10
-IV-TR(APA,
Therefore it is essential that an individual formulation or conceptualisation be
carried out on each person who self-harms to determine the function of the
self-harming behaviour and any relationship to other psycho-pathological
features (Sidley, 1998).

1.4 NICE GUIDELINES:

NICE (NationalInstitute for Clinical Excellence)who commissionedan
extensivereview on the current literatureon self-harm.Guidelineswere
publishedasto appropriatetreatmentfor self-harmcoveringall mental health
serviceswithin the National Health Servicein EnglandandWales (National
CollaboratingCentrefor Mental Health, 2004).
The guidelines specifically address the way that
services within the NHS
should respond within the first 48 hours after an episode of self-harm and does
not consider in detail the longer-term care of people who self-harm, including
those who repeatedly self-harm (NCCMH, 2004).
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An extensive review of literature on self-harm was carried out and several
recommendations were put forward. The definition adopted by the guideline is
that self-harm covers both, self-poisoning or self-injury regardless of the
purpose of the act and has dropped the term `deliberate' from self-harm in
recognising that for some self-harm is sometimes carried out outside of the
persons awareness(whilst in a dissociated state for example). Similarly with
suicide the term `commit' has been dropped as again suicide can occur outside
of awarenessor of intent and these have been recognised to cause offence or
distress to service users (NCCMH, 2004).

From experiencethe word `attempt' after suicidecan also be seennegatively
by thosewho haveabsolutelyintendedto kill themselvesbut where
interventionby third partiesor mistakeswere made,hadpreventedthe outcome
intended.Sensitivity on the terminologyusedwithin the various definitions for
peoplewho self-harmhasbeenhelpful and adoptedwithin this text and
research.

2. EPIDEMIOLOGY:

2.1 PREVALENCE

OF SELF-HARM:

It is difficult to get a true picture of the rate of self-harming as people who selfharm may not report their self-harm or come into contact with official services
(NCCMH, 2004; Hawton, et al, 2002a; Bowen, & John, 2001; Babiker &

Arnold, 1997).
Another difficulty is the type of self-harmunder survey,with self-poisoning
likely to cometo the notice of servicesandthus be easierto recordincidences
from Accident and Emergency admissions statistics for example. Figures of
80% of self-harm presentations to emergency departments are of self-poisoning
from an overdose of either prescribed, over the counter or illegal drugs
(NCCMH, 2004).
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Hawton et al, (2002a) who carried out a survey on school aged children in
England estimated that 13% of young people between the ages of 15-16
reported self-harming at some time. They concluded that incidence of selfharm is three times as likely in girls as in boys during adolescence(Hawton et
al, 2002a). They also state that the method of self-harm varies with higher
incidence of self-poisoning for girls and higher rates of self-injury for boys.

Although Hawton et al's (2002a) survey comes from continuous monitoring
the data comes from a localised sample of the population which may not be
is
data
Also
the
the
confined to an age
of
of
country.
other
parts
representative
cohort (grouping), which may not be representative of the rest of the
population. Many acts of self-injury do not come to the notice of the services
so it would be difficult to estimate what ratio to gender would apply to the rest

had
&
(Bowen,
2001).
Even
John,
survey
where a national
of the population
beencarriedout the figures estimatingthat between4.6%-6.6%of peopleselfharmedwas thought to be an under-estimate(Meltzer, et al in NCCMT, 2004).
In long-term follow up studies ( Hawton et al, 2003; Zahl & Hawton, 2004)
looking at the repetition rates for self-harm it was found that repetition of selfharm is associatedwith a higher risk of suicide in both males and females, with

higher risk indicatorsfor femalesespeciallyyoung females.Self-harmincluded
self-injury as well as self-poisoning but did not separatethese in terms of risk
for suicide.

Hawton et at, (2003) studymentionsthat the majority of peoplethat took part
in their studyas participantshad self-poisonedandthis could be becauseas
was saidearlier that fewer peoplewho self-injure report to mentalhealth
servicesor attendaccidentand emergencydepartments(NCCMH, 2004) and
wherethey do datacollection is not consistentin every areaof the UK (Owens
et al, 2002). However it may also be that the studywas specifically looking for
information about suiciderisk andthe methodof self-harmincludesthe
lethality of taking or ingesting poisonous substancesas opposed to cutting
which may be less lethal and not intended to kill (Babiker & Arnold, 2001).
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Horrocks et al's (2003) study carried out from A&E departments in Leeds,
found higher rates of self-injury being recorded when self-injurious and selfpoisoning acts were included. Self-injurious acts included wider definitions
than self-cutting although self-cutting had a higher percentage than other forms
of self-injurious behaviour. They also found that the two groups were not
mutually exclusive as some participants were recorded in both self-poisoning
and self-injurious records. Where histories of self-harm or contact with mental
health services were recorded, higher rates of self-injurious episodes were
reported than self-poisoning. This is consistent with the view that reporting of
self-injury is lower in A&E departments in general maybe due to lower
lethality and self-care of injuries not requiring hospital care. But any individual
may report a higher number of episodes of self-injurious behaviour especially
those who repeatedly use self-harm as a means of escapefor instance
(Favazzia, 1992; Rodham et al, 2004).

Self-injury covers a variety of behaviours and the social constructs used to
define behaviour may make it difficult to differentiate prevalence rates between
different population cohorts. Gender bias in particular can affect differences in
classification and diagnosis between male and females with similar behaviour
patterns (Bowen & John, 2001).

In summarythe literatureto dategives an indication that prevalenceratesare
likely to be higher for young adolescents than older cohorts, that there may be
elevations for more self-poisoning in females than males at this age and that
overall prevalence in the population as a whole is estimated to be between 4-

6%. However datais inconclusiveanddoesnot indicatewhat prevalenceis
likely to occur acrossthe populationfor either self-poisoningor self-injurious
actsof self-harmor genderratios within them.
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2.2 VULNERABILITY

FACTORS:

2.2.1TRAUMA:
Major research has linked the effects of childhood abuse to trauma. This
body of research grew after the recognition in the 1970's from observations
of some of the USA military personnel returning after engagement in the
Vietnam War who developed reactions to traumatic and stressful events.
They had symptoms of hyper vigilance, high startle response,re-experiencing
memories, and reliving experienced memories and dissociative behaviours,
which were subsequently termed Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. Links were
then made between the effects seen on those men and on civilian populations
who had suffered a traumatic event and then subsequently women and
children who had been subjected to childhood abuseor rape and adult women
der
1996;
had
been
(Van
Kolk,
et
al,
who
raped and or physically abused
Chu, 1998; Herman, 1992; Foa, 1998).

Childhoodtraumais hypothesizedto play a role in the developmentof a
variety of psychiatricdisorderssuchasBorderline Personalitydisorder,(as
discussed above) Somatization disorder, Dissociative disorders, Substance

abuse,Eating disordersand Self-harm(Van der Kolk, 1998).
Van der Kolk, (1998) suggeststhat peoplesuffering from thesedisorders
spend a lot of their time organising their lives around repetitive patterns of

reliving and warding off traumaticmemories,remindersand effects
Interpersonal traumas are found to be particularly significant and are
considered to interfere with a child's ability to trust and feel secure in their
relationships and subsequently in adult relationships. As a result the
regulation of affective states such as anger, anxiety, and sexuality are
disrupted and therefore the development of pathological
attempts at selfregulation is engaged in instead, resulting in behaviours such as self-harm,
eating disorders, and substanceabuse (Allen, 2003; Van der Kolk, 1998;
Chu, 1998). Most research into self-harm has focused
on childhood abuse as
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found
being
to
factor
consistently
abuse
childhood
sexual
with
contributing
a
be a leading factor in many studies (Allen, 2001; Duggan et al, 2000).
However it may be that traumatic experiences in adulthood also play a role in
the development of self-harm. Herman's research work with victims of
domestic violence and rape sufferers comments on the presenceof trauma
(Herman,
diagnosis
PTSD
the
of
symptoms which would possibly meet
1998). The presenceof PTSD can lead to lasting changes in physiological
It
2001).
Resick,
1999;
(Joseph
al,
et
arousal, emotion, cognition and memory
is speculated that the additional impact of this following childhood sexual
Having
Chu
1998).
1998,
(Herman,
said
abuse may compound these changes
history
14%
1997)
&
a
(Arnold
Babiker,
in
with
of women
only
this a survey
Rape
in
behaviour
to
experiences adulthood.
of self-injury attributed their
by
followed
frequently,
and
emotional
most
and sexual abuse were cited
&
Babiker,
(Arnold
lack
of support or communication
physical assault, and
1997).
factors
from
other
Separating the traumatic effects of childhood sexual abuse
(2000)
Cloitre's,
&
Heffernan
study
(Allen,
2003).
can be problematic
diagnosis
traumatic
stress
of
post
a
with
of
patients
comparing a group
disorder & borderline personality disorder, with a post traumatic stress
disorder only group, found that age of onset of childhood sexual abuse was
finding
that
The
former
in
was
verbal and
significant
the
most
group.
earlier
by
to
the
the
cothe
contributor
strongest
mother
was
abuse
physical
borderline
disorder
&
(posttraumatic
the
personality
stress
morbidity of
disorder group) with verbal abuse the strongest. The severity of posttraumatic
However
disorder
the
across
groups.
similar
was
symptoms
stress
borderline
disorder
had
disorder
&
personality
group
stress
posttraumatic
higher scores on measuresof dissociation, anger, anxiety and interpersonal
problems. It would seem therefore that physical and especially verbal abuse
increasesthe potential to develop borderline personality disorder. In addition
the prevalence of post traumatic stress disorder increases as a consequenceof
childhood sexual abuse (Heffernan & Cloitre, 2000).
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2.2.2 Loss:
Clinical literature confirms that rejection, separations, and feelings of
abandonment often precipitate episodes of self-cutting (Allen, 2001). This is
thought to be linked to earlier experiences in childhood where neglect and
(Allen,
Speculative
been
2001).
have
accounts on emotional
present
abuse
inconsistent
failure
by
to
treatment
the caregiver are
protect,
and
withdrawal,
insecure
factors
in
to
that
the child
attachment
contribute
patterns
as
cited
that contribute to adult psycho-pathology later, which may lead to selfharming behaviour (Fonagy, et al, 2004; Allen, 2003).

In Arnold& Babiker's (1997) study, loss and bereavementexperiencesin
included
loss
harm;
led
(death
to
that
miscarriage,
self
of
a
child
adulthood
or
have
found
inability
They
to
that the start or
the
children.
also
separation)and
increaseof self-injury followed whilst being in prison or psychiatric hospital
(likely to involve isolation and or rejection) and for somewomen after the
break up of a relationshipwhere intensefeelings of loss and desperation
1997).
&
Babiker,
(Arnold
ensued
2.2.3 HOPELESSNESS AND SUICIDE:

Hopelessnesshasbeenlinked to suicidal behaviour and para-suicidal(selfharm) behaviourand the absencein the belief of future positive eventshas
beencited as a factor (Sidley, 1998).
Hopelessnessdescribedas pessimismfor the future, (Hunter & O'Connor,
2003) is thought to predisposea personto increasedsuicide risk.
Perfectionistic thinking styles are arguedto be a componentof hopelessness.
Specifically socially prescribedperfectionism, describedas the `excessive
expectationswe perceivesignificant othersto have of us'. Researchsupports
that higher levels of social perfectionism are associatedwith greater
hopelessnessand greater suicidal ideation (Sidley, 1998;Hunter &
O'Connor, 2003).

As hasbeenexplored earlier, peoplewho self-harm are diagnosedwith a
variety of disorderswhere childhood difficulties are featured.Abusive
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relationships may feature critical and excessive expectations on the child by
the caregiver. Also where general non-abusive but nevertheless critical caregiving is given again the child may develop the tendency to be self-critical
and have perfectionistic thinking styles (Fennell, 1999; Fennell, 2004). This
may help to explain why some people who self-harm pose a greater suicide
risk especially in repeated episodes of self-harm where hopelessnessis a
(Sidley,
O'Connor,
2003).
1998;
Hunter
&
component

2.2.4 Co-MoRBmrrx:
Peoplewho self-harmappearto havea numberof possibleco-morbid
disorderspresentsuchasthosethat havealreadybeenmentionedabove,i.e.,
borderlinepersonalitydisorder,other personalitydisordersandpostin
found
be
disorder.
Depression
people
traumaticstress
and anxiety can also
who self-harm((Haw et al, 2001).
Haw et al, (2001) found that 70% of participantsthey interviewedwho selfharmedreporteddepressionand 14%reportedanxiety difficulties. They
andunderquestionwhetheraffective disorderswere under-recognised
treatment
treatedin self-harmpatientsand concludedthat anti-depressant
intervention
just
be
to prevent
psycho-social
and
not
considered
should
higher rates of suicide. The diagnosis of personality disorder for approx 45%
in
difficulties
to
thought
appropriate
the
pose
of
participants was also
treatment and using a multi-agency approach was recommended.

Owenset al, (2002) reportedthat suiciderisk in patientswho self-harmwas
thoughtto be abouta hundredtimes higher than the generalpopulation after
reviewing 90 studiesto estimateratesof fatal and non-fatalrepetition of selfharm. Although they did not look at the reasonsfor the ratesfound, it may be
that higher ratesof suicideoccurredwheredepressionwas presentin a higher
proportion of thosewho had previously self-harmed.
Rodham et al's, (2004) study looked at differences between those who selfpoison and those who self-cut. They found that participant's who had selfcut, spontaneously reported depression as a reason whereas participants who
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study used a set of questions ask each participant about
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an opportunity to write what reason
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here.
being
is
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to
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for
that
these
referred
are
they
responses
self-harm and
The presenceof depression in people who self-harm would indicate the need
for treatment to incorporate treatment strategies already employed for
depression (Haw et al, 2001). Anxiety difficulties may also require to be
hyperis
fashion.
It
in
that
of
symptoms
treated a similar
also possible
Disorder
Stress
features
Post-Traumatic
could
of
vigilance and arousal,
(Allen
2003).
found
for
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was
population where anxiety
some of
account
Also intrusive memories of abuse and or rape can be highly disturbing and
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that
nature may
of
memories
exists
evidence
and
cause anxiety
Chu,
1998)
1998;
der
Kolk,
Van
(Herman,
1998;
precipitate acts of self-harm
please seetrauma section above.

3. UNDERSTANDING SELF-HARM:
factors
different
contribute
for
Reasons
self-harm vary and often a number of
look
following
The
theoretical
studies
form
a complex picture.
which appear to
help
behaviour
for
factors
may
which
that account
self-harming
at some of the

to draw togetherthe different aspectsalreadyexplored.
3.1 PsYCHODYNANIIC THEORIES:

Attachment theory appearsto offer some explanation for why people selfharm. Allen, (2001) links traumatic early experiences with insecure
factor
for
development
the
causal
of a number
as
a
attachment relationships
inability
including
disorders
The
to manage unbearable
self-harm.
of mental
despair,
loneliness
states
such
as
rage,
anxiety,
and the sensation of
emotional
linked
to poor ability to mentalize effectively with these states
are
numbness
and produce the perceived need to self-harm (Allen, 2001).

Mentalization is a conceptderived from the writing of Fonagyet al, (2004)
which hasbeendevelopedinto a specifictreatmentfor borderlinepersonality
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disorder (Bateman & Fonagy, 2004). Fonagy et al, (2004) specifically base
their approach on `attachment theory' and `theory of mind' to bring together
cognition and affect. It is thought that `attachment theory' provides the
evidence that an infant's senseof self emerges from the affective quality of
the relationship with the primary caregiver; whereas the `theory of mind'
concept is the ability to understand mental states in others and self (BaronCohen & Bolton, 1993). Fonagy et al, (2004) stressthat this is not just a
cognitive process but one where affects are discovered through the
developmental route with primary-object relationships. Understanding of self
as a mental agent grows out of interpersonal experience and interaction with
more mature minds that are required to be both benign and reflective.

Mentalization involves both a self-reflective and an interpersonal component.
These combined provide the child with the capacity to distinguish inner from
outer reality. That is intrapersonal mental and emotional processesfrom
interpersonal communication (Fonagy et al, 2004). `Affect regulation' is the
capacity to modulate affect states and is a prelude to mentalization.
Mentalized affectivity is the mature capacity to discover the subjective
meaning's of one's affect states. It representsthe experiential understanding
of one's feelings in a way that extends beyond intellectual understanding.
Self-reflection as well as the ability to reflect on others minds evolving (or
not) out of early relationships is the basis for human social functioning
(Fonagy et al, 2004).

In relation to self-harm, insecure attachment patterns are thought to exist
whereby the capacity to mentalize is effected and therefore the ability to
regulate affects is compromised (Bateman & Fonagy, 2004; Fonagy et al,
2004). Traumatic early experiences and neglect are thought to have
a
significant impact on the ability to mentalize effectively and is thought to be
a significant factor in the development of personality disorders (Bateman &
Fonagy, 2004). Childhood abuse causing distress increasesthe
need for
proximity to the abusive caregiver making mental proximity unbearably
painful (Bateman & Fonagy, 2004). Observations of patients with BPD
appear to avoid thinking about the mental states of self and others and this is
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thought to be becausethinking about this produces unbearable emotional pain
&
Fonagy,
2004).
(Bateman
is
it
to
maltreatment
earlier
connected
where
Bateman & Fonagy, (2004) & Fonagy et al, (2004) have brought together
`attachment theory' with `theory of mind' to hypothesise the development of
disorder
borderline
that
disorder
personality
specifically
and
personality
for
is
It
for
in
helps
useful
self-harm.
understanding the reasons
partially
factors
interpersonal
impact
the
and regulation of affects
of
understanding
that appear to be a common feature in the experiences of those who self-harm
(Allen. 2001). However it does not adequately explain why some who selfharm don't fall into the categories representing personality disorders or
2000).
APA,
(DSM-IV-TR,
for
self-harm
explore alternative routes

3.2 DBT

(DIALECTICAL

BEHAVIOUR

THERAPY):

behavioural
integrative
describes
DBT
(1993)
cognitive
Linehan
as an
broad
designed
the
tackle
to
range of cognitive and
treatment specifically
behavioural difficulties associatedto BPD (Borderline Personality Problems)

and suicidal behaviours.
DBT combinesstandardcognitive behaviouraltherapyprocedureswith
`Dialectics' that is, a bringing togetherof opposites.Behavioursandthoughts
diagnosed
in
in
displayed
frequently
with
polar opposites people
are
borderlinepersonalitydisorder.Typically this is presentedas oscillations
betweenextremesof `all bad' all good' or feeling `wonderful' to `hopeless'
job
is
The
to movethe patientand self to the middle
therapist's
and suicidal.
both
positions as part of the whole with an emphasis on
ground and embrace
discovering the missed ground in the middle (Linehan, 1993).

The core treatment procedures are problem solving, exposure techniques,
skill training, contingency management and cognitive modification (Linehan,
1993). Emotional regulation, interpersonal effectiveness, distress tolerance,
core mindfulness and self-management skills are taught so that patients can
move towards an acceptanceof themselves. These are designed to help the
person become aware of them-selves and their world based in the moment.
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This is an orientation towards what actually is as opposed to following any
preset perceptions based in past experiences. Altering the perceptions is the
first step before any behavioural changes can be made (Linehan, 1993).
There is also a greater emphasis on the therapeutic relationship than is to be
expected with traditional forms of CBT. Therapy also directly targets therapy
interfering behaviours as part of the overall process (Linehan, 1993).

DBT was specifically developed for those who met Borderline Personality
Disorder diagnosis. It specifically targets the range of behaviours that are
is
(APA,
2000)
DSM-IV-TR
therefore
the
and
criteria of
contained within
However
behaviours.
displaying
for
this
as
of
range
people
very useful
diagnosis
the
of
merit
may
not
mentioned previously people who self-harm
Borderline Personality Disorder and have other diagnosis instead. That is not
for
be
use with
adapted
to say that some of the treatment strategies could not
formulation
but
of an
the
clear
a
requirement of
others who self-harm
individual's difficulties may highlight difficulties that may not be covered by
the strategies of DBT (Sidley, 1998).

3.3 CBT (COGNITIVEBEHAVIOURALTHERAPY)THEORY:
CBT (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) was devised by Aaron Beck (1991)
in
behaviour
(thoughts)
2)
1)
that
two
and
are cognition
aspects
and combines
treatment. A wide range of mental health difficulties are treated using the
basic theory of CBT (Hawton et al, 1999) including personality disorders
(Beck et al, 1990). The basic concept of CBT rests on targeting negative
thoughts and challenging negative behaviour patterns.

Kennerly (in Bennett-Levy, 2004) has devised a theoretical conceptualisation
of self-harm, which appearsto be free from any associated diagnostic
classification using cognitive behavioural theory as a base. This is helpful in
that people who self-harm may have considerably different diagnostic
patterns from each other (please see section 2.2 above on Vulnerability
Factors). Because it is free from any diagnostic links it allows for the
possibility of alternative outcomes and factors for self-harming behaviour
(Crowe & Bunclark, 2000).
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Kennerly's (in Bennett-Levy, 2004) perspective identifies four general
categories of cognitions that maintain the pattern of self-harming behaviour.
These are as follows: 1)fundamental beliefs about self, others and the world such as `I am bad and
I deserve to hurt', I am nothing and it doesn't matter what happensto me, etc,
2) facilitating beliefs such as assumptions and predictions `I cannot tolerate
these feelings and there is no other way to deal with it',
3) reactions to self-injury, fuelling the negative belief system with `this
proves that I am bad, weak, worthless' self statements or supporting
facilitating beliefs with `it does feel good', `this made them sit up and listen'
statements,
4) flashbacks and other intrusive memories of painful and traumatic events
can drive self-injurious behaviour in order to distract or to dissociate from the
distress.

A diagrammaticrepresentationof this model is illustrated below:
I(1)

I

FUNDAMENTAL BELIEF
SYSTEM
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and sh. m. I Mn bad
and wdt...

Fig. 18.1 The maintenance of self-Injurious behaviour.

From: Kennerly in Bennett-Levy, (2004).
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Fuelecore belief system

The model above has the potential to draw upon the cognitive and
behavioural components involved in self-injurious behaviour. It also offers an
explanatory route for the repetition of self-harming behaviour which is based
on the beliefs that are activated within the cycle. It includes the feelings of
elation that are thought to occur where the production of Enkephalins a form
of neurotransmitter produces pleasant effects akin to taking opium or heroin
and can become addictive (Favazzia, 1992).

The model sets out the key cognitions that drive self-injurious behaviour so
that these can then be challenged in therapy to assist the person to look for
alternative action (Kennerly in Bennett-Levy, 2004).

Limitations for use of the model may occur when trying to addressall the
issues that may be present in an individual casewhere multiple difficulties
long-term
Addressing
for
diagnosis
the
exist.
are present and variations
interpersonal
effects of childhood abuse, neglect, post-traumatic symptoms,
difficulties, and personality difficulties can be partially addressedin
challenging a person's core belief's but would not necessarily adequately
in-depth
these
and
an
cover
areaswithout substantial understanding
(Sidley,
1998).
difficulties
development
these
the
of
of
exploration

Other complimentary theories such as Attachment Theory (Bateman and
Fonagy, 2004) as discussed above and or Schema focussed therapy (Young et
al, 2003) may be required to formulate an understanding before addressing
the complex nature of the range of difficulties encountered. Although
Kennerly's (in Bennett-Levy, 2004) model includes `distressing memories', a
programme designed to directly tackle any other Post-Traumatic symptoms
(Chu, 1998; Harvey & Miller, 2000; Joseph et at, 1997) may also need to be
implemented within the whole of the treatment. Again the use of a detailed
assessmentand formulation for the individual would be required to be carried
out so that a clearer picture of the differing levels and complexities can be
clearly defined and then addressedaccordingly (Sidley, 1998).
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3.4 BIOLOGICAL

THEORIES:

Repetitive self-harm has been linked with the neurotransmitter serotonin
found in all areas of the brain. Serotonin is more concentrated in the
hypothalamus, a region of the brain that is thought to regulate impulsivity
and aggression, appetite, mood and the sleep wake cycle (Favazzia, 1992).
People who have been diagnosed with borderline personality disorder are
thought to have reduced serotonin levels and this is thought to correlate with
impulsiveness.
instability,
and
aggression
suicide attempts, assaultiveness,
Favazzia, (1992) reports on a study of people with personality disorder some
lower
didn't
that
serotonin
and
and
concluded
some who
who self-mutilated
levels were found in those who had self-mutilated.
Encephalins are another type of neurotransmitter that are produced in the
brain to suppresspain and regulate emotions and are likely to be produced
taking
have
to
They
akin
reportedly
effect
pleasurable
a
after self-mutilation.
in
development
heroin
the
of repetitive
a
role
and may also play
opium or
self-harm. It is thought that the auto-addictive model teachesthe person who
linked
feelings
to
with the
positive
self-harms associateself-harm with
Encephalin effects (Favazzia, 1992).
Developments in mapping emotional processing in the brain linking sensory
input with fear response for example, have found that emotional memories
appear to be more permanent and follow a different pathway in memory (Le
Doux, 2004). This has important implications for those who experience
trauma and other distressing events.

Le Doux, (1994) explains that there are two memory systems working in
parallel. Declarative memory is mediated by the hippocampus and cortex
regions of the brain, which stores information on what, when and where.
Whereas the amygdala stores emotional information that contains
information about the sensory details such as being tense, anxious, depressed.
Emotional memory can be stored in declarative memory but it
will be stored
as fact. Emotional and declarative memories are stored and retrieved in
parallel and their activities are joined into conscious experience but we do not
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have accessto emotional memory directly only to the consequencessuch as
how we feel or behave (Le Doux, (1994). Immature development of the brain
in infancy means that early memories of events are unable to be stored and
therefore are inaccessible but the emotional content will be stored and can
therefore effect mental and behavioural functioning in later life (Le Doux,
1994).

In terms of childhood abuse,trauma and neglect this has important
implications for therapeutic work. Kennerley, (2005) has incorporated this
for
formulation
into
of
memory
processes
a
schematic
understanding
therapeutic practice working with people who experienced childhood abuse.
Working with the development of schematain childhood can help understand
the impact of earlier experiences in present day experience and may help
those who self-harm, and with other disorders.

3.5 THE ROLE OF DISSOCIATION:

Dissociation plays a significant role in self-harming behaviour (Duggan et al,
2000). Smith et al, (1998) describe how self-harm provides a means to
dissociated
dissociated.
The
becoming
the
state
after
reconnect with
world
occurs when feelings of pain, shame, and humiliation reverts to anger which
cannot be expressedoutwardly. Self-harm provides the means whereby the
anger is directed towards the self and for reconnection back to the world
again.

Dissociation is highly correlated to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
and is listed as an associated feature within the diagnostic criteria for PTSD
(DSM-N-TR;

APA, 2000). Dissociative symptoms are thought to occur
where interpersonal stressors such as domestic violence, childhood physical
and sexual abuse have occurred and fits in with common factors in those who
self-harm as previously discussed (Herman, 1998; Van der Kolk, 1998; Chu,
1998).

A recent study of women looking at self-wounding (injury) identified two
major pathways. The first was called a `spring' where tension mounts and a
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threshold is reached, the second is called a `switch' where the impulse to selfharm is switched on. During the switch phase dissociation is often associated
with the craving for cutting suggesting further support for the idea that
dissociation is a factor in self-harming behaviour. It also may help the person
to reach a euphoric state making it possible to cut themselves (Huband &
Tantam, 2004). Out of eight emotional themes identified as being present
prior to self-harm, feeling powerless, uncared for, shame and anger were the
most common (Huband & Tantam, 2004).

There was speculation from (Huband & Tantum's, (2004) account that
dissociation helped the person to experience a euphoric state in order to
carry out self-harm. This may be linked with the biological process present
hormonal
emotion
response reaction
extreme
such
as
anger
a
when
produces
in the nervous system. Unlike the fight and flight responsea defeat response
is activated instead to trigger opiate release. There is speculation that this
`freeze' response may have more survival value for females and children
However,
has
been
(Resick,
2001).
frequently
this
more
observed
where
Herman's, (1998) view may be more useful in that she statesthat, anger
directed outward is often not possible for children subject to abuse for fear
of retaliation and further abuse and has direct consequencesfor the way in
which the child's perceptions of her/himself are understood (please see
chapter 1 section 3.7.2).

3.6 SPRY:
The interconnectivity between PTSD, BPD, dissociation, depression and
anxiety and childhood abuse in the symptomatology of self-harm makes it
difficult to establish any clear theoretical correlates between diagnosis and
behaviour. People who self-harm have a variety of reasons and causesfor
developing the behaviour and self-harm can also be
used as a solution for
some (NCCMH, 2004).

Anger is reported in relation to self-harm in
some of the literature (Linehan,
1993; Kennerley, 2004; Allen, 2001), but it
appearsthat as yet there is no
systematic study that has been specifically carried out to identify anger's role
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in self-harm. The following paragraphs will examine the literature on anger
and on self-harm in an attempt to forge the links between them and includes
the literature where both are already featured together.

3.7 THE ROLE OF ANGER:

Anger contains multiple components such as cognitive, behavioural,
physiological and experiential mechanisms of emotional responding and is
usually perceived to be an unpleasant or negative emotion. Anger may occur
in responseto an actual or perceived threat, a disruption to ongoing
behaviour, or in responseto the perception of deliberate, or unjustifiable
harm or neglect. Anger often occurs in interpersonal situations, where being
treated unfairly, being threatened, insulted, witnessing another person being
violated or being the recipient of someone else's anger acts as a trigger for
the anger experienced (Kring, 2000).

The importanceof differentiating betweenangry feelings andexpressionof
thesefeelingsis important (Speilbergeret al, 1995).Oneof the most widely
usedmeasuresfor angeris the STAXI (State-TraitAnger Expression
Inventory, Speilberger, 1998), which contains questions to measure anger-in
or anger-out expression. When people express their anger by directing it
outwardly towards other people or objects by verbal or motor aggressive
means, this is termed anger-out. On the other hand when people suppress
those feelings by holding them in this is termed as anger-in. A distinction is
made between this definition of anger-in and the psychoanalytic conception
of anger turned inward toward the ego or self. From the psychoanalytic
conception, angry feelings as well as thoughts and memories connected to
anger provoking situations, are repressedand therefore have not been
experienced, resulting in guilt and depression (Spielberger et al, 1995).

3.7.1 ANGER, DEPRESSION AND SELF-HARM:
In earlier theories on depression, anger seemedto
play a central role. More
recent conceptualisations appear to leave this aspect out of depression
(Gilbert, 1999). With cognitive behavioural theories the literature focuses
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largely on treating the inappropriate displays of anger such as aggression
and violence (Kassinove & Tafrate, 2003). Thus the suppression of anger or
anger-in aspect appearsto be neglected when it comes to treatment and
there is little mention of anger playing any role in depression.

Gilbert, (1999) on the other hand seesanger and resentment as the key
affects in the development of depression, and inhibited aggression and intrapunitive ness (self-punishing thoughts) were associatedwith higher rates of
depression (Gilbert, 1999). Social ranking theory is thought to exert
influence on the expression of anger. In that anger may be suppressed
towards others of higher social ranking whilst more freely expressed
towards other of lower social or power ranking (Gilbert, 1999).

This pattern fits well with issues of domestic violence for example seen in
development
in
factor
the
of complex
casesof childhood abuse, and a major
PTSD or personality disorders with links to self-harm (Herman, 1992;
Linehan, 1993; Weiderman, 1999). This factor may also relate to the
development of poor interpersonal skills a factor picked up on in the
diagnosis of borderline personality disorder (Gilbert, 1999; DSM-N-TR,
APA, 2000; Linehan, 1993; Bateman & Fonagy, 2004).

For example; research into the diagnosis of borderline personality disorder
has shown that this is the most likely diagnosis given to intensely angry
female,
(Eckhardt & Deffenbacher,
those
are
clients, especially
who
1995).There is also some evidence that stereotypical beliefs of clinicians
may reflect bias in clinical judgement based on what constitutes an
appropriate display or expression of anger which may effect the diagnosis
given (Kelly& Hutson-Comeaux, 1999). Therefore this may preclude efforts
to express anger and constitute a factor in the development of depression in
some.

In Parker et al's (1998) study looked at acting out and
acting in scores in a
sample of 270 depressedpatients. Rates of self-injury across the groups
were increased where both acting out and acting in scores were high.
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Members of this group tended to be younger, have a clinical diagnosis of
neurotic depression and have made a previous suicide attempt and had
higher rates of previous self-injury.

The acting out behaviours that were included were, yelling, hitting someone,
breaking things, head and fist banging, and driving recklessly etc. Acting in
behaviours were, withdrawal from others, going quiet, ruminating,

brooding,with somebecomingself-injurious.
What the authors found of significance was that the oscillation between the
extremes of each response style correlated with many of the features of
borderline personality disorder. This fits with the dysfunction of emotional
regulation, dramatic overreaction and impulsivity strategies listed in the
DSM-IV-TR, (APA, 2000) criteria for borderline personality disorder. The
authors noted that their findings were subject to the participant's responses
to stressbut were also more likely when participants were depressed.

Depression is also linked with acts of suicide and para-suicide in the
literature. The term pars-suicide is another used for self-harm and seemsto
link self-harm to suicidal ideation when applied. However a distinction
between suicide and para-suicide (self-harm) seemsto lie in the function it
has. Self-harm appearsto be linked to expressions of anger, to regain
normal feelings and distraction; whereas suicide seemedto be linked with
the perception that killing oneself would lessen the burden for others
(Brown et al, 2002).

3.7.2 ANGER AND SELF-HARM
Herman (1998) describes three major forms of adaptation that
allows the
child to survive chronic abuse. These are dissociative defences, identity
fragmentation, and pathological regulation
of their emotional states. Anger
directed outward is often not possible for
children subject to abuse for fear
of retaliation and further abuse.Re-directing the anger involves a process
where negative feelings are directed at self. This can lead to altered
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perceptions of self whereby the survivor's self image becomes very negative
and they become filled with self-loathing. Survivors of abuse persistent and
deeply held feelings of self-loathing seem to act as a motive to direct their
aggression at themselves by self-harm when faced with confrontation in
interpersonal contexts (Herman, 1998). This is also likely to lead to
depression as was discussed earlier (Gilbert, 1999).

Childhood sexual abuse is also thought to be a factor in difficulties in
intimate sexual activity and a source of deeply held rage against past abuse.
Of the women who were studied most felt that they could not express the
rage they felt as children but also within current relationships too, therefore
self-harm appearedto be the only alternative for some of them (Painter &
Howell, 1999).

In a recent study by Milligan & Andrews's (2005) on offender women, the
role of anger and shame in childhood abusewas reported and the
both
for
to
anger and
relationship
self-harm showed significant effects
frequently,
but
found
be
Anger
to
anger
shame.
experienced
was reportedly
was both suppressedby turning it towards self (self-harm) and expressed
towards people and objects in the environment. This may link in with
interpersonal relational difficulties discussed earlier in (Gilbert, 1999) where
incarcerated women may have more restrictions on expression in some
situations but have more opportunities to express in others.

Van der Kolk et al's, (1996) studycomparingcommunity participantswith
clinical participantsfor a relationshipbetweenPTSD, Somatization
Disorder, andDissociativedisordersfound that participantswho had
sufferedinterpersonalabuseat or beforethe ageof 14 developed
significantly more dissociativeproblemsaswell as difficulties with
modulating anger, (including aggression against self and others) and selfdestructive and suicidal behaviours, than either the
older victims of
interpersonal trauma or the victims of disaster did.
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In Allen's (2001) substantial work on understanding the effects of trauma on
the development of mental health disorders he explores the role that anger
has in self-harm. The literature that he cites confirm that self-harm is used to
direct anger, aggression, and rage at self as a form of self-punishment,
fear
target
than
the
they
are
angry
of
safer
at
person
with,
a
retaliation,
aggression and consequences,and a symbolic release of anger through
(1992)
Gilbert's
badness.
Herman's
This
to
and
supports
release
cutting
(1999) view mentioned earlier that directing anger at self is safer and
badness
feelings
from
for
or selfthe
of
self-punishment
means
provides
loathing.

Osuch et al (1999) developed a Self-Injury Motivation Scale (SIMS) to
different
found
for
that
with
patients
self-injury and
assessthe motivations
SIMS factor profiles had different psychopathology. High scores on the
SIMS were more likely to have high scores on the Dissociative Experiences
Scale (DES), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and the Davidson Trauma
Scale (DES) and be in the pathological range on the Millon Clinical
Multiaxial Inventory- II (MCMI-II) measure for avoidant, passiveborderline
character
and
aggressive, self-defeating, schizotypal
traits/dysfunctions.

The SIMS lays out six major clusters of factors involved in motivation for
self-harm, 1) Affect Modulation, 2) Desolation, 3) Punitive Duality, 4)
Influencing Others, 5) Magical Control and 6) Self-Stimulation. In clusters
1,3, and 4 there are items that support the ideas mentioned previously that
the motivation for the self-harm is as a form of self-punishment, or anger
directed at self but with a messageto others, and to decreasefeelings of
rage.

In Low et al's (2000) study of the association between childhood trauma,
dissociation and self-harm on a female offender population had higher
inward and outward directed irritability scores, and had higher dissociative
scores. This study focused on the role of dissociation as a mental
mechanism that is likely to lead to self-harm but took note of the experience
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of intolerable affect just prior to the dissociated state. They concluded that
there are links between the re-enactment of the original trauma, intolerable
affect, dissociation and self-harming behaviour. The integration of events
into normal memory is impaired by the trauma experienced, thus affect
remains heightened.

From the literature above, anger has been commonly presented as a factor in
self-harm. However the exact function of anger itself has also been subsumed
within other factors when discussed. This might be expected as there seemsto
be complex motivations and emotions involved in any single act of self-harmHowever the literature does provide some evidence that the suppression of
anger may contribute to the development of depression, which is also a factor
in self-harm. Also where anger cannot be directly expressed,this may
sometimes require individuals to take that anger out on themselves in the form
of self-harm. The literature is not conclusive in these respects and therefore
examining this further through research is important.

3.7.3. SELF-HARM,

ANGER AND Soclo-CULTURAL

FACTORS:

Self-harmis subjectto socio-culturalrestraintsand sanctionson what is
deemedto be appropriatein terms of behaviour.In countrieswhere cultural
traditions allow or even encourage bodily mutilation on religious and social
grounds, acts of self-harm may be seen as acceptable within those contexts
(Babiker &Arnold, 2001, Favazzia, 1996).

Likewise anger expression can also be subject to social and cultural sanction.
Studies have shown that there is little difference in the way that
men and
women experience anger but differences have been detected in expression and
situational contexts (Kring, 2000). In Gilligan's (1990, in Turkel, 2000) study
of adolescencefor example, girls generally are reported to lose their ability to
express anger from the pressure created in trying to be seen as good and
popular. In Minick & Guelder's (1995) study of older women between the ages
of 62-79 years were also found to inhibit expression of anger to avoid
conflict
and to prevent disruption of their personal relationships. This
can be seen
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within the display rules that socially control the way that men and women are
allowed to display their emotions. Studies have shown that stereotypes operate
when men and women are asked to judge anger displays (Kring, 2000). For
further information on gender and anger issues please see literature review
included in section D in this thesis.

Cultural and social norms can also operate within different sections of a
population such as regional variations across different countries and within a
single country (Thomas, 1993; Cox et al, 1999). Different ethnic populations
within a single country may operate different display rules for expression of
anger (Cox et al, 1999) even although they may be subject to the same legal
and social sanctions etc. This has important implications for those seeking to
help people who have difficulties with self-harm and or anger. Therefore
treatment strategies may need to take these aspects into account (Sidley, 1998).

4. THE TREATMENT OF SELF-HARM:

4.1 PHARMACOLOGICAL
Haw et al, (2001) question whether affective disorders were under-recognised
and under-treated in self-harm patients and concluded that anti-depressant
treatment should be considered and not just psycho-social intervention to
prevent higher rates of suicide. However the NCCMH, (2004) studied antipsychotic medication and anti-depressant medication for people who selfharmed. Unfortunately there was inconclusive evidence as to the

effectivenessof either type of medication.
SSRI's (Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors) are currently widely used
for treatment in depression and anxiety. Anxiety medication such as
Buspirone act by stimulating serotonin. Medication is usually taken orally
and sometimes by injection and act by flooding the brain with the chemical to
produce the required effect. However it is the particular synaptic circuits in
specific regions of the brain that require targeting but unfortunately drugs
that can target specific sites have yet to be developed (Le Doux, 2002). This
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hit and miss effect causesside effects becauseultimately the chemicals from
the administered drugs affect other areas of the brain.

Treatingthe hardware(brain circuits) asopposedto the underlying problems
(psychotherapy) are different routes in altering brain patterns and where
treatment combines both this has been found to be very effective (Le Doux,
2002).

Pharmacologicaleffectivenessfor help in reducingself-harmmay be hardto
prove given the number of different possible reasons and causesinvolved
(MCCMH, 2004; Linehan et al in Barlow, 2001; Roth & Fonagy, 1996).
However where depression is a factor the use of anti-depressantsmay be of
benefit. Where self-poisoning has been used as a method of self-harm the use
of anti-depressant medication prescribed in smaller packet size with close
monitoring may be advisable (MCCMH, 2004).

4.2 PSYCHOLOGICAL TREATMENTS
Due to the variation in diagnostic terms for self-harm it is difficult to
compare psychological treatments or the efficacy of them. Therefore I will
attempt to separatethe various pieces of literature on treatment designed for
self-harm.

As mentioned earlier self-harm is described in only one dimension on ICD 10
(WHO, 2004) and DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) category's; that is borderline
personality disorder. In a comprehensive literature review on the
effectiveness of treatment for personality disorder, Bateman & Fonagy
(2000) found difficulties in generalising of findings across different treatment
approaches. The lack of specificity in the different psychotherapeutic
approach made differentiating and comparing the effectiveness of each
impossible, (Bateman & Fonagy, 2000). `Manualised' treatments that
were
tested were identified as follows, psychoanalytic psychotherapy (Kernberg et
al 1989; Clarkin et al, 1999), DBT (Linehan, 1993) and object
relations/interpersonal approaches(Dawson, 1988) and untested Cognitive
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Analytic Therapy (Ryle, 1997); (Bateman & Fonagy, 2000). There is some
but limited evidence for the effectiveness of treatments of personality
disorder.

A recent psychodynamic based therapy has been developed and offers a
for
borderline
disorder
treatment
personality
specifically
mentalization-based
that incorporates behaviour strategies to tackle self-harming behaviour
(Bateman & Fonagy, 2004). The concept of attachment theory has been
around for some time as has theory of mind. However bringing these two
developed
been
has
form
for
basis
to
together
the
concepts
mentalization
data
is
insufficient
As
to support the efficacy of
there
relatively recently.
yet
this approach.

Dialectical Behaviour Therapy of Borderline Personality Disorder combines
cognitive behavioural therapy with dialectics, mindfulness and acceptance,
have
been
Controlled
(Linehan,
1993).
trials
and relational components
&
Roth
1993,
(Linehan,
data
conducted and empirical
supports effectiveness
Fonagy, 1996).The treatment also specifically targets self-harming behaviour
both of self-injurious and self-poisoning types (Linehan, 1993). The
treatment was originally designed for outpatient therapy but recent trials have
proved its effectiveness for inpatients (Bohus, et al, 2000).

Cognitive Therapy of Personality Disorders reports some successfor the
limited
but
trials
treatment
controlled
were
and thus
effectiveness of
inconclusive (Beck, Freeman et al, 1990). More recent trials have yet to
report further evidence for efficacy (Linehan et al in Barlow, 2001).
Variations on cognitive behavioural successin treatment for personality
disorders rests on variations of treatment such as DBT above and Schema
based therapy (Young et al, 2003). But again no empirical evidence had been
found to support schematherapy for personality disorders (Linehan et al in
Barlow, 2001).

A cognitive based approach that is specifically designed to tackle
selfharming behaviour was developed by Kennerley, as discussed
earlier within
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the section on theoretical approachesabove (Kennerly in Bennett-Levy,
2004). Kennerley combines schematic, biological, cognitive and behavioural
in
her
for
intervention
but
the
tools
approach
and
are
simple
components
through careful case conceptualisation can tackle complex and chronic
difficulties (Kennerley in Bennett-Levy, 2004).

Only two treatment approachesdirectly tackles self-harming behaviour. DBT
(Linehan, 1993) conceptualises self-harm within the borderline personality
diagnosis whereas Kennerley (in Bennett-Levy, 2004) approachesself-harm
in its own right. The advantagesof developing a model for self-harm in its
for
borderline
do
the
criteria
not meet
own right are that people who
from
free
intervention
have
a specific
conceptualised
an
personality can
diagnosis. This can include all the co-morbid diagnosis such as PTSD, other
Anxiety
disorders,
Depression,
and those who experienced
personality
childhood abuse.

5. SUMMARY AND RATIONALE:
The grounds for this project were that the literature did not give enough
information on the experience of anger in self-harm and that little was known
for
factors
interacted
acts of
the
that
with other motivational
anger
about
way
self-harm.

Some of the studies into self-harm cite anger as one of a number of emotional
but
little
information
behaviour
to
tries
that
gives
regulate
self-harming
states
on the role of anger in terms of treatment for self-harm (Babiker & Arnold,
2001, Allen 2001, Conterio & Lader 1998, Turp, 2003). However the bulk of
research into treating anger difficulties, in a more general senseunrelated to
self-harm, tends to focus on how to manage the over expression of anger, by
reducing the use of aggressive and abusive behaviours (Eckhardt &
Deffenbacher, 1995, Edmondson and Conger, 1996, Kassinove & Tafrate,
2002, Novaco, 2001) providing little insight into the likely treatment for
difficulties that may evolve due to the suppression of anger (Gilbert, 1999).
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A difficulty lies in determining the various functions that self-harm may serve
for an individual, as the literature is inconsistent in this respect. Another
difficulty is that there are wide variations in the definition of self-harm, which
it
harder
to conduct focused literature searchesand find
much
makes
clarification on treatment strategies.

The clients' perspectives appearedto have been largely absent and therefore
important information might have been missed from the literature. Exploration
into this area from a clients' perspective was important. Bringing information
to light on the reasoning and meaning behind choosing to self-harm as opposed
to finding other ways to express anger and emotional distress are the key
aspects of this research.

Where research has looked into self-harm from the perspective of clients, this
has sometimes been limited to self-report questionnaires (Arnold, 1995;
Sansone& Sansone, 1999; Warm et at, 2002; Milligan & Andrews, 2005). This
functions
fails
levels
types
to
of
capture
of complexity and
method often
involved in self-harm, for example; self-harm as a self- preservative method as
opposed to self-destructive methods (Arnold, 1995; NCCMH, 2004). Therefore
interviews were chosen as the method used for this research. Participants who
took part were given the opportunity to talk about their experiences of selfharm. This helped in exploring the meaning of self-harm for the individuals
who took part.

This methodmadeit possibleto explorethe types of behaviourand situational
factors that might be present, the experiences prior to self-harming and how the
experience of anger had influenced the subsequent self-harm. The aim was to
examine how the experience of anger, if present, interacted with other factors
and what effect this might have had on the method of self-harm, the notion of
choice (the client subjectively feeling that they have or do not have the choice
of whether or not to self-harm) and any other further possible effects of
experiencing anger and the implications for therapy.
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In recently published recommendations in National Collaborating Centre for
Mental Health (Nice) guidelines for self-harm (British Psychological Society
(BPS) & Royal College of Physicians (RCP), 2004) have emphasisedthe need
to carry out qualitative studies that use methods of enquiry giving service users
perspectives on the meaning of self-harm, therefore support the methodological
considerations in the way this study was conceptualised.
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CHAPTER 2: METHOD

1. METHODOLOGY:

1.1 RESEARCH DESIGN:

The studyemployeda cross-sectional,small sampledesignincorporatinga qualitative
methodology.
1.2 RATIONALE

FOR A QUALITATIVE

STUDY:

There is support for the view within the literature reviewed that anger may play a role in
the experience of self-harm (Herman, 1992, Allen, 2001). However there appears to be
limited researched data to support this view. In a recent paper where anger was cited as
a factor in the experience of self-harm, the specific role that anger had was not fully
explored (Milligan & Andrews's, 2005).

It appears that the self-harm data has also been largely limited to pre-designed
questionnaires and the existing data appears to omit the experiences and understanding
from the perspective of those who self-harm. Therefore the rationale for this study was

to examinethe subjectiveexperienceof clients who choseto self-harmwith a focus on
the presenceor absenceof anger within that experience.

Due to the nature of the enquiry a semi-structured interview was chosen in order to
capture information that may not be obtainable from a pre-designed questionnaire,
particularly where the complexity of emotions and meanings might be obscured by the
limits on the specific questions asked (Robson, 1999; Smith, 1995). Using a qualitative
research method may hopefully make it possible to explore the meanings and
perceptions from the perspective of the participants (Ritchie & Lewis, 2004) and
therefore enable the understanding sought within this research project.
1.3 PHILOSOPHICAL

CONSIDERATIONS:

Qualitative psychology is concerned with human experience
and with each person's
perspective of those experiences (Ashworth in Smith, 1995). The phenomenological
movement grew out of a desire to break away from the positivist position of externally
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observable testing on a range of human thinking such as attention, perception, thought,
and memory. Tests were devised around manipulating aspects of the environment in
order to observe predicted responsesto produce externally measurable and observable
variables. In contrast, phenomenology sought to return to the things themselves as
experienced. The phenomenon therefore became the thing itself as it appearedto the
individual (Ashworth in Smith, 1995). Edmund Husserl (1859 -1938) largely regarded
as an early founder of phenomenology (Moran, 2000) established that human
is
in
experience general not a matter of lawful response to variables that are assumedto
be in operation. Rather, experience is a system of interrelated meanings, or a gestalt,
bound up in the person's life-world (Ashworth in Smith, 1995; Moran, 2000).

Behaviourism and cognitivism have been regarded to share an underlying positivist
be
determinism
human
behaviour
to
regarded as
position and
and experiences are
where
humanistic
inevitable
in
The
(Ashworth,
Smith).
an
outcome of a set of variables
movement led in part by Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers grew in order to counter
this (Monte, 1991). The humanistic movement elevated the ideographic approach where
the individual was studied as a unique case (Ashworth in Smith, 1995). Phenomenology
has evolved over many years and IPA (interpretative phenomenological analysis) is but
from
the
that
one of a number of qualitative approaches
seekspsychological meanings
discern
lived
by
Phenomenological
to
the
phenomenon as
analysis attempts
participant.
the psychological essenceof the phenomenon from examining the lived examples
within the context of participants lives (Giorgi & Giorgi in Smith, 1995).

1.4 METHODOLOGICAL

CONSIDERATIONS:

In choosing a qualitative approach several options were considered. IPA (Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis) and grounded theory have a similar approach to data
analysis and share common techniques in producing data. However IPA was
specifically developed to gain insight into individuals' psychological worlds whereas
grounded theory was originally developed to identify and explain contextualised social
processes.Although more recent developments in grounded theory have allowed
analysis to include experiential data it appearsthat the `theory' created is from the
researcher's perspective (Willig, 2001).
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Discourse analysis was also considered because it explores psychological understanding
of discourse between participant and researcher, and provides a way to think about the
role of discourse in the construction of meanings (Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002).
However it seemsto be more useful when exploring how people manage accountability
and stake in everyday life settings rather than seeking to explore cognitive processes
(Willig in Smith, 2003).

IPA (Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis) therefore seemedto offer a method that
specifically addressedthe individual's psychological world and seemedmore suitable
for the aims of this research study.

1.5 IPA (INTERPRETATIVE

PHENOMENOLOGICAL

ANALYSIS:

The Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) method analyses the meaning
individuals attach to their experiences, and how they make senseof their personal and
is
(Smith,
is
2003).
IPA
the
the
study to
social world
concern of
especially useful where
understand complex issues, novelty and the process of those experiences (Smith, 2003).
Therefore IPA offered a methodology to meet the complexity of enquiry into the
experience of self-harm and the role of anger within that experience.

The IPA method of data analysis seeksto explore the participants' view of the world by
recognising the meanings they make about their experiences. It also recognises that the
researcher's thoughts, perceptions and conceptions are also required to make senseof
the participants' world. A process of interpretative activity is used and a thematic
analysis of data which generatescodes and then super-ordinate themes from the
transcripts. Data is then processed from the particular in a single case to the more
general once more data is analysed and from descriptions in the early stagesto more
interpretative meanings later (Willig, 2001; Smith, 2003).

A brief descriptionof this processis as follows:

"

Transcripts of the interviews are read several times to gain a general feel for
the participants' views and feelings etc. Whilst reading through the text, notes
are taken on interesting comments and sections of text etc and entered as
codes anchored in the participants words in the left hand margins. The text is
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then reread and emergent themes are identified using more interpretative
accounts from the perspective of the analyst. These are noted in the right hand
margin.
9

Individual themes are then listed initially from the first interview. These are

then subdividedinto super-ordinatethemeswhereinterrelationshipsbetween
the variousthemeshavebeenidentified.
"

Subsequentinterviews are then analysed in the same manner and organised

into existing super-ordinatethemesor wherenew onesemergeaddedto these.
"

Finally sharedthemesacrossall casesare organisedto makeconsistentand
meaningful statementsthat acknowledges the participants' account of their

experiencegroundedin their own words.
(Smith, 2003).

1.6 PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ON THE CONCEPTUAL PROCESSESOF THIS STUDY:
As several parts of the remaining chapter contain personal accounts towards
reflexivity I have used the first person and highlighted

this by the use of italics. I

hope I have provided an adequate account of the way that my personal interests,
values and ideas have shaped this research project.

This may help to improve the

evaluation of the data and provide a reflective description of the research process to
readers (Banister et al, 1999; Willig, 2001).

The thoughts and feelings, which brought me to this research study, were borne out
of a number of emerging experiences in my practice as a counselling psychologist. I
have been working within the NHS for approximately four years and have worked in
outpatient servicesproviding therapy to those who have varying mental health
difficulties. I specialise in working with people who have complex trauma difficulties
including working with refugees and adults who have been abused in childhood I
mainly work from a cognitive behavioural therapy perspective and where cases
require work on interpersonal difficulties integrate psychodynamic perspectives at
the schematic level.

In June 20031 became interested in working with people who had
some anger
df culties in relation to other mental health dirIculties. I thought that
more men
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difficulties
by
expressing
with
anger
using aggression and violence whilst
presented
some of the women I worked with seemed to have difficulties related to feeling that
they were unable to express anger at all. When thinking about doing my critical
literature review as part of the requirements for my Post MSc Level qualification I
decided I would look into the evidencefor gender differences in anger. This was
later revised and updated and included for part of this Doctoral research, which is
included in Part D.

I also gained clinical experience of working individually and in co-working with a
group of people who self-harmed and it was during this time at I began to ask
It
behaviour.
the
seemed
questions about
significance of anger within self-harming
that some of difficulties being experienced that led to self-harm were due to the
inability to express anger. The literature review (part D) gave me some ideas on why
the some types of expression or inability to express anger may possibly lead some
people to self-harm. However thefocus had not been on self-harm itself therefore
focus
became
behaviour
that inspired
the
understanding anger within self-harming
this research project.

2. PARTICIPANTS:

2.1. Inclusion Criteria:
The inclusion criteria was that participants had used self-harming behaviour (as per
the definition in literature review) within the past six weeks, were male or female,
aged 18 or over.

2.2. Exclusion Criteria:
The exclusion criteria were that participants should not be actively psychotic or be
receiving in-patient care for mental health problems. People who could not converse
fluently in English were also excluded. The requirement to speak English fluently was
made becauseof the need to explore complex emotional factors in self-harm in verbal
discussion and that this might get lost through the process of translation.
Potential participants could ask for written information about any aspect of the
study
in a language of their choice to ensure proper informed consent. Of the
nine
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participants recruited no-one was excluded because of psychosis and they all met the
criteria set. None of the participants recruited required any written translation in
another language.

2.3. Sample Size:
IPA does not set a preferred number of participants for sample size, and is concerned
only that it provides enough richness of data to examine similarities and differences
between cases(Smith, 2003). The aim was to recruit 8-12 participants to give enough
data for generalizability. Twelve potential people identified through colleagues in the
mental health service were approached with three withdrawals and nine agreeing to be
interviewed. Of the nine participants that were recruited for this study, only eight were
became
interviews
for
the
the
tapes
corrupted.
analysis
used
as unfortunately one of
of
The participant whose audio-tape became corrupted was not contacted for a reinterview as this would have breeched the agreed ethical guidelines. It was also felt
that it would be unfair to ask the participant to be interviewed again. A letter was sent
to the ethical committee for guidance on this matter. After consultation the ethical
him
letter
thanking
to
the
the
to
participant,
committee agreed with
proposal write a
for taking part and apologising for not being able to include his interview in the
analysis.

3. PROCEDURE:
3.1 Recruitment:

In keeping with the choice of methodology, purposive sampling (Smith, 2003) was
employed by choosing to recruit participants who had self-harmed within the previous
six weeks. Participants were recruited via multi-disciplinary mental health
professionals in Coventry Teaching Primary Care Trust. Service Managers were
approached by telephone to discuss the study and were also sent a letter for
distribution to mental health workers etc (please see appendix 1). Upon full ethical
and managerial approval, local clinicians were provided with an information sheet
about the study (please see appendix 2). They were asked to identify suitable potential
participants based on the inclusion criteria. Clinicians were then asked to give
potential participants an information sheet about the study along with a reply slip and
stamped addressedenvelope and a contact telephone number (please see appendix 3).
Participants were asked to reply via this method or contact the researcher
via
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telephone if they were interested in taking part. Following contact with the researcher,
they were given an opportunity to discuss the study and ask questions. If they agreed
in taking part an appointment was then made to conduct the interview at the local
agreed site sanctioned by Coventry Research Ethics Committee and at a time
convenient to the participant. At the beginning of the appointment, the participant was
asked to sign a consent form (please see appendix 4).

Theprocess of recruitment had to be strictly adhered to in accordance with the ethical
guidelines. Although this sometimesfelt quite restrictive I was also re assured to know
that my enquiries were being conducted in accordance with the concerns that had
been raised At this stage of the research I was lucky to have had the benefit of
support from myfellow colleagues who were keen to help. The most difficult aspect of
recruitment was in trying to keep within the six week timeframe. Many colleagues had
contact with people who had self-harmed in the past but by coming into contact with
mental health services had reduced their self-harming behaviour putting them outside
the time frame. Nevertheless by stipulating the six weekperiod the participants who
were recruited were actively self-harming some as recent as a few days before the
interview. This gave me some reassurance that the accounts gained were capturing
participants' recollections of some recent self-harm episodes.

3.2 Interviews:
The interview then proceeded and on average lasted between 45minutes to lhr
15minutes. This was audio-taped. At the end of the interview participants were given
the opportunity to ask questions and were provided with self-help material and
national help lines. If appropriate they also had an option to request that I contact their
preferred mental health worker if they wished and a consent form was prepared for
this (please see appendix 5). Following this the participant had approximately a month
after the interview to withdraw their consent for the data to be used. I then transcribed
the interviews for analysis.

A semi-structured interview schedule was designed and used as a
guide during the
interviews process (see appendix 6). The semi-structured
nature of the schedule
allowed greater flexibility so that the researcher could follow the participants line of
thought rather than sticking rigidly to a script. This helped in establishing a connection
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interesting
follow
to
the concerns of the
the
any
and
explore
participant
areas
and
with
participants where further fruitful information might be gained (Smith, 1995; Smith,
2003). The researcher also completed a field notebook throughout the data collection
period in order to record any therapist reflections of the process (for examiners only to
remain within ethical guidelines).

I was pleased that all the interviews went well and was encouraged by thefrankness
first
few
displayed
I
the
that
after
realised
participants
quickly
and openness
interviews that participants desperately wanted to talk about their experiences of selfharm, especially without being subjected to prejudice about their behaviour. It seemed
to me at the time, that they wanted the opportunity to let people know what it was like
for them. I was therefore encouraged to feel that I had done the right thing by placing
devised
The
forefront
were only
the
this
questions
participants' views at
of
research.
loosely followed so that participants were free to speak about their anger in self-harm
experiences in any way that they wanted

4TRANSCmyrIoN:
Transcriptions were done in the order of the interviews and given a number to identify
the participants (i. e. P1 for participant 1) and the letter W for the interviewer and the
does
IPA
interviewer.
(i.
WI)
there
not require
as
was only one
number one e.
prosodic (speech rhythms) features of talk as is required by conversational analysis
but does require all the words spoken to be seen including false starts, pauses,laughs
and features that are worth recording (Smith, 2003). Engagement with the text and a
process of interpretation was then followed according to the conventions of the IPA
method as outlined in 1.3 above (Smith, 2003). As transcripts contain sensitive
information they will only be made available to examiners (this follows the guidelines
in ethical approval given by Coventry Research Ethics Committee).

Transcription takes a long time and can be quite a torturous process however it had
its rewards in my being able to get closer to the words spoken in connection to the
text. This helped me to gain a senseof the differences between different participants'
accounts and yet map some of the similarities and links they had to one another. When
I listened to the taped recordings it help remind me about thefeatures that impressed
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became
This
develop
interviews.
the
to
to
time
the
a
way
of
start
a sense
useful
me at
of the themes that eventually emerged

5 THEMATIC

ANALYSES:

5.1 Themes
Transcripts were read several times and descriptive notes made of interesting parts of
the text were made in the left-hand margin. Emergent themes were then extracted
from the sensethat was made of what the participants said and recorded in the righthand margin. Connections between the themes were made initially in chronological
form. Once all the data from the transcripts had been scrutinised then the data was
idea
The
the
to
capture
to
theoretical
was
ordering.
according
analytical
and
sorted
important issuesthat emerged from each transcript using an iterative process between
text and analysis then again overall the transcripts as a whole to complete the analysis.
This part of the process was very exciting and the most rewarding, I really began to
feel that the research was worth all the months of uncertainty and negotiation between
all the people involved my main concern was to stay as close to the words of
The
be
but
I
this
that
enough.
would not
was also aware
participants as possible
build
helped
between
a picture that
me
scripts
process of moving within and
between
the
and
all the stages in participants accounts.
encapsulated all
routes
Whilst staying true to their accounts I also hoped that I would help readers make
senseof what was being said by the interpretations I brought to the themes.

5.2 Analysis
Using the IPA method, data was scrutinised thoroughly by reading through the
transcripts several times and highlighting interesting and significant passagesand
noting these into the left hand margins. Building themes was done by rereading
through each transcript and from the highlighted data making a more psychological
analysis of the data to construct themes and noting these into right hand margins.
Super-ordinate themes were extracted once a list of the initial themes from first
interview was divided. These were grouped according to related pieces of data that
were prominent and strongly supported from within the transcripts. Subsequent
interviews built on those themes or were changed through an iterative process of
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differences
highlighted
themes
that
the
emerged
that
as
as
common
well
analysis
(Smith, 2003).

A papertrail accountof the processfollows:
From the first interview a list was drawn up of all of the themes (see appendix 7). The
list was then subdivided into super-ordinate themes with a heading for each (please
themes,
initial
list
From
new
8).
themes
this
super-ordinate
and
of
see appendix
A
1).
(please
table was
table
see
themes were added after each transcript was analysed
interview
the
As
analysed
themes.
the
was
to
each
then constructed record all of
themes were recorded within the table within a previous theme or added when a new

themewas discovered(pleaseseetable 1).
Themedescriptorsusedthe original wording usedby the participantsas closelyas
from
be
the
descriptors
sense
to
tending
`release'
super-ordinate
with
as
possiblesuch
linked
to
Line
Anguish'.
Mental
`Unbearable
were
numbers
madeof thesethemese.g.
by
the
descriptive
into
data
used
the
narrative
the
to
themes
the emerging
anchor
2).
Table
(please
see
participants
list
themes
interview
the
by
to
interview
of
data
After all the
added
and
was analysed
Only
interviews.
themes
the
with
data
then
all
the
across
sorted and re-analysed
was
interviews
it
from
the
were extracted and a
across all of
enough evidence to support
themes
the
A
developed.
super-ordinate
of
table
reorganisation
and
review
new
was
linked
The
these
the
each
other.
with
way
was undertaken after consideration of
data
final
that
data
the
table
was re-ordered and
the
way
reflects
within
ordering of
left
drawn
final
that
the
themes
that
A
table
were
up once satisfied
was
reorganised.
had captured the essenceof the participant's accounts of experiences (Table 2).

I was aware not to go too far when interpreting the themes that emerged as I wanted
to reflect the concerns of participants as closely as possible. I have made attempts to
use words that stay as close to the issuesparticipants' raised yet are descriptive
help
the reader understand the content and nature of the themes.I am
to
enough
aware that my interpretations and choice of themesmay derer from others who might
hope
I
that the participants who took part will recognise my
the
scripts
analyse
fairly.
their
to
experiences
portray
attempts
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6. Improving the validity of data:
6.1 Constant comparison and deviant case analysis
Coded data from the transcripts was compared by moving from the singular case
for
deviations,
themes
and then onto other casesand
compared
are
where emerging
helps
Going
this
to
transcripts
back
way
over
then
again when new caseswere added.
identify deviant casesand ensuresthat analysis is thorough (Willig, 2001; Silverman,
2000).

6.2 Paper Trail
In accordance with good practice in qualitative research a paper trail of all data
to
themes
in
building
analysis was
themes
the
super-ordinate
and
of
codes,
concerned
kept. A field diary of impressions of the research process of each of the interviews
An
in
(available
kept
guidelines).
ethical
to
accordance with
examiners only
was also
development
the
in
ideas
of
the
continuing
and conceptualisations
account of early
diary
field
the
building
for
tracking and
on reflexivity was contained within
research
(Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992; Willig, 2001). As the field diary was only available to
included
have
I
in
included
be
thesis
the
my personal
examiners and could not
reflections on the process in italics throughout this chapter.

6.3 Triangulation
For the purposes of triangulation and validation of findings (Ritchie & Lewis, 2004),
a quarter of the interviews were reviewed by my research project supervisor.
Comparisons were made then discussed as part of the process of selecting and sorting
themes. Some of the named themes made by my supervisor were dropped as were
led
little
discussion
to
that
themes
agreement
evidence was
where
some of my own
there to support them over a single case or over all of the cases.

Discussions between my supervisor and myself about some of the issues in the scripts
helped me to decide how to name themes.By comparing each others themes in the
early stages I was able to question whether any of the themesI had originally listed
being
the
essence
what
was
of
captured
said This stopped mefrom being blinded by
earlier conceptualisations that I might bring to the data too early and not be on the
look out for alternative viewsfrom all participants' accounts By keeping in mind
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throughout that the names selectedfor themes were meant to project what was being
be
keeping
felt
I
I
that
as true to the accounts as possible yet also
would
said
hopefully bringing greater understanding.

6.4 Transparency
In accordancewith qualitative methodology which requires transparency the process
in
through
this chapter above. This might enable the reader to
of analysis was walked
from
follow
the
taken
that
process
and
was
scrutinise thoroughly every step
beginning to end. This may help readers to seewhere and why choices were made
included
in
behind
(Smith,
The
2003).
them
reflective paragraphs
and the reasoning

italics will hopefully enhancethis processfurther.
7 ETHICAL

CONSIDERATIONS:

7.1 CoNmENTIA, rrY:
7.1.1 Data
Code numbers were used to identify individual participants and no references to
disclosed.
All
individual
identify
details
that would
participants were
actual names or
data, written or audio taped was kept in a locked filing cabinet when not in use. On
the first hearing of the audio material any identifying or personal information was
erased immediately.

7.1.2 Transcriptions
Where personal or identifying information was used during the interview this was
inserted.
This was to
XXXXX
in
the
transcriptions
was
and a row of
removed
indicate where information had been removed and to help with the flow of reading.
Participants were notified that quotes taken from the transcriptions might be used in
future published material with the removal of any personal details or identifying
material. Participants were informed of this before consent was given and they were
asked to indicate their consent to this on the consent form. They were also informed
that after a period of five years all transcripts would be completely destroyed in
accordance with ethical approval.
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7.2 Authentication:
For the purposes of authentication of transcripts my supervisor listened to each of the
tapes and authenticated the transcripts before the audio-tapes were destroyed in
accordancewith ethical approval granted. A form stating the authenticity of all the
tapes was signed by my supervisor and is included in appendix (9).

7.3 Consent
Participants were given an information sheet containing information about the
research and what they would be expected to do (please see appendix 3). They were
given least 48 hours to consider taking part. Each of the points on the consent form
was discussed before the interview began and before they signed the form (see
appendix 4). The researcher,the researcher's academic supervisor, and examining
body had accessto any written data after personally identifying information was
removed. Again participants were informed of this and asked to indicate their consent
on the consent form. Participants were also informed that this was a voluntary study
and that they could withdraw from the project at any time, without affecting their
treatment within the mental health service.

7.4 Managing Distress
Participants were given the opportunity to stop the interview at any time. If they
became distressed they were encouraged to ask if they wished to stop. The researcher
also used clinically validated techniques and clinical judgement to monitor
participants' level of distress. Where signs of distress were detected they were given
an opportunity to take a break or leave the study. Participants were periodically
checked during the interview as to whether they needed a break or wanted to stop.
Only one participant actually stopped the interview and took a break. He
was given
time to consider whether he wished to continue or not and he chose to continue.
Consideration was also given where the researcher believed that
a participant was
particularly distressed or at risk. The researcher discussed the appropriate follow up
with the participant and then agreed that either the participant or researcherwould
contact the appropriate supports (e.g. primary clinician, GP etc). This did not ensue
and none of the participants required immediate contact or support from any mental
health workers. There was also time after the interview for debriefing
and participants
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if
information
to
they should feel distressed later, this
about
who
contact
were given
included the contact details of their key worker if appropriate (see appendix 10).

7.5 Ethical Approval
Ethical approvalwas soughtandgrantedin October2004 from CoventryResearch
Ethics Committee and the Research and Development Department of Coventry
Teaching PCT (Please see appendix 11). City University received a copy of this
(Please
the
study
seeappendix 12).
approval and also sanctioned ethical approval of

All researchwas carried out in accordancewith sound Clinical Governanceand
Research Governance principles, Coventry Teaching PCT's policies and the Coventry
Research Ethics Committee requirements. This study was guided by and conformed

to NHS ResearchGovernanceFrameworkand CORECguidelines.
The Researcheralso adhered to the Data Protection Act 1998 at all times and
Psychological
British
the
the
complied with
ethical and good practice guidelines of
Society.
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CHAPTER3:

ANALYSIS OF DATA

1: INTRODUCTION:

This chapterwill walk through the developmentof themesand super-ordinate
theme building as outlined in the methodologysectionpreviously. This will act
basis
for
the
and
the
provide
conducted
the
was
analysis
as a record of
way
in
discussed
be
Each
successionand a seriesof
replicability.
of the themeswill
built
in
how
the words
were
and
anchored
themes
the
were
exampleswill show
usedby the participants.Italicised paragraphsare personalreflective accounts
incorporated
be
throughout this
IPA
on my own experienceof
which will
chapter.
2. PERSONAL FEATURES OIFPARTICIPANTS:

Table 1 outlines the demographicsof the participantsin order to situateand
determine
the relevanceand applicability of the
to
contextualisethe sampleand
findings (Willig, 2001; Elliot et at 1999).

Participant

Gender

Sexuality

Age

Marital Status

Pseudonym

Children

Number
Hetero

1

M

18

2

F

27

3

F

34 Hetero

4

F

18

5

F

22 Hetero

M

39

"6

7 M
8 M
9 M

Table 3:

No of

,

Hetero
Hetero

Single
Single
Married
Single
Sin le

Hetero

Married

23 Hetero
62 Hetero
30 Hetero

Single
Married
single

Nil

Ted

Nil

Marie

2
Nil

Kat
Leah

I

Louise
Not

I

Transcribed

Nil

Larry
3 John
Dave

Demographics of participants:

Out of the twelve participantswhosenameshad beenforwarded andthen
interviewed
be
75%.
to
giving
a
response
rate
of
agreed
approached,nine
Unfortunately one of the tapesbecamecorrupted so eight were then
for
As
the
research.
completetranscriptsmay contain
subsequentlytranscribed
sensitivematerial they are available only to examinersto comply with ethical
approval.
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The identifier for each participant is the letter P followed by their position in
the number of interviews conducted and is recorded on the transcripts. There is
therefore no number six as the tape of this interview was lost as previously
mentioned. Field notes were taken after each interview to record the nature of
the process from the interviewer perspective and to help in the development of
thematic analysis (for examiners only to comply with ethical approval).

3: DEVELOPING

THE THEMES:

3.1 THEMES IDENTIFIED:

Five super-ordinate themes emerged from the data: i) Unbearable Mental
Anguish, ii) Relieving Mental Anguish, iii) Regulation of Method, iv) Societal
Taboo, & v) Impact of Taboo on self. The development of each of these will
Further
be
discussed.
themes.
Table
4:
Displays
the
of
order
structure and
now

detailscan be found in the list of tables.
Table 4: Themes for self-harm experiences:

Self-harm experiences
1: Unbearable mental anguish
1

1.1 Interpersonal events

12.1 Abuse/bullying
1.2.2 Dysfunctional family life
1.2.3 Things build uu

1

1.2 Internal anguish

11.1.1 Ambiguous suicidal thoughts
1.12 Depression
1.1.3 Anger
1.1.3.a Being angry
1.1.3.b Dangerous anger

12:

of Method

Regulation

2.1 Anger
3: Relieving

2.2 Availability
2.3 Seeing blood/symbolic
2.4 Lethality

mental anguish

3.1 Release, Relax, Calm

3.2 Purgethoughtsand Images

4: Self-harm is `taboo'

4.1 Getting angry at it
4.2 Alienation

4.3 Beingjudged
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Super-ordinate theme 1: `Unbearable mental anguish':

The headingof `UnbearableMental Anguish' was listed as a super-ordinate
themebecausethe individual themesseemedto be aboutthe unbearablenature
of the experiences that participants expressedthat occurred just prior to selfharm.

The super-ordinate theme of `Unbearable Mental Anguish' is divided into two
sub-ordinate themes of `Interpersonal Events' and `Inner Anguish' to capture
the external factors and internal experience of psychological pain that leads to
self-harm. The themes contained within the `Interpersonal Events' seemto
capture the way that participants experience interpersonal conflict situations.
This often precipitated the `Inner Anguish' experienced therefore it seems
important to examine this major theme first.

Theme 1.1 `Interpersonal Events'
The events just prior to self-harm described by the participants seemto have
been experienced within the context of interpersonal conflict and appearsto
have led to the `unbearable mental anguish' experienced. Three main themes
were identified that contributed to the subordinate theme of `Interpersonal

events'.Two sub-themesaccountfor the different typesof experience,namely
`abuse and bullying' experiences and `dysfunctional family life experiences',
impact
the
third
the
of these experiences such that
whilst
captures
process and
`things build up'.

1.1.1 'Abuse/Bullying':
The theme of abuse and bullying experiences captured participants' accounts of
experiences they had encountered within interpersonal situations where
conflicts arose. Some of those experiences occurred in the past usually in
childhood where accounts of the memories of the abuse were being reexperienced in present day circumstances. For example the extract that follows
describes the way that the participant experiences a flashback
of the abuse she
suffered in the past which leads to her feeling angry in the present.
`my mum and dad hurting me, my ex partner/ stabbing
me little sister. It's
like I seethat in front / that flashbacks right in front
of me/ and I don't know
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why I do but I think that it's happening there and then again/ so I try and grab
her but shejust disappears and that gets me wound up' Louise (line 285).
Louise `gets wound up', a reflection of the anguish felt at experiencing such a
violent image that leads to self-harm to restore a senseof calm. Not all of the
participants reported experiencing flashbacks. In some casesit was the

bullied
in
in
being
had
the
that
experienceof
past
repercussions the present.
For exampleLarry describesthe way that being `taunted'at schoolbecauseof
his `puppyfat', still sticks in his mind evenhaving left schooleight years
previously.
When, when I was at school /I did go, have some puppy fat / and I was
taunted at times with that / so I think that's stuck really, /a lot of the things
have built up from school so, Larry (line 250)

This was not reportedasan intruding memoryor flashbackas such,althoughit
is possiblethat he had experiencedthem. It seemedmore aboutthe recollection
of his bullying experiences.
Its been about eight years since I left school but its still something that sticks
in my mind, like the puppy fat, going back even further because,I developed
that in second and third year, so / but it still sticks, /a lot of my problems
stem from that and I do get angry, /I do find it hard to talk about that sort of
thing Larry (line 266)
Larry's accounts seem to reflect a damaged self-image from the `taunting' he
suffered at the hands of the bullies at school. He demonstrates that a lot of his
problems, where he feels the necessity to self-harm, stem from the anger he
still feels towards the way he was treated. In the interview just after he gave me
this account he needed to take a break becausejust talking about it made him
so angry.

In the examples above it is past memories of `abuse and bullying' that create
the distress and anguish experienced. However for some, abuse was still being
experienced in present day life and self-harm was used to diffuse the anguish
felt in the aftermath of conflictual exchanges. Ted describes living with his
parents at home where his father's violence dominates the whole household

and he describeshow he experiencesfeeling helplessto changeanything.
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`if I, becauseI've done it before, I've flipped off the handle at him, and he
just ends up standing up and beating seven bells of shit out of me and / then
goes and sits down having another drink, / and it's just like what's the point,
it doesn't give him any, f, self-satisfaction, it gives him self satisfaction when
he get, when he seesme angry, / so I' Ted (line 783)

Although Ted is angry there is a sensethat it is defeatedor thwartedby the
level of his father's strengthandviolence.The anguishexperiencedis only
dissipatedwhen he self-harms.The senseof defeatis demonstratedwhen he
says `what's the point' in trying to stand up to him, he just ends up `beating'
me. Beating him is meant as in the physically senseyet used metaphorically he
also appearsbeaten or defeated psychologically.

Participant'sdescriptionsof abusiveexperiencesappearedto haveled them to
experienceunbearablefeelings of mostly angerbut also a senseof defeatin
Ted's case.This might be an indicator of the presenceof depressionthat he
talks of in the sub-ordinatethemeof depression.
Interpersonalcircumstancesleadingto `unbearablementalanguish'were not
alwaysof abuseor bullying and in somecases`dysfunctionalfamily life' also
appearedto createcircumstanceswhere anguishwas experienced.
1.1.2: `Dysfunctional family life':

The sub-themeof `Dysfunctionalfamily life' containsexamplesof the way
that participantshaveexperiencedlife in generalwithin their families. There
may be little distinction betweencalling an abusivefamily life as
dysfunctional.Family life howevermay containdysfunctionalelements
without abuseoccurring and so this themewas distinguishedfrom the `abuse
/bullying' theme.Marie for exampledescribesthe stressshefeels
at seeingher
mother suffer with depression.
Parents, / yeah ehm, because my mum's suffering depression
as well /, and
it's just frustrating to see her and having her tablets
changed over and over
again it's, you know you think, oh well, you know why can't they give her
something that actually works or do something /, so ehm, I'm just sort of,
friends as well, the lack of help their
getting/. Marie (line 358)
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Sheidentifies with her mother's suffering and is clearly stressedby the way
that her mother is not getting better. Her senseof frustration with the limits of
help she and her mother have had with mental health services is represented
throughout her interview.

Descriptionsof the experiencewith parentsareboth interpersonaland
relationalin nature.Negativeexperienceswith closefamily membersalso
seemedto addto the mentalanguishexperienced.Dave for exampletalks
abouthis relationshipwith his father.
`I was more scared of my Dad becausehe was really quiet /and he wasn't
kind
it
home
he
deal,
he'd
be
of
was
was
off working, when
around a great
/
he
The
Dad's
TV,
really
never seemed, seemed
oh, s, shush, your
watching
discontented with everything/ I think one of, he took me, me,and my brother
to a, a football game once and I just, did, didn't enjoy it, my brother did'
Dave (line 616)

Dave appearsto fear upsettinghis father and the relationshipappearsto have
beendistant.He goesonto to sayfurther on in the transcriptthat it is only now
him.
has
feel
he
he
is
is
beginning
he
that
to
that
with
closeness
some
as
older
On the whole participantsappearto lack supportfrom the parent'sthat they
talk about.Marie is also clearly concernedfor her mother andthis seemsto add
to the distresssheexperiences.The lack of supportmay addto the anguish
experienced when faced with difficult interpersonal situations leading to selfharm.

1.1.3'Things build up':

This sub-themecapturesthe way that participantsdescribedhow everydaylife
stressorsbuilt up andthey experiencedthe needto self-harmto relieve the
unbearablecrescendoof feelings.There are lessspecific eventsleadingto selfharm spokenaboutby participantsandthe non-specificnatureof `things'
suggeststhat there may be a lack of ability to dealwith more minor events
leadingthem to build up. In the examplefollowing Marie expressesthe nonspecific natureof experiencesthat build up over a few weeksrequiring her to
self-harm.
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Ehm, I could have ehm, a time where a lot of things build up, a lot of things
have happened over a space of a couple of weeks and then it will get to the
point where it needsto come out, so in that situation I would sort of just get a
knife, I just cut my arm /, try and, sometimes I, I try and cut myself and it's
only like a little cut and you just feel as if something your heads saying no
that's not deep enough, / so it's like try again, see if you can do it this time
and ehm, sometimes I can and sometimes I can't but yeah. Marie (line 199)
What seemsimportant in Marie's account is her senseof `things building up'
her
it
breaking
`needs
to
self-harm
and
out'
come
and reaching
point where
in
his
how
describes
Ted
build
the
In
past
this
the
also
stops
next example
up.
father's remarks would `get too much' and he needed to self-harm but that he
`lets it go in one ear an out the other now' to prevent that.

`just let whatever dad says go in one ear and out the other, /just my way of
it
it
just
listen
before
I'd
to
deal
take
to
and
starting to
with things, whereas
heart and it would all just build up and build up and then one day he'd just
just
it'd
just
too
then,
go
and
you'd
much
get
say something stupid and
(line
183)
Ted
try
slash yourself up or something/'
upstairs and
This however seemsa bit more specific in that he is describing being criticised
`get
build
The
building
things
time.
that
would
of
up
and of
up over a period of
too much' and Ted describes how he would try to `slash' him-self up to

for
describes
John
the
that
things
the
way
alleviate
mentalanguishexperienced.
him 'build up' out of nowhere.Where he could be `happyandjoking' one
for
him
it
let
`get
to
the
then
go was to
easiestway
minute and
agitated' and
self-harm,againthis seemsless specific.
`I don't know it seemsto build, you, you can be fine and you could be happy
and joking and all of a sudden you, I seem to get agitated, I get ins, irritable, I
get hot, I get sweaty, start feel scratching and then from there, you actually
have too release it and let it go, its like a kettle boiling / you know if you
don't let it go, and probably self-harm is the easiest way to let it go' John
(line 152)
`Self-harm is the easiest way to let it go' for John as his agitation and
irritability boil up and he has to release it.
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In all of theseaccountsthe build up of `things' getsunbearablelike John's
`kettle boiling' andthe self-harmis usedto restorethings to a more bearable
state.
In all of the accountsdescribedby participantsself-harmwas usedto
extinguish the `unbearable mental anguish' experienced arising from the
`interpersonal events' of abuse/bullying, dysfunctional family life, and a build

up of things that could not be contained.
1.2 `Inner Anguish'
While `interpersonal events' described the external circumstances leading to
feelings
internal
describes
`inner
that are experienced.
the
self-harm,
anguish'
Three main sub-themeswere identified in terms of the way that participant's
experienced `inner anguish'. These were `Depression', `Ambiguous Suicidal
thoughts' and `Anger'. Anger was sub-divided into two further sub-themesas
`being angry' and `dangerous anger'. Each will be described in turn.

1.2.1 `Depression':
The `depression' theme was developed to capture expressions about
hopelessnessas well as statements from participants about feeling low and
depressed.Some of the examples do not use the term depression explicitly in
the accounts but statements such as `what's the point' seemedto indicate a
senseof defeat and hopelessnessthat are akin to depression.

Ted for exampleusesthe expression`what's the point' indicating a senseof
hopelessness
and defeatafter `dwelling' on the argumenthe hadwith his
parentsandgirlfriend.
`I just sat in my room dwelling on, dwelling to myself, thinking, what's the
point, what's the point no-one wants me, everyone's having a go at mel, the
three main people in my life at the time were just all screaming and having a
go at me becauseit's like, just some petty little thing that I did, and like I just
saw the plug socket and put a fork in there and held onto it for while' Ted
(line 262)
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`Everyonewas having a go', `no-onewants me' were dwelt on, the senseof
defeat again when he says `what' the point' all before he self-harms to takes
away the `unbearable mental anguish' he experiences. Although he does not
state that he is depressedas such this appearsto be evident.

Dave doesdescribehis experienceusing the word depressionwhen being on
his own at homebecomes`unbearable'for him. The unbearablenatureof the
depressionhe describesoften precipitatesepisodesof self-harmfor him.
`As I say it's not something I think about when I'm out and about during the
day. It's when I get home / you're kind of on your own for a while and then
you kind of just get really depressedand this, its, that, that's usually what
happens but it does become kind of routine'. Dave (line 164)

Ted andDave sharethe senseof being on their own andDave explicitly states
he is depressedwhereasTed appearsto feel he is unwantedand expresses
by the use of `what's the point' to indicatehis distress.
feelingsof hopelessness
Larry also did not expressly state that he was depressedbut like Ted the words
used to describe his state indicate expressions of affect that correspond with
depression. For example Larry's senseof worthlessness and the term `empty'
harming
himself.
low
he
indicate
just
how
to
to
that
prior
was
seemed
was used

Thew, I felt, empty, worthless / that everything that I was doing was going
wrong, / that I shouldn't be here / so' Larry (line 73)

Sothis themeseemedto capturethe way that being low, down or depressed
were experienced prior to self-harm. However in contrast Leah expressedthat
being `too low' prevented self-harm, she was to explain subsequently that her
lethargy meant she couldn't sum up the energy to do anything;
`I haven't felt, a lot of the time I think I, I mean this week's been really hard,
(mhm) but I've actually harmed less this week and I put that down to the fact
that a lot of the time, I was, too, too down to, to harm myself. ' Leah (line
586)
On the whole when participants talked of feeling low and or gave statements of
hopelessnessthis was sometimes linked to self-poisoning acts of self-harm and
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Dave's
However
thoughts.
there
as
also
examples
were
or ambiguoussuicidal
abovewhere self-injury (cutting) was used.
1.2.2'Ambiguous suicidal thoughts':

The themeof `ambiguoussuicidalthoughts' seemedto capturethe way that
(self-destruction)
killing
in
had
`ambiguity'
themselves
to
relation
participants
(self-preservation).
harming
themselves
and
Leah when talking about taking some tablets isn't sure about what might
happen. For her the prospect of possible terminal damage to her organs is a
known possibility but she is prepared to `leave that in the hands of the god's'.
`Ehm, /just, just sort of you'd, if you take them and just, you don't quite
know quite what's going to happen, / you don't know whether you're going
kidneys
fail
liver
/
be
that
could
your
or
to
could
okay or, whether your
it
leaving
/somehow
/and,
know,
don't
you're sort of
quite
shrivel up and you
in the, in the hands of the gods somehow its, I guess its /'Leah (line 481)
The laissez-faire attitude towards the risk she takes seemedto indicate the way
As
or
not.
act
this
that she was uncertain as to whether
was a self-destructive
he
to
trying
Larry
was
whether
the
asked
was
next example, again when
with
kill himself or not he was unsure whether his self-poisoning episodes were selfpreservative or self-destructive.
`I don't know it, its just to block out things, /and on top of medication or
drink, / I've drank so much that I'd pass out and knowing that I took the
/but
/,
I
I
is
big
made a mistake
so
would,
no,
a
no,
as
which
medication,
well
keep
it
I
I
doing
it
but
I
thought
then
could
using
when got well
once of
had,
before
/
I
I
did
drinking
took
I
tablets
too
sure
my
making
much,
which
(line
I
Larry
82)
just
drank
that
then
could
pass
out'
so
enough
went out and

When Leah was pressedfurther aboutwhetherthe meansof self-harmby selfpoisoningwas suicide or self-harmshewent onto saythat her intention was to
knock herselfout, but that shewouldn't be `particularlybe botheredif shedid
die'.
`it is to harm, sometimes, it might just knock you out for a while and
sometimes that, that's what you want, / but at the same time usually if you do
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it, you wouldn't be particularly bothered if you were to die, the thought of
that, /but the primary intention is not to do it, its Leah (line 505)
It seemedthat captured in this theme participants were sometimes engaged in
the experience of suicidal thinking and that there could be a fine dividing line
between self-harming behaviour and suicidal behaviour on some occasions.
The example of ambiguity is expressedby the.vaguenessof intent from Leah
where she says `you wouldn't be particularly bothered if you were to die'.
Another expression of ambiguity was in terms of the lethality of the behaviour
at the time. Dave.toys with moving his `slicing' to `stabbing'.

`instead of slashing you'd be thinking, you sometimes kind of, you get you
kind of, heckles up a bit and think about, just, instead of slicing, just actually
just stabbing, /just to seewhat'd happen, and then thinking about the
family
it
I
begin
I
think,
through
then
to
think
that
are going
and
aftermath of
to find me /no, so I've kind of ma, that's stopping me from any kind of,
that'd be more' Dave (line 185)

It is the move from `slicing' to `stabbing'imaginedby Dave that changesthe
self-harmact from one of self-preservationto contemplationof selfdestruction.Toying with the ideabetweenthesetwo positionsis evident,
before decidingthat the aftermathof suicidewould meanthat his family would
find him and so this stopshim. The impulseto self-destructthereforeseemsto
revert back to self-preservation.
1.2.3 `Anger':
In the final sub-theme of `internal anguish' anger was divided into two further
sub-themesto capture two of the major responsesgiven by participants. `Being
angry' was mostly expressed as being experienced towards others within
interpersonal contexts either from memories of past experiences or from the
way that they were experienced as they happened. In some of the participants
accounts anger was expressedas being experienced towards self. In the theme
of `dangerous anger' reported by all of the participants this seemedto be
mostly about the anger they felt towards those whom they were angry with. It
appearedthat participant's anger having been aroused was felt to be too
`dangerous', possibly as a result of the reports that anger was being associated
with aggression and violence. As a result participants felt that they needed to
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divert the anger away form the person they were angry with. It also seemed
that participants felt unable to expressthe anger due to the levels of `danger' in
it they felt and in turn used self-harm to alleviate the `mental anguish' they
experienced.

1.2.3.a `Being Angry':
`Being angry' accounts consisted of descriptions of anger affect being
experienced in relation to interpersonal conflict situations. Many of the
examples appearedto be in relation to experiencing abuse or unacceptable
behaviour from others either in the past or in more recent circumstances. This
contributed to the `inner anguish' experienced that necessitated self-harm.

In the first example Louise describes the way that memories of past abuse is
replayed in her mind in the present and that the anger she feels towards the
person who abused her is so powerful that she needs to hit the wall to

dissipatethe angeraffect.
`It's funny when you do it /. It's like / it's like someone's actually standing
there. It's like the person that you hate at the time is actually standing there
in front of you, or the object your angry with is standing there in front of
you so you just seered and you start laying in to the wall. Louise (line, 252)

The person she hates and is angry with is imagined to be standing in front of
her, `seeing red' indicates the level of the anger (rage) and acts as a trigger
for her self-harming act of `hitting the wall'.

In contrastMarie talks aboutan incident where sheis out with friends and
someonewho attendsthe samegroup asMarie and her friends confrontsher
asto why Marie won't talk to her,
`shejust wouldn't drop it and it just, and she then she
says oh, you your
making me feel uncomfortable with my other friends, and I says, well okay,
I'll, I'll move, laughs, so I went over to the opposite side
and she says no,
no you're still making me feel uncomfortable so I thought, well sod it then
I'll go, and I could feel the anger coming
up (mhm), so I sort of got up, she
sort of, I was going to throw a drink at her, thought no, and just stormed
out. ' Marie (line 436)
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Marie goeson to report that after shestormsout shegoesonto,
I just stormed out, sort of pushed the door really hard, laughs, (mhm) I'm
surprised I didn't break the glass and then just walked over to my friend's
car (mhm), and saw the wall and sort of took it out on the wall. Marie (line
453)
The strength of her anger is `taken out on the wall' by punching it really hard,
which is similar to the expression of anger reported by Louise. Marie also
avoids taking her anger out on the person she was angry with at the time of
the conflict by walking away and later `hitting the wall'. Louise on the otherhand has the memory of a past event, this is something she cannot walk away
from so she also `hits the wall' to relieve her of the anger she experiences.

In the next exampleTed frequentlyrelatesthe difficulties he hasat home
living with a violent father and copeswith the angerhe feelstowardshim by
banginghis headto staycalm.
he was all like, you're pathetic, you're never going to get anywhere, and all
like this and so I just walked out into the kitchen, and just started smashing
my head off the cupboard, he was like, damage any of the cupboards I'll
make you pay for them, I was like, fuck it, I'm going outside, just stayed
outside until I knew he'd gone to bed and then just went back in. Ted (line
840)

The descriptionof life at homegiven by Ted is frequentlypunctuatedwith
his father's violencetowards different membersof the family. Ted appearsto
get caughtup in exchangeswith his father on a frequentbasiswhere selfharm for him is reportedto take many forms and acts as a diffuser of the
anger and distress he experiences.

All of the participantstalked of the angerat othersarising in the contextof
interpersonalsituationseither pastor present,which links back to the
subordinatethemeof 1.1 `interpersonalevents'.Abuse and dysfunctionalfamily
life experienceswere frequentlyreported.Also difficulties
with people
outsideof the family were also spokenof in relation to what triggeredthe
angerinitially.
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A major concern expressedby participants was to direct the anger away from
those who they were angry with. This appearsto be connected to the way that
is
by
anger perceived
participants to include physical and verbal acts of
aggression. Ted makes it clear that he stops his anger for fear of retaliation in
the form of a physical attack by his father whereas some of the participants
were concerned not to harm the other person. Marie for example when
questioned further about her anger spoke about the aggressive urges she
redirects for fear of consequences.

`I think I've always, gone off the extreme (mhm) even at school/ if someone
bullied me, then, they'd only bully me for so many weeks (mhm) and it'll
all build up (mhm) and then I'll just explode, and, I would actually, grab
them, (mm), physically grab them (mhm) and on some occasions I would
actually grab them by the neck,' Marie (line 650)
Then later she states;
` think I just think of maybe what would happen if I did do that (mhm), they
have
hit
if
have,
if
have
I'd
I'd
that
phoned the police
could
girl, she
could,
(mhm) and got me arrested /I sort of think of those things now' Marie (line
680)

This concernis linked with the themeof `dangerousanger' that will be
exploredfurther on in this section.
So far the theme of `being angry' has been in relation to being angry with

just
However
others.
not all participantsexperiencedanger
with othersbut
also at themselves. The strength of this anger was then taken directly out on
themselves by self-harm. Dave's description of anger sums up best what the
experience of being angry at self was like for him.

`Well I'm just annoyedat myself /I can't help thinking I've, I can't shake
the feeling that I've failed, / or I've messedup, /, and it's more, I'm
absolutelyseethingwhen I'm doing it, but I'm really angry at myself.' Dave
(line 471)
He expressesa lot of negativity and blame towards himself in the words `I've
failed, messedup', and he is seething at himself and blaming himself for
things that went wrong.
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The descriptions of anger experiences in the accounts above are all in the
context of interpersonal situations. This appearsto provoke self-harm
whether the anger is experienced towards others or self at the time. Memories
of similar `interpersonal events' can also lead to powerful anger affect and
generatesthe `unbearable mental anguish' that leads to self-harm.
1.2.3.b'Dangerous anger':
The `inner anguish' state of `being angry' within the context of `interpersonal
events' seemsto be of such magnitude that participants speak of aggressive
and violent acts being envisaged and fears about retaliation, consequences
and of not harming those they feel angry with were expressedtherefore the
theme of `dangerous anger' was developed.

Larry for exampleseemsto equatethe strengthof his angerasrequiring
expressionby hitting and as he would neverdo that to anotherpersonthe
option is thereforeto harm him-self or destroyhis own property.
`Not really, no I wouldn't there is something that stops me from think, even
thinking, contemplating hitting someone, I wouldn't, so hence why I do it
from
it
I
them' Larry
take
apart
so
on myself and why
out on my property
(line 347)
When participants talked of `being angry' with others this seemedto be
related to the experience of abuse or perceived unacceptable behaviour from
others in `interpersonal events' situations. Leah for example talks about her
Dad being angry with her for spilling tea and of her being angry with him
back but that she `couldn't express the anger she felt' towards him so ended
up `hitting herself'.

`my Dad was really angry and cross, and he says oh XX it's all over the, oh
Christ you've made a right mess there haven't you, and I felt like I just
wanted to say, its not my fault its becauseof, you know, this side effect, but
and then I just thought, its, but then I couldn't take it up with him because I,
that I couldn't sort of, couldn't express that anger (mhm) because of the lies
and the and all that so, I sort of took it up with myself and that was the last
time I, 1 hit myself. ' Leah (line 819)
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Earlier in the interview Leah stated that hitting herself consisted of her either
head-butting or hitting different parts of her body with her fists. As her
difficulties had been kept from her family she was unable to explain why her
hands had shaken. The anger she experienced therefore could not be
her
for
fear
her
Keeping
that
this
would
expose
secret.
self-harm
expressed
and other difficulties secret therefore led to further self-harm.

Katy also spokeof family situationscreatinga dilemma in terms of
expressingher anger.Shedescribeshow intrusive memoriesof pastabusein
childhood andof being rapedas an adult cameback frequently.Shealso
talked abouthow it felt for her in having a young family and how this meant
that it was difficult for her to containthe angerand rageshefelt when the
imagessheconstantlyexperiencedoccurred.This was on top of having to
copewith what seemedto be being describedasthe relatively harmless
irritations of her children's behaviourfrom time to time.
Yeah, I'm scared that I'm going to hurt someone/, eh, its coming, its
hanging there somewhere really going to hurt someone, I can feel it / that's
but
kid's
don't
I
there not at
the
them
to
really
room
out
allow
why
come
happen
/,
don't
know
know,
hit
I
don't
I
I
them,
what would
risk, wouldn't
if I lost it, /. Katy (line 289)
Katy therefore cannot expressthe rage she feels towards the intruding
abusive experiences of the past whilst in this situation. The situational
context places restraints on her ability to expressthe rage that is held inside

and subsequentlythis leadsto self-harmto relieve the `inner anguish' she
experiences.
Participants experience of `inner anguish' and of `being angry' at self or
others due to past or present interpersonal events required this to be
expressedin the form of self-harm. Self-harm seemedto be more preferable
than the envisaged lack of control over the aggression and violence occurring
within them-selves that seemedanticipated from participants. The thought of
unwanted retaliation or other consequencesand or the harm to others
prevented unleashing this type of `dangerous anger'.
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Super-ordinate theme 2 `Regulation of Method':
The method participants used to self-harm were wide and varied therefore just
listing the various methods was avoided. In examining the transcripts it
appearedthat each of the participants talked of a number of different methods
they had used both currently and in the past. It also seemedthat different
methods were being used for different situations. The theme of `regulation of
method' was developed to capture the way that each of the methods of selfharm appearedto be being regulated. These were narrowed down into four

main themes,availability; anger;seeingblood /symbolic, and lethality.
Availability seemedto capture the senseof the way participants talked about

using what was `aroundat the time', or carryingthe `tools of the trade' with
them in order to carry out self-harm.
For exampleTed appearsto be swayedinto using his mother's pills that were
on the sidepartly becausehe was too lazy to go into the kitchen for a knife and
partly becausecutting himself would have `madea mess'.
2.1`Availability':
`No, it depends, (no), no,/ that all depends on like what's around you at the
time / cause like personally the only reason I took an overdose was because
there was pills on the side, / and there was quite a large amount of pills on the
side, and so I thought, things were getting to me, Dad was having a go at me,
and then he went upstairs to bed and I thought, I might as well, couldn't be
arsed to go into the kitchen and get a knife, and make a mess, so I took an
overdose', Ted (line 250)

WhereasMarie usedto carry a knife with her but stoppedthat. Shedescribed
how now shealso carriedher `tools of the trade' aroundwith her so that she
could cut herselfwhenevershefelt shehadto. But mainly shecuts her-selfat
home.
`mainly it sort of all builds up and I'll go homeand sort of try and forget it
but sort of comesback / so it's mainly doneat home, I have
so
my own little
pieceof equipmentas me and XXKXXX call it. /, our little tools of the trade,
ehm,yeahusuallyjust a knife, blade,ehm,/but eh,/I havein the pastactually
carrieda, a knife with me / ehm,but I sort of stoppeddoing that
no,
-so,
laughs,do it at homedon't do it anywhereelse'. Marie (line 210)
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Ted talks about why the method chosen at that particular time comes down to

the convenienceof what is to handwhilst Marie hasher tools with her for
convenience.
Participantsmay also havea preferredway of self-harmingbut it also seems
that in the absenceor removalof that methodthen they will usewhat is
describe
Thus
they
somethingopportunisticabouttheir self-harm.
available.
This is capturedin the following examplewhereKaty explainsthat after a
recentvisit in hospitalthey took her methodof self-harmaway and she
describedsubstitutingher methodof self-harmwith somethingelse.
`So I was in there and everyonewas sayingoh well shecan't self-harmnow.
Believe me you can find a lot of things in there you can self-harmwith'.
When askedwhat typesof things, shereplied,
`Right, coketins, / eh, it dependson how jaggedyour wardrobesare/,you eh,
the lighter stop,what elseis there,there's loadsof things inside the hospital
I can't think of them all, they've all changed now, they've all got this new
hospital, so, / it's all changed so I don't know how safe they are becauseI've
not been in'. Katy (line 133)

The removal of the means to self-harm when entering hospital still doesn't

herself
finds
Katy.
She
with anything
to
cutting
means
of
appear stop
still
other
sharpshecan find. This seemsto indicatea powerful senseof urgencyand
her-self
for
looking
to
to relieve the
cut
alternative
way
necessitywhen
an
`unbearable mental anguish' experienced.

The themeof `availability' shedslight onto the way that participant'schoices
factors
be
influenced
by
of convenience,choiceand limitations
of methodcan
being imposed.Participantshavealso describedhow resourcefulthey are
wherethoselimits havebeenimposed.This seemsto indicatethat a senseof
urgencyand necessityto self-harmto relieve the mentalanguishthey
experience,takeshold.
2.2'Anger':

Therewere manyexamplesof the way that angerseemedto play a role in the
useof methodsof self-harminvolving physical force againstself. Earlier in the
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themeof `being angry' Louise and Marie describedhitting a wall when they
described
hitting
his
head
Ted
also
against the wall
anger
and
experienced
when he experienced anger. Looking at table 3, participants reports of methods
used in relation to experiencing anger were as follows, Louise, Marie and Dave
talk of hitting walls, whilst Leah and Larry talk of hitting themselves on the
body, and Ted head-butting a wall. Only Katy and John do not report hitting
themselves when experiencing anger, throughout their transcripts they only
is
for
their
that
two
cutting and self-poisoning.
self-harm,
methods
report on
Hitting oneself by the use of physical force by punching walls or head-butting
walls and hitting a part of the body seems different to cutting oneself.
Participants do not appear to talk about why they do this as opposed to another
headLeah
Dave
talk
they
to
that
about
and
get angry.
method except say
butting as something they used to do, with Dave suggesting that it was
he
the
he
He
the
talks
more
gets,
angrier
also
about
of.
something
grew out
likely he is to use physical force against himself in the form of punching his

face and punchingdoors andwalls.
`I've, it's something, it's not a lot (mhm) but in the past, I've done, I used to,
Mum said, I used to, kind of smack my head of the wall when I was a kid
quite a bit' Dave (line 318)
`Ehm, but yeah I've punched, I've punched hole in flipping doors and hit
(mhm)
but
it
don't
know
I
in
(mhm),
I,
I
the
the
seems
angrier
get
walls
past
the more chance there is of me, punching me in the face, quite hard as well. '
Dave (line 328)

The imageof this is very uncomfortableto comprehendand suggestsextreme
violence being enactedfrom the degreeof angerfelt. Yet cutting one-self
provides an equally disturbing and violent image to envisage.

Going through all the transcripts Ted, Marie, Larry, Louise, and Dave report
throughout to have hit walls and other objects when angry. The descriptions are
all similar to the example above. Dave, Leah and Larry have also reported
hitting themselves on different parts of the body, Dave hits his face, Larry hits
his stomach and Leah hits her arms and legs.
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In Larry's case it appearsthat hitting his stomach is directly linked with the
anger he feels about being overweight, hence targeting this area.

I do tend to whack my stomach a lot (mm) so, I do hit so hard that it does
hurt. Wl: Yeah and can you tell me a bit about what triggers that off? Its,
I'm a bit overweight anyway, I do want to do things like go to the gym and
eat healthy and I do sometimes do that but I've never been as big as I am
(mhm) I don't like it, so. Larry (line 169)

Thereseemsto be a link betweenLarry's feelings of being overweightto
hitting his stomachwhilst Dave and Leah report no direct link to the areasof
the body they hit.
Overall there appearsto be a needto usephysicalforce when angeris being
discussedby participants.Theredoesnot seemto be any reasonsgiven asto
hitting
is usedas opposedto cutting or self-poisoningfor examplewhen
why
discussed.The commondenominatorin all of the participantsaccountswhere
hitting hasbeendiscussedasthe methodusedis `beingangry'.
2.3'Seeing Blood/Symbolic':

Within the super-ordinatethemeof regulationof methodseeingblood was a
significant regulatorof the methodchosenat the time. Someof the
participant's accounts talked about the symbolic meaning for them in seeing
their own blood. The following extracts describe the manner in which blood is
symbolically being used. Louise describes the wish to wipe away her past like
the way she wipes away her blood, so perhaps she can feel that she has dealt
with it.

/It's like my past innit. You cut yourself / and it's like you
seethe blood
coming down and you wipe it away and it's gone. / That's how I want it to be
with my past. Louise (line 522)

This suggeststhat symbolically seeing blood is
experienced as having the
power to take away the past. Other participants also emphasisedthat needing to
seeblood was important and Dave even made pictures from it.
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`so, and then I've got a, I don't know to be honest, I, when I started doing it I
started bleeding onto paper / and making pictures out of it, which sounds kind
of odd, so I've got a booklet full of pictures which are pretty much scab's / so
next I'd be looking at these things and they dry like a river bed and crack

and ehm,I madea ton of thosebut after a while I just packedthat in' Dave
(line 135)
Participants may be influenced by the easeand convenience of a particular
method at the time. Generally cutting is the most frequently used method of
self-harm reported by all of the participants. This suggeststhat there may be
other psychological factors present when a person uses physical force in
responseto experiencing `anger' as opposed to other forms of `mental anguish'
where cutting or overdosing is preferred.

2.4'Lethality':
The sub-theme of `lethality' is used to capture the way that participants talked
about the method of self-poisoning as a more lethal form of self-harm. Nearly
all of the participants talked about overdosing by the use of tablets with or
without alcohol as a method when thinking about the suicidal thoughts that
they had. The word suicide was used to distinguish the use of the method of
self-poisoning as distinct from self-harm as in the following example. John
describes how when he had enough he tried to kill himself by taking sleeping
tablets and a bottle of vodka.

`Uh, I had enough I tried some suicide ehm, (mhm) I always thought when it
come, I would be in control I would make no mistakes cause I read about
other people, oh well if you're going to do it you'll do it right. (Okay) you
know, you either walk out under a train, but that's to messy I wouldn't (mm)
so I saved up a lot of sleeping tablets (mhm) and I took about thirty five,
which I thought was more than enough, plus a bottle of vodka', John (line
284)
He makes it clear that the use of self-poisoning by taking tablets and
vodka was
supposedto end his life. This was meant to be `lethal' but unfortunately he
goes onto say he miscalculated by keeping the tablets for too long and being
sick bringing the tablets up again.
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The ideathat taking tabletsis a `lethal' methodfor endinglife was also
expressedby Katy who really wants to die at times but `hasn't got the bottle to
do it'.
`The feeling of wanting to die hasbeenthere (mm) but I've had no bottle to
do it / so if I could be left aloneI was okay', Katy (line 30)
If shecould be left alone shemight do it and shedescribeshow beingwatched
over prevents her from carrying this out.
The tablets are another self-harm way, that's how I (yeah) self-harm as well,
but I was going to take all these tablets and X walked in and caught me, (aha)
as usual, and he took the lot off me, now X in, X my partner, huh, (mhm) he,
he's the one that's got the medication now, (yeah), he has to keep giving it to
me (okay) at certain times so, I don't know Katy (line 38)
Taking tablets therefore could be `lethal' and warrants her partner to take
control of the medication she takes. `Lethal' and `more drastic' ways of selfharming are also confirmed by Larry as overdosing. Larry also talks about a
serious attempt he had made to end his life when he tried to hang himself and
expressedthis as `throttling' himself.

I did yeah,/ yes it was a betterway from what I was doing and how I was
feeling, / it was either that or, / actuallytrying more drasticways,/ andone of
the more drasticways of me self-harming,like, like putting myself / to the
overdosesandthe throttling, / its actually, the actualstrongonesmight be
actualsuicidal onesI'd want to endmy life / with so Larry (line 96)
Larry is clearly equating the `strong and drastic' methods of self-harm with his
experiences of trying to end his life. All of the participant accounts confirm

that they felt that overdosing,by taking tabletsand or alcoholwas a more lethal
methodof self-harmand thereforethe expressionusedwas suicide.Other
lethal methodswere also describedas suicide.
The `lethality' themehassomeoverlapwith the themeof `ambiguoussuicidal
thoughts' describedearlierwhen Katy describeshow shehasnot had the bottle
to take enoughtabletsto endher life. John,Katy andLarry describedselfpoisoningactsof self-harmasbeing a `lethal' methodthat carriedthe risk and
hadthe potentialto end their lives.
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Looking at the super-ordinatethemeof `regulationof method,when
participantsdescribed`availability' they were concernedwith convenience,
choiceand limitation on the methodused.Where `anger' experiencesoccurred
therewas evidenceto suggestthat the useof physical force seemedimportant.
Cutting is the most frequentlyusedmethodreportedandthe symbolic meaning
attachedto `seeing/blood'was important. Self-poisoningactsof self-harmwere
seenas `more drastic 'and lethal and seemedto be usedwhenevera personwas
contemplatingendingtheir life. Therewas someoverlapwith the themeof
`ambiguoussuicidalthoughts' wherethere might be ambiguity from
it
lives.
in
Therefore
being
their
seemsthat
participants not
sureaboutending
the methodbeingusedcan be indicative of the experiencedemotionattachedto
it, suchas `anger', or `wantingto die' or that the methodhassomesymbolic
meaningattachedto it suchas `seeingblood' or the circumstantialrestraintsof
`availability' is in operation.
Super-ordinate theme 3: 'Relieving Mental Anguish':
All of the participants talked about the way that self-harming brought a sense
of relief from the `unbearable mental anguish' from distressing events or
memories of distressing events experienced. There were two main ways that
in
below.
by
the
the
sub-themes
reflected
relief was experienced
participants
`Release,Relax and Calm' was developed to capture the essenceof relief
experienced, while `Purge thoughts and images' captures the way that
participants expressedgetting rid of the unpleasant and distressing thoughts
and images.

3.1'Retease, Relax and Calm'

Each participanthad different ways of describingthe relief they experienced
after self-harm.Sometimesthis was relatedto the particular experienceof
mentalanguishbeing talked about at the time.
Larry for exampleis talking aboutthey way in which he hits his stomachto
releasethe angerhe feelstowards himself becausehe feels overweight.
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`I suppose at the time I'm, I don't really know, I don't think it really helps, /
but at the time I just I'm doing it, I'm thinking, it does release something any
it
/
releasesa bit of tension, /, so releasesa bit of stress and the anger
way,
/but then when I think, it doesn't look quite normal to do it /, and that I end
up having a sore stomach / so' Larry (line 308)

The self-harmactsas a way to `release'the stress,tensionand angerthat Larry
cannotbearany longer. Leah on the other handis talking aboutthe way that
cutting and seeingthe blood is calming becausethen sheknows that sheis
alive. This seemsrelatedto the way that shefrequentlyfeels `empty' and
`hollow' describedin parts of the transcript.
`I've thought about this quite a lot about why, why there's that need for blood
it
is
fact
lot
lot's
I
I
I've,
the
think
think
there's
a
of
and,
of reasons really
that when you seeblood you, you know that you're alive, you know that
that's running through you, and, and that /yeah, sorry, ehm, /I just find it,
really calming just to see it' Leah (line 192)

This was also relatedto the way that the tensionshefelt `built up andup' and
`just boils up' requiring self-harmto calm things down for her again.
I just, it sort of just boils up in you, it, sort of feel this tension, in you it sort
of builds up and up and up' Leah (line 208)

In the transcriptsall of the participantsusethe termsof release,relax andor
calm seemedto describethe experienceafter self-harmis carriedout. This also
seemedconnectedto a belief that self-harmwas somethinguseful and
preferable to what was expressedas the `unbearable' levels of `mental anguish'
being experienced. There is a senseof the level of distress not being able to be
contained unless the person self-harms.

3.2 'Purge thoughts and images':

The themeof `purgethoughtsand images'was developedin responseto the
way that participantsappearedto needto rid themselvesandpurgethe
distressingthoughtsand imagesthat created`unbearablementalanguish' for
them. They appearto purgethe disturbingnatureof them by the use of selfharm.
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Louise describes her experience of having a flashback after watching a
television programme.

`Erm, I was watching telly (mhm). I was watching telly and there was this
(yeah)
about gypsies and caravans and things like that / and then
programme
it's like, I could see it in front of me/ Wl: so this was thoughts? No it's
like, it was like, it's a flash back (yeah) of something. Oh man'. Louise (line
459)

The imagesreferredto, areof sexualabuse,whereshewantedto kill `him' she
then goeson to cut her armsand her legs to get rid of the disturbingimage
describedas follows,
`Yeah, It's like when you get a video innit and the video player gets stuck
and you try and smack it and it just won't move. It gets stuck on one picture.
It was like that. ' Louise (line 491)

The flashbackis describedas a mentalimagethat `getsstuck' which appearsto
be so disturbingcausingthe `unbearablementalanguish' being expressedthat
Louise cuts herselfto `purge' her-selfor rid her-selfof the imagethat causes
the distress.
In contrast Marie after describing the experience of being low and getting

lower from thought aboutthings that happenedin the pastusesself-harmto
`block out thesethoughts'.
`Ehm, ---usually it's, if it's sort of rubbing or scratching it's, it's sort of
things are sort of deep down that come up occasionally (mhm), and it's sort
of, sort of feels like, if I can get this pain then it will, that will give me
something to think about and block out these, these thoughts (ok), ehm,
cutting is a quick fix thing I think it's, (ok) it's a quick' Marie (line 327)

The pain shefeels from self-harmactsas a way to displacethe psychological
distressthat shecannotbear.Thinking aboutthe pain from cutting herself
relievesher of the psychologicalpain sheexperiences,giving her a `quick fix'.
In the examples above there are descriptions of the desired affect sought by the
participants, such as a senseof calm, being relaxed or at peace after using self-
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harm. Linked to this is the experience of distressing thoughts and images that
require purging to alleviate the `unbearable mental anguish' and restore the
senseof calm and relaxation that is desired. From other accounts self-harm also
seemsto help them relieve the tension, anger, agitation and irritability they
experience. It seemsthat participants know that they can get this senseof calm
and peace from self-harm and there is no mention of other ways to alleviate
distress being spoken about.

Super-ordinate theme 4: `SELF-HARM
ISTABOO':
This super-ordinate theme is concerned with the way that participants describe
their experience of others reactions to them when they self-harmed. The
interpersonal context included both professionals and family alike. The superis
`self-harm
taboo' seemedto capture the way that
theme
of
ordinate
discomfort
the
received when they
and
senseof censure
participants spoke of
tried to speak about their self-harm to others. It also captured the way that
faced
the
with the evidence of selfparticipants spoke about
reactions when
harm in the form of scars from cuts or overdosing etc.

This theme is divided into three sub-themes, the first two sub-themes of
`getting angry' and `being judged' are concerned with the way participants
describe negative reactions about their self-harm behaviour whereas the third
sub-theme is concerned with the impact of that experience creating a senseof
becoming `alienated' as a result of their self-harming behaviour.

4.1 `Getting angry':
In general responsesreceived by participants were reported as being largely
negative and often seemedto evoke anger that prohibited them from feeling
that they could talk about their self-harm. In the following example Leah
having gone to the local health centre to see a doctor after she had cut herself

doctor
the
experienced
acting in an aggressivemannertowardsher.
Okay, ehm,a while ago I went to seea doctor at the healthcentreand I found
his reactionvery negative,/I thought his tone was really aggressiveehm, he
wasjust, startedsayingwhy did you do that, why on earthdid you do that,
that's really silly, you shouldn't do that and personallyI found that very
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harmful, / and I think maybe if he'd understood a bit more and knew a bit
more about it, then my experience would have been different. Leah (line 59)
It is clear that the doctor's reaction to Leah really distressesher she goes on to

sayhow this addedto her distressand in turn fed into suicidalthinking when
shesaysshe`just wantedto end it really'
`I just, I just wanted to go out, I just wanted to run out the room, and ehm, /
just wanted it to, to end really, Leah (linel 12)

Although subsequentlyshegoesonto to describehow shelater was ableto see
that it may have been his inexperience that caused his negative reaction, at the
time the impact of his reaction was to provoke suicidal thoughts in her.

In contrastMarie getsangry her-selfwhen sherecallsthe way that a chance
remarkabout self-harmand suicideis madeduring a conversationtaking place
within a serviceusersmeeting.
`we were just talking about the crisis service and ehm, and mentioning about
suicides and ehm, one person said I've actually, I've committed suicide, I've
tried to commit suicide and I also self-harm, and someonejust turned round
and said, it's just attention seeking (mm), and I just thought, I just thought,
just answered back like, well it's people like you that makes people like us,
not want to go out to get the help, because,we know, that you're going to get
people like you saying, oh, we are attention seeking' Marie (line 145)
In the exchange that is recalled the remark about `attention seeking' is seized
upon by Marie and she retorts that it is just this kind of remark that prevents
her and others like her going for help. Marie clearly feels angry at this remark
and was seen to be angry during the interview when she recalled the incident.
Ted on the other hand talks about the way that his family have reacted towards
his self-harm.

`I went to the fridge in the kitchen and got a can of beer and just sat down
drinking that, took a couple of pills, took a couple more, finished a coup, the
can off, took a couple more /, felt a bit woozy, went too sleep, didn't think I
was going to wake up man, woke up with a killer hangover, / and then
parent's saw the wrappers and stuff on the floor in the morning and just
started `scitzing' at me saying ah your crazy, trying to kill yourself in the
family home, and you bring shame to us and
all this, and that just, ' Ted (line
531)
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Ted in his despair takes pills and beer and doesn't expect to wake up, but when
he does he is faced with anger (scitzing) from his parents. lie experienced his

indicative
being
showntowardsthe
angry
reaction
as
of
more
concern
parent's
if
he
had
family
that
the
succeededthan any concern
would
experience
shame
being shownfor him.
In all of the examples of `getting angry' the negativity about self-harm is
evident. Lack of experience and appropriate responsesto participants when
described
talking
adding to the sense
about self-harm was
self-harming or even

that `self-harmis taboo'.
4.2: `Being judged':

Another prominentconcernfor participantswas a sensethat they did not want
to bejudged by anyone.Dave was concernedabouthow his family might react
if they found out he was self-harmingaddingto the senseof the `taboo' nature
be
`weird'
he
behaviour
that
and even
the
the
thoughts
seen
as
might
of
with
more `strange'.
`I wouldn't like some unwelcome attention / in a very negative way, and as
far as my friends and family, God knows how my family would react, laughs
/ becauseI've touched on the subject with my family before in regards to
other people and they have thought it was really weird / went yeah that's
flipping weird that is, so, they already think I'm strange, laughs, so that on
top, I thought nah, that would just be really un uncomfortable for me/ and'
Dave (line 89)

`Unwelcomeattention' is anticipatedfrom previoustentativeattemptsat trying
to gaugehis family's responseto self-harm.Being seenas `weird' would not
be helpful and he mentionsthat they alreadyappearto think that they think he
is `strange'.It appearsthat wherefamily might be being consideredas a source
of comfort he cannottrust the reactionhe might face.
Ted also seemedto have concerns about being judged and that people would
say something about it.
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`if I cut myself on my wrists, people are going to notice and then they can say
something,/ so if I do it down on, on my ankles or something it's still going
to bleed enough, and it's still going to make me feel better, so I do it down
there and it's covered up, so no-one will see and no-one know any different,
so no-one will judge you, an make you feel even worse, cause when people
judge you it's just like, everyone's looking at you and thinking that you're a
weirdo and that you're a downfall to society or something/, so / that's why I
usually hide the scars' Ted (line 235)
Ted and Dave make it explicit that they do not want others to seethe scars for
fear of `being judged' in a negative way. Other participants also covered up
their scars but did not explicitly state that it was to prevent being judged but
hiding the scars seemedto be important to them just the same.
1)'arms, legs, just anywhere; anywhere where no one can see it (Okay, where
jumper
by
it
it
I
on
a
putting
can
cover up)yeah anywhere can cover up
you
it'.
long
T-shirt
trousers
see
can
or a pair of
or a
or whatever, where no-one
Louise (line 237)
2)'Ehm, in the winter I tend to cut on my arms cause, it's easier to cover,
(okay) ehm, during the summer it tends to move to slightly more concealed
areas, laugh.W1: Where in part, can you tell me where in particular or? Ehm
generally legs or stomach area' Leah (line 147)
Hiding scars for fear of disapproval and strong negative reactions from others
was a prime concern in participants' accounts. Whether explicitly stated or not
participants seemedto be uncomfortable with others seeing their scars from
cutting episodes of self-harm. This adding to a senseof self-harm being
thought of as a `taboo' subject by the way that others might react.

4.3 `Alienated':
This theme was developed to capture the essenceof the way that participants
felt as a result of negative reactions and judgment experiences. From the subthemes of `getting angry' and `being judged' participants expressedthe

negativity they had received.It also seemedthat therewas a sensethat the
subject of self-harm was difficult for people and professionals to talk about.
The way that participants talked about the lack of supportive and appropriate
responsesseemed like a form of rejection to participants. The rejection

experiencedseemedto `alienate'participantshencethis becamethe title of this
theme.
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Louise describesher experiencewith counsellorsin the past where shehas felt
that they have backedoff from her when shebroachesthe subjectof her selfharm.

`Laughs,they just treat you different, its like if you say if, its like I've had
somecounsellorssaylike they've beenalright and then when I start going
into my self-harmtheyjust like, they like brush it asideand then they just
like go onto the previous bit that I've alreadyjust beenover, they don't like
just
back
just,
/,
detail,
into
they
they
off
you
and back off like
and
going
what you really need'. Louise (line 94)
When pressedfurther to explain why shedid not feel that shegot supportshe
introduced
by Louise a
the
self-harm
was
that
of
subject
explained
oncewhen
her.
had
on
out
counsellor
walked
`I'm trying to think, I had one counsellorwalk out, (walk out), yeahwalk out
just
it),
happened
just
that
then,
(oh,
that's
after
never saw
on me,
and what
her againWl: oh, okay, and where were you seeingher then or I was
(oh,
her
the
right, okay), shewas the schoolcounsellorand
school,
at
seeing
her
(right)
I
because
telling
about
self-harm,
was
so she
shewalked out,
(line
'
107)
left.
Louise
Got
and
up
walked out.
The lack of compassionexperiencedwhen the counsellorwalked out on her
left Louise experiencingbeing `palmedoff and unsupported.
`You feel worse, makes you feel more like, crap, makes you feel like you're
it
just
do
because
then
they
(right)
and
palm you off, onto other
you
mad,
its
just
they
off
onto
somebody
then
you
palm
else,
goes round in
people and
(right)
nowhere
and you're still self-harming,
get
circles and you're never
(line
159)
it'
Louise
doing
you're still

Louise's experienceshave left her feeling rejection from the people she has
in
knowing
lack
how
The
from.
help
experience
of
to respond
sought
be
Louise
had
that
to
something
experiencedon a number
appropriatelyseems
of occasions.
In contrastto this Dave talks about the anticipatedrejection responsefrom
his
future
seeing
on
scarsfrom his self-harm.
partners
potential
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`andI've thought aboutit with someoneelse,what's that on your arm, you
know (mm), what's that on your leg, (mm) ehm, and their going to be kind of
freakedby that (mm). (So is it) it wouldn't freak me out cause(mm) I don't
know, I'd haveto, I'd get to know someonefirst, before I get into that
anyway' Dave (line 442)
`Their going to be freakedby that' is the anticipatedresponseand he seems
unableto envisageany compassionateresponseas an alternative.This links in
judged'
`being
the
theme
with
of
where participants show there concernsat
others seeingtheir where they have cut themselves.
The experienceof othersdisapprovaland that talking to otherswas difficult led
someparticipantsto experiencea senseof isolation adding to an `alienating'
experience.
/ alone,would be the word that springsto mind, as if you've got no-oneto
talk too, /, as if no-one is willing to listen, so you just /try an /I don't know, it
kind of evokesa picture in my mind of like a turtle, where you kind of shrink
yourself up into a little ball and concealyourself from everyone' Ted (line
94)
Ted's picture of withdrawal and of experiencinghaving no-oneto talk to or
listen to him addsto the senseof isolation and `alienation' he feels.Not talking
about it and not being listenedtoo are prominent themesin participants
accountswhen they try to talk about self-harm.
Participant's experiencesof receiving lack of approval, supportor the right to
talk about it seemedto createa climate of `alienation'. The experienceof
`alienation' adding to the sensethat `self-harmis taboo'
It seemedthat there was a generalair of negativity experiencedby participants
towards them in encounterswith othersadding to the powerful sensethat selfharm is highly disapprovedof and little understood.Strong and negative
reactions(anger)were reportedto having been evoked.In turn this appearsto
influence the way that participants' felt that they neededto hide their activities
of self-harmand the evidenceof their behaviour (i. e. scars),for fear of
disapproval.It seemedthat they were also left with a senseof having become
`alienated' from others as a consequence.
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5: `LU KINGTHLMES':
All the themes discussedhave distinct qualities and also share some
overlapping concerns. Each of the themes sought to capture the essenceof
participants concerns when they described their experiences of self-harm.
Within those experiences anger themes were a feature of the way participants
experienced anger within them-selves and also received anger from others
within the overall experience of self-harm.

In looking at the themes it appearsthat there are multiple pathways to selfharm. Also, in reading over the accounts of all of the participants' experiences
it seemsthat each participant can use several different pathways towards selfharm. The diagram below demonstrates these pathways to show how the
themes extracted from the participants could be linked together. At the start
`interpersonal events' precipitate the experience of `unbearable mental
anguish' and `internal anguish' experiences. `Self-harm is taboo' is also fed
into the `internal anguish' experiences from the theme `alienated' and towards
the `interpersonal events theme' from `getting angry' and `being judged' subthemes. This is then followed by the `regulation of the methods' theme that
distinguishes the form that self-harming takes before the experiences of
`relieving the mental anguish' occurs.

The following diagram representsthe described experiences of the eight
participants who took part in this research project and are representative of the
way in which they spoke about their experiences and not intended to be a
comprehensive representation of all pathways that may be experienced by
others who may self-harm. The diagram has been split between anger
experiences and all other experiences to reflect the interest in the role of anger
within these experiences. The model maps the route of anger from the
precipitating interpersonal events that trigger anger, through to the emotional
experience of anger and finally to the behaviour in the form of self-harm that
releasesit.
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Table 5:

Interpersonal Events
( (Memories from past) - abuse, bullying
(Current situational factors) -abuse, dysfunctional family life, build up
(Self-harm is taboo- getting angry, being judged) )

1

Mental Anguish
( AliLted)

Depressed
Ambiguous Suicidal Thoughts

Anger
/\

Self

Others

AvailabilityBlood Symbolic/Anger/Lethality

Taking tablets, Cutting
Other methods

Hitting &Cutting

Releaseof emotional pain
To Hurt/ Punish self
Purge thoughts and images

Releaseof anger
Avoid hitting others

Diagrant of various pathways of self-harming behaviour 2006:

By tracing the pathway of an individual's experience of self-harm it may be
possible to devise a number of therapeutic interventions towards the three key
points (events, emotions and behaviour). For example, during interpersonal
conflict where anger is experienced individuals may need to understand their
anger in relation to the perception they may be using at the time. I. e., does the
current situation warrant getting angry? Has the past coloured the view on the
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be
helping
influence
This
to
the
situation?
could
a
matter
of
separate
present
of
past events from the present situation thus reducing or alleviating anger
from
Separating
anger
experience
anger expression may also be
altogether.
helpful. For example if anger is experienced it may be that individuals could be
taught how to expresstheir anger in more appropriate and effective ways such
as learning to use more assertive means of expression. Beliefs that anger equals
aggression and or violence may therefore be usefully challenged and enable
those who find it hard to expressthemselves. If anger is directed into
appropriate and effective expression then this may in turn help to reduce the
need for self-harming behaviour and some of the accompanying feelings of
hopelessnessand suicidal thinking (please chapter 4, section 6 for further
discussion).
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION

1: INTRODUCTION:

The discussion will examine the results from the analysis, firstly in relation to
that of the role of anger in self-harm and secondly in relation to self-harm
behaviour in general. Each area will be examined against the existing literature
and then the discussion will go on to examine the limitations of the study and
methodology used. Clinical implications and areas of further researchwill
follow and finally the conclusions.

2: A BRIEF OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS:

The researchquestion`understandingthe role of angerin self-harm' was
approached by examining anger in the wider context of self-harm. A summary
of the themes for anger will be highlighted first, in order to orientate the reader

to the main focus of the studybefore discussingthe angerthemesfrom the
analysisagainstthe currentliteratureon angerand self-harm.
Anger in the super-ordinate theme of 'unbearable mental anguish':
Two main themes were identified within the super-ordinate theme of
`unbearable mental anguish' and sub-theme of `internal anguish' that
specifically addressthe role of anger in self-harming behaviour. These were
`being angry' and `dangerous anger'.

Anger in the super-ordinate theme of `regulation of method':
Participants commonly reported that when they experienced anger reaching a
point of unbearable proportion various methods of self-harm were used to
alleviate their mental distress. One method was emphasised in the
participants' accounts in connection with being angry and this was described
as hitting self on various parts of their bodies.
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Anger in the super-ordinate theme of 'relieving mental anguish':
Every participant described their use of self-harm as a way to alleviate
unbearable mental distress. Within accounts on anger participants also
described using various methods of self-harm to restore a senseof peace and

calm. They also saidthat they usedself-harmas a way to block out any
unwantedthoughtsor imagesexperienced.
Anger in the super-ordinate theme of `self-harm is taboo':
The taboo nature of self-harm and negativity associatedwith the responses
participants received set up a vicious cycle of anger. The sub-theme of
`getting angry' consisted largely of the angry responsesthat participants
in
in
from
how
their
to
this
anger
own
others and
appeared result
received
return.

Summary:
From participants reports anger's role in self-harm appearsto have more
significance than the current literature appearsto specify. In particular there
appearsto be a direct link between the experience of anger and participants
self-harm behaviour that has not been highlighted before.

The antecedent factor that most commonly preceded participants' anger was
interpersonal conflict. Abuse, bullying and general conflict within
interpersonal spheresand a senseof not coping when things built up
produced the feelings of anger that participants reported to experience.

The experience of anger either at self or others appearsto be associatedwith
the perceived expectation from participants that their expressions of anger
will include aggression and or violence. They universally expressed concern
not to harm others with their expressions of anger. However they also stated
that the strength of anger experienced was unbearable and therefore had to be
released. All of the participants stated that they directed their anger towards
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self in the form of self-harm. Only then could they restore a senseof peace
and calm. Anger therefore seemedto be the key affect experienced before
participants self-harmed and this may be an important factor when
considering therapeutic intervention when working with others who selfharm.

The discussion will now compare these main themes for anger against the
current literature introduced in chapter 1.

3: COMPARING

ANGER THEMES WITH EXISTING LITERATURE:

By looking at the major anger themes, participants' accounts highlighted
interpersonal conflict to be the major preceding cause of their self-harm. Many
forms of unacceptable abuse and other behaviour towards participants were
reported. Interpersonal conflict situations in particular seemedto give rise to
all of the incidences where anger was experienced before participants selfharmed. Participants also reported that they became angry when they
perceived violations against their personal integrity from comments and other
exchangesmade in everyday non-abusive or less abusive circumstances.
Therefore it seemsthat anger was the initial response experienced by
participants. This point seemsto be missing within the literature reviewed.

3.1 (a) `Being angry'
`Being angry' appearsto become unbearable to the point where participants
perceive that they need to self-harm. The unbearable nature of the anger
experience seemsto be linked to the intensity of memories of previous
violations even where relative minor violations occur in more recent
episodes. Therefore for most of the participants it was recollections of
abuse suffered in the past that appearsto have acted as a trigger for the
anger experienced. However these were not all of the same magnitude and
were not in similar circumstances therefore looking at these separately
seemedimportant.
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Memories of childhood sexual abuse coupled with domestic violence and
rape experiences appearedto have produced extremely disturbing intrusive
memories and flashbacks in two of the participants' accounts. The
disturbing nature and strength of emotions appear to produce high levels of
anger (rage). It appearsimpossible for the participants to contain it within
themselves and self-harm was reported to be used as a way to releasethis.

Traumatic symptoms seemedto be present in the form of flashbacks and
disturbing memories and the pattern of behaviour described by participants
corresponds with the type of complex form of PTSD found in those who
have suffered childhood abuse (Van der Kolk et al, 1996; Chu, 1998;
Herman, 1992; Foa, 1998). Participants recounted behaviour corresponds
with Van der Kolk's, (1998) assertion that those who suffer from self-harm
and other disorders will spend a lot of time organising their lives around
repetitive patterns of reliving and warding off traumatic memories. This
statement seemsvery similar in essenceto participants' recollections. The
distinction between here and now anger provoking situations and past
memories being provoked at these times may hold the key as to why
participants felt unable to express the rage they experienced. It is possible
that the intensity of the anger partly belonged to past events more than the
current events warranted. This may be an important distinction when
determining therapeutic intervention.

Anger is not reported to be a central feature of PTSD with the emotional
focus being largely on anxiety and fear. However in literature that
encompassescomplex PTSD related to childhood abuse issues, affect
regulation takes centre stage when seen in conjunction with self-harming
behaviour. Anger whilst being acknowledged to exist indirectly as a
symptom of complex forms of PTSD did not appear to be identified as
being directly linked with self-harming behaviour. The literature seemedto
emphasisethe inability to regulate affect as the main reason for self-harm
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(Fonagy et al, 2004; Linehan, 1993; Kennerley, 2004; Briere, 2002),
however types of affect were not distinctly specified.

Participants also spoke of the physical and verbal abuse experienced from
parents as something that triggered their anger response.In Hefferan &
Cloitre's (2000) study comparing a PTSD and borderline personality group
with a PTSD only group found that verbal and physical abuseby the mother
may increase the likelihood of the development of borderline personality
disorder. There may be similar findings in this research study, where one of
the participant talks of his father's violence and verbal abuse as a trigger for
the intense anger he experienced. However unlike Hefferan & Cloitre's
(2000) study he was angry with his father perhaps this raises the possibility
that emotional abuse from either parent may be a contributory factor.

This theme was primarily concerned with anger arising in interpersonal
situations and so far the discussion has looked at participants' anger at
others in the context of abuse situations either past or present. However
another aspect of anger and self-harm was reported as arising in everyday
interpersonal contexts where participants found people's comments
triggering anger. Participants' sensitivity to the perceived verbal violations
seemedto be at the centre of the anger response leading to self-harm. It is
possible that self-harm may have followed due to the presence of poor
interpersonal skills and affect regulation skills (Linehan, 1993).

Getting angry however may also be due to the perceptions becoming
corrupted from years of abuse whereby the remark that is made or minor
criticism becomes magnified in the person's mind. Cognitions may then
become distorted whereby the remark or criticism becomes linked to
painful emotions from past abusesor violations. This would therefore have
a similar affect to the intrusions of traumatic memories, but instead of a fear
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responsethis activates an anger response (Le Doux, 2004; Kennerley, 2005;
Dalgleish & Power, 2004).

Where disturbing memories were less traumatic and originating in less
be
to
there
appeared
more rumination attachedto the
abusive contexts
thoughts occurring from participants accounts. Negative appraisal and
ruminations were identified with maintaining PTSD symptoms and may act
as internal mental triggers for unwanted memories of past events (Ehlers &
Clark, 2005). This may also help to explain why some of the participants
stated that they wanted to rid themselves of unwanted thoughts by selfharming.

There was one further aspect that was captured in the theme of `being
angry' and this was in relation to the way that participants expressedbeing
angry at themselves. In one example the `seething' anger experienced by a
participant towards himself seemedto be the trigger for his self-harming
behaviour. This aspect may be related to the ideas of inhibited aggression,
and self-punitive thoughts in the development of depression put forward by
(Gilbert, 1999). In the participant's account he has `messedup and failed'
warranting the angry response to himself. The negative appraisal of himself
be
linked
development
low
issues
to
to
the
self-esteem
may
seemsclose
and
of depression symptoms and para-suicidal thoughts contained in the
transcript (Fennell, 2004; Hunter& O'Connor, 2003). The literature that
links anger as a factor in the development of depression appearsto be

sparsebut the analysisfindings seemto concurwith this idea.
The examplesof `beingangry' are varied and appearin different situational
contextsbut all havean interpersonalcomponentto them. There appearsto
be evidencethat the provocationsfor angermay be a relevantareaof
investigation to establish the cognitive appraisals being used. The need to
look at the ability to regulate the affect of anger arising from poorly
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developed interpersonal skills and regulation of affect and the possible
development of reactive aggression also seem to be important factors.

3.1 (b) `Dangerous Anger'
This theme was used to encapsulatethe way that participants described
their own anger as being `dangerous' and therefore had not to be unleashed
for fear of harming others. This concern was expressedby all the
participants and this seemedto be a prime consideration that participants
gave for self-harm being a better alternative.

The senseof danger came in expressions where anger seemedequatedwith
physical forms of aggression and violence being envisaged (hitting)
therefore the re-direction of this `dangerous anger' went into self-harm.
There also appearedto be an awarenessof the other person's right not to
tolerate the anger in the form of aggression and or violent acts in statements
of `not wanting to hurt others' which were frequently expressed.There
were also statementsabout the possibility of consequencesand retaliation
being expressedby participants.

Everett & Gallop, (2001) identified intense anger as symptomatic of abuse
survivors and anger expression identified within two distinct patterns of
coping. That is, suppressedanger leading to depression, or overly expressed
anger leading to alienation and isolation from others. Linehan (1993) also
has observational data that similarly identifies suppression of anger with
depression and suicidal thoughts and fears attached to past incidences of
overly expressedanger.

Participants' accounts seem largely to concur with the idea of suppressing
anger and there was some indication of past incidences where they had lost
control of the anger they experienced.
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The literature on anger tends to focus on treating inappropriate displays of
anger such as aggressive and violent acts (anger-out) (Kassinove & Tafrate,
2003). Whereas participants had difficulties when holding onto the anger
experienced (anger-in) in that they reported to have experienced this as both
unbearable and requiring them to turn that anger towards themselves in the
form of self-harm. Very little seemsto be written about treating this aspect
of anger experience and the literature tends to concentrate on discouraging
negative anger-out expression by the use of assertivenessskills, cognitive
restructuring and relaxation techniques which have proved to be effective in
these types of casesbut might not be so helpful when trying to help those
who self-harm (Kassinove & Tafrate, 2003).

There is some evidence to suggest negative and contra-indicatory results for
relaxation techniques on some women who repeatedly self-harm (Huband
& Tantum, 2004). However cognitive restructuring and assertivenessskills
may have some benefit if anger was reduced as a result of reconstructing
thoughts and appropriate expression of anger learnt to replace the need for
self-harm.

Participantsappearto haveenduredabusivebehaviourfrom othersandthe
lack of positive ways to handleangerbeing displayedtowardsparticipants
may reinforcethe ideathat angerequalsaggressionandviolence and
therefore`beingangry' is `dangerous'.This thereforeseemsto affect their
ability to find appropriateand effective expressionand in turn leadsto self.
harm.

In the literature on anger,angerexpressionis often discussedin relation to
genderdifferencesand cultural differencesbeing shown(Kring, 2000). In
this study participantswere equally divided betweenmalesand females
taking part and all usedself-harmas a methodof coping with the
unbearablelevel of emotionsexperienced.In the literature on self-harm,
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the overall aetiology of self-harming behaviour.

For example, if inhibited aggression and self-punishing thoughts are
depression,
higher
and, anger and resentment are
rates
of
associatedwith
the key affects in the development of depression (Gilbert, 1999, Gilbert &
Gilbert, 2003) then the distinction between anger and depression might
become hard to make. This might explain why there is such ambiguity
between self-harm and suicide in the participants' accounts. Feelings of
hopelessnessmight be more akin with thoughts of suicide and anger with
fit
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may
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between anger and depression that is similar to the polarisation of affect in
Linehan's (1993) contributions on borderline personality disorder.
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Herman(1992) highlighted that where survivorsof abuseare
confrontationin interpersonalcontextsthey direct the aggression
experiencedat them-selvesand this is consistentwith participants'
accounts.Van der Kolk et al's, (1996) studyalso found that participants
who had sufferedinterpersonalabusebeforethe ageof 14 developed
difficulties in modulatinganger,including
modulatingaggressionagainst
self and othersand engagedin self-destructiveand suicidalbehaviours.
Again this is consistentwith the findings this
of
study.
Overall this theme has linked the fears
about expressing anger to
participants' reports of their perceptions that anger equals violence and or
aggression. This in turn results in fears over possible retaliation from others
and or alienation. The levels of anger experienced may be linked to past
abuse or violation more than the present situation warrants and therefore
may also be a factor in deciding to suppress anger. Suppressionof anger
may therefore lead to self-harm as a form of self-preservative action.
However it may also lead to depression and possible self-destructive forms
of self-harm. There is some evidence in participants' accounts that they
alternate between these two positions at times.

Perceptions about anger may need to be challenged as well as helping
participants' to express anger more appropriately. This may prevent the
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secondary effects of self-harm and depression occurring. There is evidence
that memories may also require intervention by possible restructuring and
understanding the links to present day experience. This might help alleviate

the distressand angerthat builds up into unbearableproportions.
In the next sectionthe factorsthat control the methodof self-harmchosen
will be discussed.
3.2 `Anger' in `regulation of method: '
Anger was a distinct theme in the super-ordinate theme of regulation of
method. In participants' accounts it seemsthat there was a lot of evidence
that anger was linked with the need to express it by the use of physical
force against oneself. This behaviour was most typically reported to be in
the form of hitting self by head-banging/butting, punching walls, or hitting
face, arms legs stomach by participants. Participants also used cutting as a
method of self-harm when angry however this was not mentioned as often
in the accounts. This type of self-harming behaviour does not appearto be
linked specifically with anger in the literature therefore this highlights a
potential discrepancy.

Of the literature reviewed direct descriptive references to hitting one-self
was not prominent. However, acting out behaviour was highlighted in
Parker et al's (1998) study and head-banging was mentioned as one of a
number of those behaviours. In this study several participants highlighted
that anger, either at themselves or at others, was experiencedjust prior to
banging their heads. This was off walls typically and or on other hard
surfaces. Hitting self was also by punching or throwing self at walls and
also punching ones own body.

It was difficult to find any theoretical understanding for this type of
behaviour but Iwaniec, (2000) looked at the effects of childhood emotional
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abuseon children where they were emotionally stunted and saw headbanging behaviour as a marker of emotional disturbance. She also saw headbanging as a form of self-harm occurring when the child was distressed and
angry. Insecure attachment patterns in childhood were discussedas a
contributory factor. It is possible that childhood patterns continue into
adulthood and further discussion on attachment issues will follow when
comparing theory with the findings.

Authors havereflectedthat actsof self-directedaggressionafter feeling
angerare carriedout but noneof the literatureon adultshavehighlightedthe
significanceof hitting self or linked this methodof self-harmwith anger.
They havealso reflectedon the possibility that the angerfelt towardsanother
is expressedtowardsoneselfas a saferor more acceptableoption (Allen,
200 1; Babiker & Arnold, 2001) and this was confirmed by participants and
was an aspect already discussed.

To speculate it may be that the experience of anger produces an urge to lash
out but this is inhibited therefore is redirected to self as part of the impulsion
to act. In turn this gets rid of the anger and therefore restores a senseof
equilibrium. This might be linked to biological reactivity such as anger
producing adrenaline for action, and pain in the form of self-inflicted injury
producing encephalin. The encephalin produces a pleasurable feeling
therefore is connected to the perception of a restoration of calm and the way
out of dealing with built up anger. The next section will discuss this more
fully.

3.3 'Anger' in 'relieving the mental anguish':
Within the theme of relieving mental anguish, anger was one of a number of
emotions that was reported to have been experienced as unbearable. All
participants gave examples of becoming angry before using self-harm as a way
to release the unbearable-nessof the way they felt.
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The super-ordinate theme of relieving mental anguish encompassesthe way
that participants talked of the after-effects of self-harm. Self-harm seemsto
have bestowed a powerful calming effect for participants and restored a sense
of `normality' to them. For some self-harm was also used to divert and block
psychologically painful thoughts, images and or emotions. Two main themes
were developed to capture participants accounts, that of `release,calm and
relax' and `purging thoughts and images'.

3.3.1 `Release, relax, calm'

Participants'accountswere full of referencesmadeto the beneficialeffects
of self-harmandwere expressedin terms of releasingtension,of being
relaxedor having a calming effect after self-harmwas used.This also
seemedconnectedto a belief that self-harmwas somethinguseful and
preferableto what was expressedas the `unbearable'levelsof `mental
anguish' being experienced.There is a senseof the level of distressnot being
able to be contained unless the person self-harms. Huband & Tantum, (2004)
speculated that dissociation may be a factor that helps the person to reach a
euphoric state in order that they can then cut them-self. The state of euphoria
therefore not only enables self-harm but becomes a preferred state with

further benefit oncecutting producesbiological relief (in the form of natural
opiatesreleased)from the pain.
The repetitive nature of participants self-harming behaviour is prominent
throughout the transcripts and this seemedto indicate an addictive quality in
the accounts. As mentioned a link was made between the biological
production of encephalin after cutting is released to ward of the ensuing
physiological pain. The pleasurable effect of this is akin to taking opium or
heroin and thus is thought to play a part in the repeated acts of self-harm
where cutting is concerned (Kennerley, 2004; Favazia, 1992).
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3.3.2 `Purges thoughts and images'

This themewas an alternativeone given by participantson the benefitsof
self-harming.This seemsto be linked with participantsaccountsof
`abuselbullying'wherememoriesof abuse/bullyingis experiencedin the
form of flashbacks,intrusive memoriesor ruminationson eventsfrom the
past.The unbearablenatureof the thoughtsand imageswere purgedby the
useof self-harmand asaboveto restorea senseof peaceand calm.
Various self-harm methods may be chosen but alternative ways of expression
be
did
`unbearable
to
their
appear
even contemplated.
of
not
mental anguish'
It seemstherefore that once the benefits of self-harm are experienced this
becomes an almost automatic responsewhen reading through participants
accounts. This may be as a result of the addictive component in the
production of naturally occurring opiates and the effectiveness seen from the
point of view of participants in restoring peace and calming effects
(Kennerley, 2004; Favazia, 1992). Alternatively self-harm may also be seen
as the only choice where the lack of or absenceof `mentalization' skills or
regulation of affect skills preside in those who have had insecure attachment
patterns in childhood (Linehan, 1992; Fonagy et al, 2004).

3.4 `Getting angry' at the taboo:

The super-ordinatethemeof `self-harm' is taboo' was developedto capture
participants'accountsof the way that they experiencedother peoples'
reactionsto their self-harmand in turn their angerand senseof alienationat
this.
`Getting angry' encapsulatedthe experienceof how otherswould become
angry towards participants self-harming behaviour. It also captured

participants'angerin return to the negativity and hostility receivedand of this
ultimately leadingto further mentalanguishwhere self-harmingbehaviour
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sometimes increased as a result. Participants seemed to focus on the way that
friends' family and professionals appear to have let them down. This
perception seemedto be linked with the reception of their self-harming
behaviour as deviant and warranting anger and hostility. This reinforced a
senseof `taboo' in relation to self-harm within participants' accounts and this
hide
behaviour.
their
to
as
also
given
a
reason
was

Lack of understanding and inappropriate responsesto participants from family,
friends and by some professionals when they had self-harmed or even tried to
talk about self-harm was described. The negative responsesfrom others may
have arisen from concern, horror at the self-harm act itself, whether, selfinjury or self-poisoning, lack of experience and feelings of helplessnessand
hopelessnessengenderedin the person. The angry reactions received appear to
from
be
in
distress
This
to
the
to
perception
part
may
cause great
participants.
behaviour
have
is
they
the
this
that
abusive
participants
reminiscent of some of
already experienced. Participants may also be sensitive to remarks or
criticisms that are reminiscent of painful emotions from past abusesor
violations (Kennerley, 2005).

Participantssuggestedalternativeand more helpful ways in which to respond
to their self-harm.Suchasthem being allowed to talk abouttheir self-harm
andbeing listenedto. It seemsthat given the opportunityto speakaboutthings
being
distress
have
the
the
to
experienced.
may
power alleviatesomeof
Babiker & Arnold (2001) advocatethe useof acceptance,understanding,
compassionand respectwhen listening andtaking seriouslywhat is being said.
In terms of encounters with professional they also highlight the many ways in
health
interfere
limitations
mental
services
on
can
which accepted practise and
with the way that professionals are allowed to work with people who selfharm. Thus it was reported that getting accessto professionals who could give
them time to talk was difficult. Responsesby professionals varied and
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shouting and getting angry was seen as the most damaging by participants. The
perception that there was a general lack of care, of punishment and
condemnation at times by professionals were key features in the participants'

accounts.
In general friends, family and professionals were perceived to have given little
care and to have been condemning of their self-harm. Punishing attitudes and
behaviour were also reported to have been experienced. These experiences can
therefore make it difficult for people who self-harm to ask for help and or talk
about their difficulties. `Lack of care' may repeat internalised attachment
patterns where participants re-experience behaviour reminiscent of poor
parenting and painful affect. Likewise `punishment and condemnation' may be
linked to abuselbullying issues and low self-esteem issues (Allen, 2001;
Fonagy et al, 2004; Van der Kolk, 1996; Fennell, 2004).

Therapeutic work may need to include addressing all the people involved with
an individual, to provide information, education and promote understanding of
self-harm. Good practise guidelines could be developed for professionals
whilst, consulting close family members where appropriate may be helpful.

All of the angerthemesare interrelatedbut it was importantto understandeach
of theseareasseparatelyto build a fuller understandingof the role of angerin
self-harmbehaviour.Whilst the literature doesnot highlight angersrole in
self-harmseparatelyit hasprovided comprehensiveinformation andtheory on
self-harm.This study hasprovided datathat suggeststhat angeris a prime
emotionin the aetiologyof self-harmingbehaviour.Thereare a numberof key
areaswhere considerationof angersrole is important and may needto be
highlighted in formulationswhen working with individuals who self-harm.
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4. Summary of general self-harm themes:
This section will look at the general themes that capture further aspectsof selfharm and provide a backdrop for the anger experiences already discussed.
Whilst these areaswere not intended to be the focus of the study nevertheless
they provide important information about self-harming behaviour.

Two remaining themes were left after anger in the Super-ordinate theme of
`Internal anguish'. These are Depression and Ambiguous suicidal thoughts.
There were also a number of regulating factors other than anger in the superordinate theme of `Regulation of method'. These were Availability, Seeing
blood/symbolic, and Lethality. Finally in the super-ordinate theme of Selfharm is taboo, there were two themes other than that of `Getting angry at it'
and these were, Alienation and Being judged.

Depression:
Participants spoke of the depression experienced usually in the aftermath of
interpersonal conflict situations and when they were on their own. Being
depressedappearsto be linked to feelings of hopelessnessand
worthlessness and general negativity towards self. Low self-esteem and
poor interpersonal skills were identified as contributing to greater mental
anguish in the face of interpersonal conflict and general life stressors.

Ambiguous suicidal thoughts:

Ambiguoussuicidalthoughtswere discussedin relation to the way that all
the participantshad spokenof the differencebetweensuicidal behaviour
and self-harm.Whilst they were clear aboutthe distinction in terms of their
intent andthe lethality of the methodchosentherewas someevidencethat
the demarcationbetweensuicideand self-harmbecameblurred.
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Other regulators of self-harm:
The method of self-harm used seemedto be regulated by a number of
factors. From participants accounts the availability of a method could
determine what was used at any time, particularly when the preferred
method was not available. Multiple methods could be used by any person
for different purposes at different times and seeing blood seemedto hold
symbolic meanings for some participants. Participants spoke about the
lethality of the method used determining whether an act was a suicide or
self-harm.

Other themes in `self-harm is taboo':

Finally the taboonatureof self-harmalso encompassed
the negative
reactionsof othersandthe sensethat they would be judged. The impact
from the experienceof negativity surroundingtheir self-harmbehaviour
was expressedin termsof the alienationparticipantsfelt asa result.
4.1 `Internal Anguish'
4.1.1 `Depression'
This theme captured participants experiencesthat corresponded to feelings
encountered when depressed.Explicit use of the term depression was not
always made but rather the terms used corresponded to statements similar
to those when depressed.Experiencing hopelessness,worthlessness and
negativity towards self a major preoccupation usually occurring in the
aftermath of interpersonal conflict situations and when participants were on
their own.

The evidence from this study that participants experienced depression
concurs with the findings of Haw et al's (2001) study where 70% of the
participants who self-harmed were found to report depression. Low selfesteem seemsevident from participants' self-critical statements and may
also be a contributory factor in the development of depression that
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corresponds with the literature on self-critical and perfectionistic thinking
involved in depression (Fennell, 1999; Fennell, 2004).

The majority of participants spoke of abusive childhood backgrounds with a
few exceptions. The exceptions were those who reported bullying who
appearedto have more self-critical statementspossibly as a result of a
damaged senseof self from the bullying. Social perfectionism described as
`excessive expectations' that others have of us are associatedwith greater
hopelessnessand greater suicidal ideation (Sidley, 1998; Hunter &
O'Conner, 2003). It is possible that where children are brought with
abusive and or critical caregivers there is a tendency to develop
perfectionistic thinking styles and this may be a feature of participants'

have
interpersonal
have
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If
and
poor
poor
self-esteem
skills. participants
interpersonalskills this may be contributoryin them experiencingbeing
overwhelmedand overcomewith `unbearablementalanguish'when
encounteringinterpersonalconflict andgenerallife stressors.
4.1.2 `Ambiguous Suicidal thoughts'

This themecapturedthe ambiguitythat participantsexperiencedin respect
of their self-harmingbehaviour.Cutting was a methodthat all the
participantstypically engagedin and mostly discussedas self-harming
behaviour.Suicidewas discussedby all the participantsas distinct from
self-harmand involved the useof more lethal methodsof behavioursuchas
taking overdosesof tabletswith or without alcohol and or other extreme
forms of self-harmsuchas hangingfor example.Participantswhilst making
distinctionsbetweenthe two seemedmore uncertainwhen questioned
further abouttheir `intention' to die in relation to someself-harming
behaviours.

Self-injurious forms of self-harm were distinguishable from suicidal
behaviour in Babiker & Arnold's (2001) view in that the former was
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thought to be motivated by a desire to live and cope with unbearable mental
desire
life
latter
is
(self-preservation)
to
the
seen
as
a
end
whereas
anguish
to avoid and or escapefrom unbearable mental anguish (self-destruction).
Therefore the intentionality of the purpose of the behaviour also seemedto
be an important distinction made however with the added view that suicidal
intent can be subject to ambivalent and competing emotions making it
difficult to clearly distinguish the extent of the `intent' present when a
(2001).
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failed suicide attempts being used as a yardstick measure.Participants seem
to have worked out what was safe enough. This then became a desirable
form of self-harm (not suicide) where there is benefit derived from the
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induced.
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amount

internal organsafter ingestionof potentially harmful substancesover long
periodsof time.
Another aspect to this type of behaviour is the divorced nature of
participants thoughts in the form of what seemed like a detached thinking
process around the `intention' to carry out suicidal behaviour. This seemed
like a form of dissociative risk taking. The ambiguity is expressedwhen
participants discuss the experiences of harming oneself with thoughts about
what it would be like to take it a bit further and accidentally killing oneself
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in the process. The fuzziness of intent may be due to the taboo nature of
suicide and a desire not to own the decision to take ones own life therefore
accidental death would seem more acceptable. Likewise to own up to
wishing to take ones own life where negative reactions may be anticipated
from another person may be experienced as difficult. There is ample
evidence from the analysis that all the participants had difficulties with
others reactions to their self-harming behaviour within the super-ordinate
theme of `self-harm is taboo' to be discussed later. Within the interview
process itself it is likely that participants also brought with them the
expectation of negativity from previous experiences to bear in relation to
the way they spoke about their self-harming behaviour.

4.2 'Regulation of method'
This super-ordinate theme captures the way that participants spoke about
how the methods of self-harm used seemedto be influenced by various

be
factors.
The
to
affect
seemed
of
regulatory
psychologicalprocessing
closely connectedto the methodof self-harmusedin different situationaland
psychological contexts.

The behaviours listed in the literature review were comprehensive (Conterio
& Lader, 1998, Smith et al, 1998, Gardner, 2001, Allen, 2001). Although
listing behaviours was not part of the research enquiry, this was an area that
participants discussed during the interviews. The comprehensive accounts
failed
highlight
by
list
to
the
sometimes
and
some authors
of methods used
variance of methods used by any single person and of the factors that might
account for that variance. During the analysis it became clear that all the
participants had used different methods over the duration of the period from
when they first self-harmed to the most recent episodes. Four main factors
were identified as regulators within the participants accounts and were listed
under the following themes; Anger, Availability, Seeing blood / symbolic
and Lethality. Anger was discussed earlier.
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4.2.1 `Availability'
This theme is linked to participant's reports of the way that the
circumstances at the time of self-harm could restrict or enhanceavailability
and accessto a preferred method. Therefore the method of choice such as
cutting may not be possible and another method to hand is chosen instead
(for example tablets etc). Some participants' spoke of taking their cutting
equipment around with them but sometimes this may be taken from them
when entering hospital for example therefore they would have to improvise
and look for other ways to harm themselves.

This is not an area that was typically discussed within the literature
reviewed and discussion around methods of self-harm seem to give the
impression that a single preferred method is used by any one person when
in fact multiple methods may be chosen by that person. Some methods may
be for one purpose where others for other purposes. This applies to both the
entire period when the person started self-harming or within more recent
episodes. Babiker & Arnold (2001) have linked methods of self-harm to
functions but participants accounts of their behaviour did not to fit as neatly
into these functions. There appearedto be much more fluidity between
methods chosen. As discussed earlier in the theme of ambiguous thoughts
participants although clear that suicidal behaviour was distinct from selfharm sometimes ingested tablets (normally associated with suicide) but by
stopping short of taking a lethal dose this was then turned into a method of
self-harm.

4.2.2 `Seeing Blood/symbolic'
This theme was developed from the way that the symbolic meaning
attached to the need to seeblood was expressedby a few of the participants.
This fits in with many of the accounts from the current literature available
(Babiker & Arnold, 2001; Favazia, 1992; Kennerley, 2004). The symbolism
is captured by a participants' account where the wiping away of her blood
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representedthe wiping away of her traumatic and distressing past. For
another participant seeing the blood was a way to reconnect back to the
world and meant that she was alive. This account is reminiscent of the way
that Smith et al, (1998) describe self-harm as a means of connection with
the world again after becoming dissociated. It is thought that the dissociated
state occurs when feelings of emotional pain, shame, humiliation reverts to
anger but cannot be expressedoutwardly. It is also thought that the anger
experienced is directed towards self by the use of self-harm and also
becomes a means to reconnect to the world afterwards. Every participant
talked of having used cutting as a method, not exclusively but as the most
typical form of self-harm. They also chose self-poisoning just as often but
for them this was seen as suicidal behaviour by participants and driven by
feelings of hopelessnessand of depression as discussed earlier. Therefore
cutting may represent a self-preservative form of self-harm as discussed by
Babiker & Arnold, (2001).

4.2.3 `Lethality'
This theme representsthe expressions by participants about the role of
lethality of the method chosen as a marker of more suicidal (selfdestructive) self-harm episodes. This is linked with the theme of
`Ambiguous Suicidal Thoughts' previously discussed. The most important

issuefor participantswas the way in which they describedthe taking of
tablets,with or without the use of alcohol as suicideas distinct from the use
be
This
to
of other methodsof self-harm.
seemed
relatedto the way in
which taking tabletsand or alcoholwas seenaspotentially more dangerous
to participants.Somevariationson other more lethal forms of self-harm
were expressedby participantwherehanginghad beenusedand stabbing
had beencontemplated.Thereforethe issueof lethality seemsto be an
important one for participantsin that for them this is what distinguishes
self-preservativefrom self-destructiveforms of self-harmbehaviours.
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4.3 'Self-Harm is taboo'
This super-ordinate theme was developed to capture the essenceof
participants' accounts on the way that they experienced other peoples'
reactions to their self-harm and in turn their senseof alienation. The subthemes of `getting angry' and `being judged' was concerned with the way
participants describe negative reactions about their self-harm behaviour
whereas the third sub-theme was concerned with the impact of that
experience creating a senseof becoming `alienated' as a result of their selfharming behaviour. The theme of `getting angry' was discussed earlier.

4.3.1 `Being Judged'
This themecapturesthe participantsaccountsof behaviourthat they
engagedin to preventthem from feelingjudged. The secrecysurrounding
their self-harmingbehaviourand hiding the scarswere prominentthemesin
theseaccounts.This addedto the sensethat self-harmwas a taboo.
The secrecy of self-harm seemsto be engaged in to prevent the perceived
further conflict they may face as was described above in the theme of
`getting angry'. They also appear to not want to be seen as different, `weird'
in some way so it was important for them to hide the behaviour so that self.
harm is always carried out alone and out of the sight of anyone else. The
scars that are left from cutting are also hidden under clothing that covers
arms for example or the cutting is done in places on the body where it
would be covered up anyway. These seem like self-preservative forms of
behaviour designed to hide things away from the scrutiny of others for fear
of rejection and or further conflict. However this can also lead to a lack of
awarenessfrom close family members, friends and some professionals who
could help if they were able to do this with adequate resources for training
and or knowledge about how to respond to those who self-harm (Babiker &
Arnold, 2001).
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4.3.2 `Alienated'
This theme captures the type of mental anguish experienced as a result of
the impact of the negative reactions from others about their self-harming
behaviour, the anger that is experienced by participants in return and the
judged'
brought
felt
`being
they
that
they
about the senseof
were
way
being alienated.

The lack of supportive and appropriate responsesto their self-harming
behaviour from family, friends and professionals all added to a senseof
judged'
hiding
in
`Being
their selfand
rejection participants' accounts.
harm also further alienating them from others. Feelings of isolation,
loneliness and rejection were expressedas was the sensethat they had no-
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`unbearablementalanguish' leadingto further self-harmor possible
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Participants may already struggle with low self-esteem and shame may be a
feature of this, particularly where issues of childhood abuse and bullying
have been experienced (Gilbert & Andrews, 1998). The self-punishing
despair
be
taken
the
and
of
anger,
rage
nature of self-harm may
expression
in
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the
and
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failings they perceive they have.

Participantsaccountsof the natureof the taboo surroundingself-harm
highlights the typesof experienceencounteredthat contributefurther to their
be
This
to
appreciatedwhen working
need
may
self-harm.
cycle of experience
therapeuticallywith someonewho self-harms.Interventionsmay haveto
addressthe contribution of the individual's network of existing relationshipsto
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the difficulties encountered, such as, interpersonal skills training, joint therapy

sessionswith partners,and educationon self-harmto others.
5. Comparing findings with current theories:
There were four main theories discussed in the literature review,
behaviour
(dialectical
DBT
therapy) theory, CBT
theory,
psychodynamic
(cognitive behaviour therapy) theory and biological theory. Each of these areas
will now be discussed against the findings on anger and other major points
above.

5.1 Psychodynamictheory:
Within psychodynamic theory, attachment theory was prominent within the
literature on self-harm. Poor ability to mentalize effectively was argued to be
the primary reason for the inability to manage unbearable emotional states
such as rage, despair, anxiety, loneliness and the sensation of numbness
(Allen, 2001; Fonagy et al, 2004). In relation to self-harm, the development of
insecure attachment patterns in childhood is held to be responsible for the
inability to mentalize effectively. Traumatic early experiences and neglect also
have a significant impact on the ability to mentalize and is thought to be an
important factor in the development of personality disorders (Bateman &
Fonagy, 2004).

Participantsin the study all reportedforms of abuseoccurring in childhood,
two participantsreportedsexualabuse,by stepfathers,two reportedsevere
by
four
bullying
by
children they attendedschool
physicalabuse parents,and
with. Thereforehalf of the participantsgive evidenceof abuseby caregivers
that may signalthe likelihood of having insecureattachmentswhilst it is more
had
insecure
beenan issuefor
caregivers
uncertainwhether
attachmentwith
the rest.
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However interpersonal difficulties and the inability to regulate affect were
reported by all of the participants. These factors might represent evidence of
insecure attachment patterns but without measuresactually being taken for this
it is difficult to be certain whether this is the case. Another discrepancy with
the theory is the way that self-harm is encompassedwithin a personality
disorder perspective and again it is uncertain whether any of the participants
could be diagnosed with a personality disorder.

The literatureon attachmenttheory and self-harmdoesprovide comprehensive
materialon how to help clients regulatetheir affects.The methodconsistsof
identification, modulatingand expressingaffects (Fonagyet al, 2004). This
methodcould thereforebe appliedtherapeuticallywhere appropriate
regardlessof the actualdiagnosis.As participantsidentified angerasa major
affect experiencedthis methodcould be helpful.
Modulating the anger experienced by reinterpreting the meaning attached to a
situation or event may be beneficial, particularly where early experiences predispose a person to use particular interpretations and not consider alternatives.
There were many examples of the way that participants struggled to contain
the anger experienced towards others and self. Reinterpreting the meaning
might lessen the level of anger and other affects present thus preventing selfharm.

to distinguish between experiencing anger and more effective

ways of communicating the anger felt by appropriate means can also be
harm
Participants
to
concerned
not
others with their
usefully employed.
were
anger. The interpretation that anger is dangerous thus could be usefully
challenged. Help can also be given on effective and appropriate expressions of
anger, possibly by learning to regulate anger affects or applying interpersonal
skills. Employing this method to increase mentalization skills may lessen the
`unbearable' nature of the anger experienced and reduce the need to self-harm.
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5.2 DBT (dialectical behavioural therapy):
This method was specifically designed to target people diagnosed with
borderline personality disorder and or suicidal behaviours. As mentioned
diagnosis
borderline
the
of
previously participants may not meet
personality
disorder. However they all mentioned occasions where they had had suicidal
thoughts.

This therapy combines standard cognitive behaviour therapy with dialectics
(the bringing together of opposites), i. e. all good versus all bad. Treatment
focuses on helping patients to develop better emotional regulation,
interpersonal effectiveness, distress tolerance, mindfulness and selfmanagement skills (Linehan, 1992). These skills are designed to help the
person towards better self acceptance, and to focus on what is happening in the
moment. When this is achieved this will enable the person to counter any
preset perceptions based in past experiences. This seems similar in some ways
to the mentalization skills described in the attachment theory perspective
differs.
The awarenessof
however
this
the
above,
method of achieving
emotion has to be acknowledged then learning to tolerate the distress used as
an alternative to self-harm. Negative thoughts and perceptions are also
challenged and reconstructed. This may reduce or eradicate the distress and
again lessen the need to self-harm.

In terms of anger and depression these two emotions might be seen as polar
opposite affects in the cycle of self-harm. Ambiguity between self-harm and
suicide was discussed earlier (in section 3.1b). Feelings of hopelessnesswere
seen as being possibly linked to suicide and anger with self-harm. Oscillations
between the two affects were also thought to mirror polarised thinking in terms
of all good and all bad type of positions. Linehan (1993) statesthat there are a
group of individuals diagnosed with borderline personality that would meet the
criteria for depression. This group have also been found to have difficulties
with expressing anger, preferring to remain passive and submissive. There was
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some indication that this follows from earlier encounters where overexpression of anger had taken place. Linehan (1993) states,that in almost all
of the casesin this group, individual's had fear and anxiety about anger
expression. Their concern was thought to be fear of losing control and that
even minor expression of anger would bring retaliation from the person they
directed their anger towards.

There is evidence from participants' accounts that corresponds with the fear
about anger expression. There is also some corresponding evidence that
depression was a factor in some of the participants' accounts in and around the
times they had thoughts about suicide. Linehan's (1993) account is from her
observations about women who attend a clinic for para-suicidal borderline
patients. This research therefore may provide enough evidence to back up the
observations or provide a starting point for further research.

5.3 CBT (cognitive behaviour therapy):
Kennerley's (2004) model for self-harm is not tied to any pre-set diagnosis and
therefore this makes it more encompassing of all those who self-harm and of
the participants from this study. The model includes the distinct phasesof
thought that may be present in the process of self-harm. This usefully provides
opportunities to challenge the possible cognitions present at the various times
in the cycle. The model also includes the effects of the presenceof distressing
memories and the biological effects after self-harm has been carried out.

In the previoustwo modelsthe cognitions(thoughtsand perceptions)were
also being challengedbut within different conceptualframeworks.
Interpersonalfactorswere given prominencein terms of the developmentof
difficulties andtherapeuticinterventionswere directedat thesefactors.
Challengingperceptionsthereforewas aimedat regulatingaffectsto reduce
self-harm.This model in contrastseeksto provide understandingof the
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repetitiousnatureof self-harmand the cycle of negativethoughtsthat drive
self-injurious behaviour.

For participants their mental anguish arose within interpersonal conflict
situations and the anger experienced as a result of that was redirected towards
self. This seemsto concur with Kennerley's (2004) model. Participants'
accounts of negative thoughts seem to be about the belief that their anger is too
dangerous to unleash, that it entails expressions of violence and aggression and
there is no other way to express anger. The beliefs surrounding the experience
of anger therefore may need to be addressedand Kennerley (2004) also gives
an example of how this might be done. Participants' accounts also provided
evidence that memories of past abuse and violations were contributory to the
anger experienced which also complies with the model so there may be links
with the belief system of the individual that contributes to the mental anguish
experienced at these times.

The model may also be useful when considering depression and the suicidal
thoughts that participants expressed.Participants talked about the feelings of
worthlessness and hopelessnessthey experienced and these were classified as
expressions of depression. This seemedto occur in the aftermath of

interpersonalconflict situationand when the personwas alone.Thereforethe
model would also seemto fit this scenario.
Two further useful points on the model include the feelings of elation
experiencedfrom self-harmwhen the body producesencephalinthat blocks
physicalpain which was reportedby participantsandwill be talked about in
the next section.Secondlythe inclusion of distressingmemoriesactivatedby
triggers is also included.Thesemay provide further possibleroutesin the
maintenancecycle of self-harm.Participantshad varying degreesof response
to memoriesof the past.Rageandangerwas commonlyreportedand seemed
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to be difficult for participantsto contain.Yet fearsof unleashingangeron
otherswas also present,the answerfor participantsseemedto be self-harm.
In the model developed at the end of the analysis (chapter 3) the various routes
were mapped of the ways in which participants reported their routes towards
for
highlighted
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set
pathway
self-harm
self-harm.
was no single
but rather multiple pathways. It appearsthat Kennerley's model provides a
does
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traumatic stress symptoms, or personality issues that might be associatedwith
in
Perhaps
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accounts.
participants
appear
people who self-harm and
there might be a need to expand the model to take these areas on board.

5.4 Biological theory:
Biological theory relating to self-harm rests on the production of
neurotransmitters into the body at crucial times of the self-harm cycle. When a
person cuts or injures them self the brain activates the neurotransmission of
encephalin. This produces a pleasant effect and suppressesthe pain and the
experiencing of this pleasant effect is thought to be the reason for the
repetition of self-harm (Favazzia, 1992; Kennerley, 2004). Participants
accounts all talked of the peace and calm being restored after self-harm.
Therefore there seemsto be an expected benefit from self-harm that is similar
to the pleasant effect talked about in the literature.

Participantsalso emphasisedthe importanceof pastmemoriesin the cycle of
their self-harmingbehaviour.The literaturehighlightedthe importanceof
emotionaland declarativememories.Thesetypes of memoryare storedand
into
joined
in
their
are
retrieved parallel and
activities
consciousexperience
but we do not havedirect accessto emotionalmemory only to the
behave
how
feel
(Le Doux, (1994).
consequences
suchas
or
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Participants highlighted the impact of past emotional memories on present day
circumstances in producing unbearable levels of anger which led to self-harm.
Helping to regulate anger may require understanding and reprocessing of past
memories to alleviate the levels of anger experienced. Work in the field of
PTSD may provide a useful means of addressing these difficulties.

Earlier in the section on the theme of `being angry' the presence of posttrauma distress was discussed in relation to PTSD and anger. The distinction
between here and now anger provoking situations and past memories being
provoked was discussed and it was speculated that the intensity of the anger
partly belonged to past events more than the current events warranted and that
this may be a contributing factor in participants' suppression of anger. The
awarenessof the intensity of anger not being warranted yet the lack of
interpersonal skills or the ability to regulate affect may require direct
reprocessing of memories.

Kennerley,(2005) incorporatedthe understandingof memoryprocessesinto a
schematic formulation for therapeutic practice working with people who
experienced childhood abuse. The programme contains interventions for selfharm but it was specifically developed to take all aspects of childhood abuse
into account. Therefore this may be a useful approach to take where both selfharm is present and childhood abusehas occurred.

Finally being angry producesadrenalineand this factor was discussedin
relation to the impulsion to hit or lash out being directed at self in the form of
self-harm, however there did not appear to be evidence that could directly
support this idea within the self-harm literature reviewed in chapter 1.
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6. SummARY

OF THEORETIC

CONTRIBUTION:

The existing theories on self-harm do not appear to distinguish clearly between
the different emotional states (affect) involved. This makes it difficult to know
development
have
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may
a particular
what
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less
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Anger
to
considered
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than this study's findings would indicate.
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The intensity of the angerexperiencedwas found to be linked to memoriesof
for
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the
explore
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need
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this further. In somecasesthis was linked to the experienceof intrusive
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some the ruminations about past events triggering anger towards self.
Therefore whilst current theory recognises the possibility that post-traumatic
impact
different
it
is
less
be
the
types of
of
clear about
symptoms may
present
memory being activated in and around the time of self-harm. Also the
literature does not directly link anger with activated memories but usually to
fear or anxiety responses.Again this raises another possible area for further
investigation.

From the study's findings anger having been activated posed a further problem
in that this was seen as potentially dangerous. It appearsthat anger was
associatedwith aggression and violence and concern was shown not to unleash
this on others. There was some indication that there was fear of the
consequenceshowever the emphasis was concern for others and on not
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expressing the anger experienced. It appearsthat it was the suppression of
anger that built up and made the experience become unbearable. Self-harm
(self-injury) was seen as a way to alleviate this state.

Both Linehan, (1992) and Kennerley, (2004) propose challenging the negative
beliefs associated to the idea that anger is dangerous therefore requires
suppression which would be helpful here. The use of assertivenessor
developing better interpersonal skills highlighted by the authors may also
alleviate the need to suppressanger therefore potentially reducing the need to
self-harm.

Therewas evidencethat suppressingangeralso hadthe potentialto leadto
depressionandpossiblesuicidal forms of self-harmin the study.The key
factors for this appearedto be the presenceof hopelessness
and or
depression
between
An
the
time.
and
anger
was
oscillation
worthlessness at
also noted. There are similarities expressedwithin Linehan's (1992) theory
focussing on a group of women who expressedfears about anger. However
this study highlights the need to examine this aspect further to identify the
nature of the relationship between anger and depression and the function of
anger within the overall context of self-harming behaviour and its links with
suicidal behaviour in the aetiology of depression. Particularly as men were
included in stating concern about expressing anger and anger at self seemedto
be implicated in suicidal thinking.

Although cutting self was highlightedasthe most commonlyusedmethodof
self-harmit appearsthat when angerwas experiencedtowardsothersthe self.
harm methodimmediatelychosenwas hitting self with someforce. This was
in the form of bangingheadoff walls, punchingwalls or punchingself. This
could be followed by further self-harmusing different methodsaccordingto
the emotionalfactorspresentat that time. Sometimeshitting self appearedto
be a function of body dissatisfactionso the areaon the body becamethe target.
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Hitting self is not a method of self-harm specifically linked with anger in the
literature therefore this highlights the need to study the reason for this method
of self-harm further. Speculation that anger linked to the production of

lash
to
out that is re-directedat self was put
adrenalinemay producean urge
forward to accountfor this. However it appearsthat there is a lack of any
further evidencein the literaturethat would confirm this at present.
Pain having been inflicted produces the calming effect of encephalin thus
reduces adrenaline and restores calm and reduces the build up of anger.

Whilst this study had a focus on the role of anger in self-harm, other aspectsof
self-harming behaviour were examined which also reveal further interesting
findings that extend beyond the current literature on self-harm. This study
reveals that ambiguous thoughts between some forms of self-harm as selfpreservative (self-injury) or self-destructive (suicidal) are present. Babiker &
Arnold, (2001) had already argued that intent could be subject to competing
thoughts and emotions and they also set out different methods for different
functions of self-harm.

However the determining factors for participants were not so clear. The same
method for example could contain both self-preservative function and selfdestructive function. The lethality of the method could change with the extent
of the intent moving between lethal and non-lethal doses of tablets for example
or cutting to stabbing contemplated by participants. It was speculated that the
fuzziness around the intent was used so that participants could psychologically
distance themselves from admitting to suicidal thoughts. This is an aspect that
participants may have been unwilling to admit to in a climate where self harm
and suicide may be subject to taboo attitudes and hostility. This is another
potential area for further investigation.
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Table 5 outlines the various pathways that anger affect is contributory not

only in self-harmingbehaviourbut of the contextthat it arisesandthe methods
chosen.
7. REFLECTION

ON THE METHODOLOGY

AND LIMITATIONS:

7.1 Reflections on the use of IPA:
The choice of IPA as a qualitative method was chosen primarily becauseof
the desire to explore the subjective experience of participants' accounts of
self-harm. Particularly becausethe emphasis had been on finding the
meanings and perceptions that participants could offer about their selfharming behaviour (Smith, 2003). The focus on the emotion of anger and the
role that this had within self-harming behaviour was facilitated by the way
IPA puts the emphasis on experience from the viewpoint of the participants.
Therefore the data generated connected the emotion of anger experienced
and memories of past experiences within the context of current interpersonal
situations. The connectivity between these factors has been possible by
studying what is being expressedby individual participants against what is
expressedcollectively (Smith, 2003). This process ensured that variations
were also highlighted as well as the common themes that bound the
experiences together. This has been useful in defining the results in terms of
clinical implications and highlighting the areas for future research.

Criticism of IPA hasfocusedon languagein that the data collectedis largely
aboutthe way that participantstalk about an experienceasopposedto the
actualexperienceandthat it doesnot attendto the way that languagecan
also shapeexperience(Willig, 2001). Yet the subjectiveaccountsexpressed
were how participantsmademeaningfrom their experiencesandthis was an
important focus for this study. Perceptions however distorted from reality
were also avenues to be understood in gauging how this affected
participants' experiences. Whilst the use of discourse analysis was
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considered its emphasiswas on the importance of accountability and stake in
conversation therefore this method did not offer the opportunity to address
questions about subjective experiences (Willig, 2001). Whereas the research
insights
into
but
to
to
the
address
conversation
gain
objective was not
as such
role of anger during self-harm episodes from the perspective of participants.
IPA adopts a more flexible approach in seeking to addressthe reality of
never being able to directly experience participants' worlds with recognition
of the researcher's perspective being used to construct further meaning of the
phenomenon under examination (Smith, 2003). Credibility can also be
it
in
IPA
that
the
method also made possible for my-self as the
enhanced
researcher to be open to the emergenceof unforeseen themes. This provides
did
for
further
therefore
not limit the
opportunities
comparison and
researcherto pre-constructed ideas.

7.2 Reflections on the design:
The size of the sample was subject to restrictions of time, homogeneity and
availability, nevertheless a sufficient number took part for the type of study
under investigation using IPA. The factor of time played an important role in
that participants were recruited on the basis that they had self-harmed within
the previous six weeks. Therefore the homogeneity of the group partly rested
on self-harm occurring within a time frame. This was an important issue in
the design when investigating retrospective accounts of a persons self-

harmingbehaviour.Memory is subjectto distortionsover time evenwithin a
six week period (Baddeley,2002). Howeverthis aspecthadto be weighed
againstthe practicalitiesof accessto participantsandtime constraintsfor the
studiescompletion.Six weekswas thereforechosenas a compromise
betweenthe optimum allowabletime for memorydeteriorationand limits in
the time availablefor recruitment,availability of participantsandthe
interview processto be completedbeforethe six week time frame expired.
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The homogeneity of the group was also determined by the subject under
investigation that of self-harm. No other restrictions were made.
Demographics of participants (table 2) highlight that equal numbers of
females and males were recruited but this was not intentional and recruiting
relied upon the random forwarding of participants from colleagues working
within outpatient mental health services. A weakness in the design may be
that participants were not screenedfor pre-existing disorders which would
have enhanced homogeneity further. However the field of self-harm itself is
not restricted to any particular disorder so that the sample may actually be
more representative. Future research designs may make use of comparisons
between different diagnostic groups who self-harm.

Although not instructed to do so one or two of the colleagues who forwarded
participants had read the title where anger was mentioned and actively
sought out those who they thought had anger issues. Again participants
themselves were also informed of anger in the title on the consent forms and
information sheets so that they knew anger was under investigation. Due to
the self-selecting bias in recruitment these factors may potentially weaken
the transferability of findings to other caseswhere anger may not be an issue.
Despite this there was considerable consistency across the participants'
accounts to maybe counter this concern.

7.3 Reflections on Credibility:

The researchquestionwas rewardedwith generousand rich data in the many
themesgenerated.Participants'accountswere constantlycomparedwith
eachof the othersas part of the analytic process(Ritchie & Lewis, 2004).
Wheredifferenceswere found thesewere highlighted in the analysisto
further understandingof the aspectbeing analysed.
Supervisionwas usedaspart of triangulatingthe data processedas explained
in chapter2 (Henwood& Pidgeon,1992).This helpedto clarify and
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highlight any discrepancies with a view to further the analytic process and to
in
developed.
biases
blind
being
the
themes
spots
check any
or

In terms of personal reflexivity (Willis, 2001) the researcher is mindful to
state here that an integrative approach is adopted as is reflective of the
underpinnings in the philosophical stance of counselling psychology.
Counselling psychology elevates a humanistic concern with delivering
individuals
for
that
as separateand unique
emphasisesrespect
practice
(Wolfe & Dryden, 1998). The framework adopted is largely cognitive
behavioural with psychodynamic understanding incorporated at the
demands
level
the
to
of working with complex
a
and
as
response
schematic
interpersonal issues where an object /relational base may be required. The
four
departments
for
in
has
NHS
approximately
outpatient
researcher
worked
They
has
during
time
this
also
people
who
self-harm.
worked with
years and
had a range of disorders such as PTSD, borderline personality disorder,
depression, and the researcher also worked with those who have suffered
field
To
in
interest
hence
this
the
enquiry.
of
acknowledge
childhood abuse,
the impact of the interpersonal nature of the process of interviews a field
notes diary was kept to record the reflections and reactions to participants
accounts (available for examiners only). Extracts of personal reflections are
contained in chapter 2.
Transparency of the analytic process was maintained in order that the reader
can draw comparisons in the data and construction of themes can be
scrutinised thoroughly thus enabling checking of the researcher's
conclusions for replicability (Elliot, 1999). A balance was sought between
the voice of participants and the interpretations used in the development of
themes. The limit of space meant that examples used were not exhaustive.
However a table (table 3) was constructed with line numbers to further
examples in the transcripts for a more comprehensive coverage if required.
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The use of supervision and expert and non-expert readers of the write up
ensured that the quotations used illustrated a coherent and representative
account of participants' views and understandings ensuring the importance
of fit (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992). Rigor of the study was enhanced by the
use of supervision which audited the paper trail from transcripts to write-up
(Elliot, 1999).

7.4 Limitations of the study:
The number of participants might limit how far findings can be
representative. However the depth and breadth of data generated may help
readers to understand the multiple contexts that need to be taken into account
when trying to help those who self-harm. The sample recruited were all
willing to be interviewed about their self-harming behaviour and
participants' were aware of the focus on anger before the interview.
Therefore the focus on anger may have been influential in choosing to take
part or declining. Whether anger would be as prominent in the accounts if
not highlighted cannot now be determined. Therefore results need to be seen
with these factors in mind.

Participants were not screenedor assessedfor any psychological symptoms
prior to interview. This may have highlighted the presence of clinical
symptoms that could be used further to distinguish the differences in
participants' accounts. The literature reviewed in chapter 1 seemedto
suggest that there might be a lack of consensuson the links between clinical
diagnosis and self-harming behaviour. For example borderline personality
disorder may not be the only diagnosis. If screening had been included it
may have contributed towards identification of specific clinical diagnosis to
different types of self-harming behaviour.
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8. Clinical Implications:
Findings on anger's role in self-harm has highlighted it as a major affect with
distinct implications for treatment. For example by highlighting anger's role it
has been possible to seethat current perceptions could potentially be coloured
by the appearanceof past memories and distort present day reality. The
distinction between types of memory being activated may need to be made
before deciding on appropriate interventions. Based on clinical experience
tackling this area possibly by cognitive restructuring of past memories,
in
techniques
the casesof postpossibly exposure and or re-experiencing
traumatic stress symptoms and helping to develop better interpersonal skills
2004;
(Linehan,
1993;
Kennerley,
difficulties
these
might alleviate some of

Cloitre et al, 2006).
The findings also highlighted participants' perception that anger was
dangerous and this has pinpointed another potential area for therapeutic
intervention. By helping to find better ways of expressing anger or to alleviate
help
instance
first
in
to reduce the
intensity
the
may
the
of anger response
levels of buildup of suppressedanger and possibly in turn alleviate self-harm.

The following sectionswill explorethesefactors in more detail and discuss
clinical implicationsfurther:
8.1 Childhoodabuselbullyingand anger:
Anger that arose in relation to the experience of intrusive memories and
flashbacks of sexual abuse was demonstrated to be so strong that the rage felt
became so `unbearable' that self-harm was required to restore calm. The
indicate
intrusive
the possibility of post-traumatic stress
memories
accounts of
be
here
treated as a result of the reto
need
may
symptoms and anger
have
for
Treatment
therefore
to consider
may
self-harm
experiencing process.
that anger produces such distress that in order to reduce self-harming
behaviour anger requires attention. The use of intrusive memory reprocessing
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techniques may be helpful and although the reduction of fear and anxiety are
emphasised it might also be possible to tackle anger through similar
reprocessing methods (Arntz & Weertman, 1999). In addition, addressing the
emotion specific appraisal that produces anger might enhancea better
outcome than treatment that focuses appraisals on fear alone (Dalgleish &
Power, 2004).

Anger also arose in memories of past non- sexual childhood abuseand
bullying and present day abuse experiences. Affect regulation seemedto be
compromised. The lack of regulation of anger may therefore be treated by
Linehan's (1993) dialectical behaviour therapy where learning to tolerate
distress and regulate emotions may be helpful. As most of the anger
interpersonal
in
to
the
of
experienced seemed arise
context
conflict
situations, addressing this by the use of interpersonal problem solving
techniques may also help (Linehan, 1993). However as was also highlighted
addressing corrupted perceptions from years of abusewould address anger
by helping to re-appraise magnified remarks or criticisms that were linked to
(Le
from
Doux, 2004; Kennerley,
painful emotions
past abusesor violations
2005; Dalgleish & Power, 2004).

In conjunction with the paragraph above participants also expressed
becoming angry at them self and this seemedlinked to low self-esteem
issues or self-blame issues (Fennel, 2004; Gilbert, 1999; Gilbert & Andrews,
1998). Low self-esteem is a likely outcome where abuse and bullying have
occurred in childhood (Kennerley et al, 1998). Recovery therefore may need
to addressthese issues as a step towards minimising the anger at self and in
turn the need to self-harm. Therapeutic practise using Kennerley's self-help
workbook in conjunction with the programme developed for working with
survivors of childhood abusehas been useful (Kennerley etc al, 1998;
Kennerley, 2005 respectively). Approaches that incorporate anger and self-
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esteemissuesaspart of a holistic treatmentapproachmay be useful
(Kennerley, 2005; Cloitre, 2006).

8.2 Anger expression:
Difficulties with anger expression were highlighted and the redirection of
anger meant that participants self-harmed. General anger literature does not
addressthis issue however Linehan (1993) approachesthe under-expression
of anger by combining exposure to anger arousal and angry behaviour with
training in expressive control. This has the advantage of minimising the belief
that anger will lead to loss of control and that controlled expressions of anger
involved
in
lead
The
this may be
to
therapeutic
skills
will not
rejection.
prohibitive to some however and the comprehensive techniques of DBT may
require considerable training. DBT also has the disadvantage of being a
treatment seen as specifically for those with a borderline personality disorder
diagnosis although its application could be adapted for others with similar
difficulties.

Finding an intervention that can addressthe antecedent factors involved in the
experience of anger and that can combine the controlled expression of anger
may help. Cummins, (2006) looks at what is described as first order change
and second order change in tackling anger difficulties. First order change
looks at controlling anger expression whereas second order change looks at
the construction of an alternative view where anger does not even have to be
experienced. It may be helpful to seethis as a similar process to the cognitive
reprocessing of trauma memories discussed earlier where anger is tackled by
addressing the appraisals being made at the cognitive level (Dalgleish &
Power, 2004).

8.3 Breaking the taboo
Participants made it clear that the attitude displayed towards their self-harm
was prohibitive and prevented opportunities for them to express their thoughts
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and emotions. This appearedto increase the alienation felt which could lead to
further self-harm. Training for all mental health and other health workers in
helpful and supportive responsesto those who self-harm would help.
However it may also be useful for therapy to help those who self-harm to give
consideration on why others might find this behaviour difficult and remove
some of the restricted perceptions and the resultant alienation experienced.
Sensitive handling of the behaviour with acceptance and tolerance whilst
encouraging alternative behaviour would seem the best approach. Tackling
wider prejudice and misunderstanding could be directed towards educational
settings and wider community settings.

9. Avenues for future research:
This was a qualitative study that aimed to provide rich and detailed data on the
role of anger in self-harm in the absenceof previous research data on this
subject. The details revealed that anger may have an important role in the
levels of affect being experienced leading to self-harm. Future studies that
questioned participants on a larger scale about anger may be able to confirm its

applicability acrossthe wider populationof thosewho self-harm.
There is theoretical data on the inability to regulate affect being cited as a
prime factor in self-harming behaviour but little in the way of research
evidence has been collated to confirm or deny this. Therefore not only does
affect regulation need to be researchedbut the individual components of affect
could be studied to establish how much anger, depression, or anxiety and other
secondary emotions contribute to the unbearable nature of the distress
experienced. Therapeutic interventions therefore could be directed at the
origins of those affects.

Findings from this study showed anger was a major affect in participants selfharm and speculated that intervention could be directed at the cognitive
appraisals that gave rise to anger. For example; beliefs that reside in past
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schemasbasedon memoriesof pastabusemay be effectively challengedby
acknowledging the source of belief yet looking at alternative explanations in
present day circumstances. Kennerley (2004) gives a good example of how

this might be done.
This might alleviateangerandin turn may leadto a reductionin unbearable
affect overall, thus reduceself-harmbehaviour.Thereforestudiesthat focussed
on this aspecton largercohortscould help to establishwhat affectsare
important andwhat typesof interventionswork with eachspecific affect.
As yet the literature appearsto have no clear consensuson treatment. This may
be becausethe individuals that self-harm seem to have such varied antecedent
backgrounds and diagnostic difficulties (Herman, 1998; Kennerley, 2004). The
largest bodies of work on self-harm can be seen as divided between borderline
personality disorder and complex post-traumatic stress presentations (Linehan,
1993; Briere, 2002. Therefore a broader view with research that is less
restricted to diagnosis and looks at self-harm behaviour as an expression of
distress due to varied underlying difficulties may be more helpful in future.
Equally the inclusion of pre-screening tools to distinguish between clinical
diagnoses or rule this factor out may be helpful. Pre-screening tools may
include, TSI (Trauma Symptom Inventory), (Briere, 1995); MMI -III, (Millon
Multi-Axial Inventory 111), (Millon, 2006 ) and BSI (Brief Symptom
Inventory), (Derogatis, 1993) for example.

Existing literature has emphasisedchildhood abuse to be a major factor in the
development of disorders where self-harm features (Linehan, 1993; Bateman
& Fonagy, 2004; Kennerley, 2004). Three of the participant's reports from this
study were distinct from familial forms of childhood abuse in that they cited
bullying experiences (distinct from other forms of abuse becausethis usually
occurred in school). It was their reports of bullying that were linked with the
development of their self-harming behaviour. This highlights a need to
compile data on those who self-harm and discover the range of childhood
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that are contributoryaswell as more recentcontributoryfactors
antecedents
(suchasdomesticviolenceor rape,for example).
The analysis revealed possible links between depression and anger. This aspect
was also highlighted by Gilbert (1999) in the literature. However, it appeared
from the rest of the literature reviewed in chapter 1 that little emphasis was
placed on the link between anger and depression in self-harming behaviour.
This is with the exception of Linehan (1993, p16) who reports on her clinical
work with para-suicidal patients diagnosed with borderline personality. This
may be an important area to research further. It may be useful to study people
who have a diagnosis of depression and who self-harm about their anger
experiences. The implications of the links between anger and depression in
para-suicidal behaviour were also highlighted in this study and could be an
adjunct area that would warrant further investigation. Again this could be done
by studying those who have histories of para-suicidal behaviour about aspects
of depression and anger experience in their self-harming behaviour.

Finally investigations that study the affects of reactions to people self-harming
and of the subsequentimpact of this on further self-harm behaviour would be
helpful. This was an important factor highlighted by participants in the study.
The negative reactive affect especially of anger was highlighted and studies
that focussed on the benefits of alternative reactions could provide useful
guidance to mental health and related practitioners. This could be done by
disseminating information to front line workers about the impact of negative
responsesfor those who self-harm.

10. Conclusions:

This study's aim was to understandthe role of angerin self-harmand the
analysis findings suggest that anger may play a significant role in self-harm.
NICE (NCCMH, 2004) guidelines emphasisedthe need to carry out qualitative
studies where the perspectives and views on the meaning of self-harm from
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participants'views were paramount.This study also compliedwith these
objectives.

Participants'accountsprovide evidencethat angeris a significant factor in the
experienceof mentalanguish,which onceaffect hasbecomeunbearableleads
to self-harm.Accountsalso provide evidencethat childhood abuse(not
necessarily sexual) as well as bullying experiences encountered in childhood
are the primary antecedent factors involved in the development of self-harm
behaviour for participants. Therefore it is important to look further than the
traumatic nature of sexual abuse and look at emotional abuse, physical abuse
and neglect factors more closely. This may highlight more clearly the exact
components involved in the development of self-harming behaviour in adults
from the childhood developmental and antecedentperspective.

Post-traumatic re-experiencing was a factor in some of the participants'
accounts. Recurrence of traumatic memory experiences gave rise to rage/anger
and participants diffused this by self-harming. Others appearedto have
damaged self-esteem and ruminated about past events occurring in childhood.
This seemedsimilar to the intrusive memories of PTSD but without the life
threatening aspect of trauma attached and again anger was the major affect
experienced. Ongoing everyday events also elicited anger and this appears to
be associated with a lack of interpersonal skills specifically when involved
with conflict situations. Participants avoided expressing the anger they
experienced towards others as the perception of their own anger was that it
was too dangerous to unleash hence their need to self-harm instead. It was a
major concern not to harm others that was expressedas well as minor
references to possible consequencesin the shape of retaliation or punishment.

Methods directedat affect regulationand interpersonalskills were discussed
(pl2l-122).

As were looking at altering the perception or appraisals that led to

anger to lessen the anger affect and reduce the need to self-harm (p123).
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Anger's relationshipwith depressionwas also discussedand in particularwith
regards to ambiguity between self-preservative and self-destructive acts of
depression
between
(p116).
The
and
a possible
anger
oscillations
self-harm

factor in the ambiguousthoughtsexpressed.
As participants expressedusing multiple forms of self-harm in different
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ingestion of tablets and or alcohol. Over simplified approachesto self-harm
therefore are to be avoided. Broader formulations may need to be compiled to
in
involved
understand the complex and ambiguous psychological processes
any individual who self-harms.

Participants' accounts of the taboo nature of self-harm created situations where
implications
in
The
had
them
turn
made
angry.
participants
received anger and
were that of increasing self-harm behaviour. Efforts to tackle prejudice and
into
for
those
contact with people who
came
who
encourage understanding
helping
Also
discussed.
therefore
people who self-harm to
self-harm were

understandwhy they receivehostile reactionsand reduceperceivedalienation
was also discussed.Doing this within a supportiveand acceptingtherapeutic
relationshipwas seenas a possibleway to reducefurther self-harm.
Overall, understandinganger'srole in self-harmmay becomea centralpart of
any therapeutic plan or intervention. Therefore interventions for anger where
appropriate could be as follows: The use of breathing techniques to keep
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in
control of their anger, followed by separating any
calm
and
person
day
based
from
from
any
appraisals
on
past
experience
present
assumptions
experience, dealing effectively and appropriately with the current situation or
conflict, possibly by the use of assertivenessskills and attending to issues from
the past during therapy. These steps in part or whole may become an integral
in
helping
developing
those who self-harm
part of
good working practice
behaviour.
their
reduce
self-harming

Consideration of the implications for training for those who work with people
who self-harm may need to take note that not all of those who self-harm may
have difficulties with anger. The small sample scale of this study prevents any
generalisability of the findings at this stage. This should therefore be bourn in
mind before applying any of the interventions mentioned above. However
feature
it
is
has
been
that
of someone's self-harming
where
shown
anger a
behaviour it may be of benefit to consider the pathways of the individuals selfharm as is illustrated on page 85 (analysis section) to determine which type of
interventions might be appropriate for use with a specific client. Training
therapists to become familiar with the importance of affect regulation skills,
interpersonal skills and challenging faulty appraisals may benefit the work
they do with those who self-harm regardless of whether clients have issues
with anger (Linehan, 1993; Cloitre, 2003).
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Table of themes used in analysis:
Table used for final analysis
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Part C:

CLIENT

STUDY:

TITLE: The use of imaginal exposure within a CBT framework
in processing traumatic memories:

I56K

FOREWORD:

As this case study representsan individual case and examines some of the
specific processesinvolved during therapy I have used the first person
throughout. This is to reflect the ideographic nature of presenting a case study
and of my individual reflections on some of the therapeutic processesinvolved.
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INTRODUCTION:
This case study looks at the relationship between anger and self-harm within a
Complex PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder) presentation. This may be of
interest to those studying PTSD, self-harm and caseswhere interpersonal
relationship difficulties are presented.

My approach and choice of guiding theory when working with this case was
built on the developing principles of Complex PTSD (post-traumatic stress
disorder) material, which are informed by the principles of a Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy Perspective (Yule et al, 1999; Kennerley, et al, 1998;
Kennerly, 2000). In particular I will be referring to material that takes in both

traumaandrelationalaspectsto this client's difficulties (Arntz & Wertman,
1999), which specifically addressthe more complex aspectsto the case arising
from childhood events.

The use of a Cognitive Behavioural Perspective was chosen after being partly
informed by the appraisal of the recent literature on Cognitive procedures in
the treatment of PTSD, which incorporated schematic representations that
closely resembled the presentation of difficulties discussed and displayed by
the client, specifically anger and fear (Dalgleish in Yule, 1999; Dalgleish &
Power, 2004). From the beginning the client found the use of diagrams helpful
and used guided discovery questions well during assessmentsessions(Padesky
& Greenberger, 1995). This gave me some confidence that the client would
respond well to a cognitive behavioural, based treatment. More recently
guidelines have been published that recommend the use of trauma-focused
cognitive behavioural therapy for those with PTSD diagnosis (NICE, 2005).

The Referral:
I received the referral for Jane within the PTSD service of the Psychological
Services Team at Coventry PCT (Primary Care Trust) NHS (National Health
Service) by the client's GP in May 2004. The referral stated that Jane

experiencedflashbacksand nightmaresas a consequenceof being held up with
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a shotgun during an armed raid on the public house that Jane had been working
in one evening.

At the time of referral Janewas twenty-seven years old, unemployed, and
living with her female partner.

First Session:
The first session focused on the level of anxiety Jane constantly felt and she
reported suffering a number of panic attacks. She also exhibited hypervigilance over noises, and seeing things in shadows and the belief that she was
under constant threat from the masked raiders who had held her up at gunpoint
whilst at work. She was very disturbed about not being able to seethe faces of
the men who threatened her and this became a significant point a little time
later during therapy. She did not leave the house very often and she only
travelled by car between where she lived and where other family members
lived. She talked briefly about not being able to trust people and that
relationships were difficult for her.

I understood from this session that Jane was exhibiting features of PTSD and
that the initial focus from Jane had been on the masked raid event that she had
survived. Hyper-vigilance, sleeplessness,nightmares, high anxiety leading to
panic attacks and avoidance behaviour were all reported and correspond with
the symptoms of PTSD (Yule et al, 1999), and the experience of the threat of
death and subsequentresponseof fear and helplessnessin Jane's case also
correspond with the diagnosis of PTSD (DSM-N-TR,

2000).

I usedthree sessionsin total to fully assessJane'sdifficulties and developa
formulation with her. The diagrambelow is the full version of the difficulties
we discussedover the whole of the courseof therapy.The self-harmand
dissociative components were added when these were discovered later. By
using a simple diagram with Jane I wanted to help her understand the links
between the recent trauma event, and past trauma events and the
other
difficulties she had shared with me. Shared formulations devised in therapy
are
a way of bringing the client on board in the therapeutic process and to build a
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(Butler,
1998;
Beck,
1995).
between
therapist
and
client
collaborative approach
This diagram was a simple way to hold together quite complex and separate
difficulties but in a way that the client could both conceptualise easily and be

below:
diagram
(Butler,
Please
2003).
to
to
see
able refer

Rage and Paaret

Avodmce
Behaviours
t ik /self-h m
Dgswcxftm

Old Tcmmiae/plryeIcal
abase

Relatunalup problems

Recent Tratuma

It became evident from the initial formulation that Jane had difficulties with a
familial
(the
that
the
trauma
previous
and
pub)
robbery at
recent
event
further
complicated this.
traumas
childhood
and other relational aspects

Therapeutic Contract:
Within the Psychological Therapy Service at Coventry PCT a single event
be
1999;
traumatic
(Type
Yule
1
Trauma,
event)
trauma
a single
would
et al,
hour
held
to an
20
an
with
to
take
sessions
weekly
permitted
a maximum of
hour and a half in time. For complex cases(those with multiple and varying
traumas and or other issues) no time limit has been set and this is worked out

on an individual basis.
An initial contract was agreed between Jane and my self that we would have
six sessionsof therapy and then review the situation at that time. We agreed to

begin work looking at the aspectsof the recenttraumaasJanefelt that this
gave her the most concern. It was understood that the treatment plan would
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undoubtedly change when other aspectsbecame clearer (Butler, 2003; Padesky
& Greenberger, 1995).

Genogram:
The following gengram was drawn from information that Jane shared with me
in the initial stagesof therapy:
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L
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11Aüinto
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trom3rnhb
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33

Jane focused on the relationship she had with her mother whilst exploring the
family structure from the Genogram. She reported that her mother made
demands of her, telling her what to do, what to wear, do errands etc despite the
fact that she was 27yrs old and lived independently from her. She also
described not feeling `loved or of really being wanted' and `of never getting
anything right'.
Jane also revealed that she struggled against the belief that `If I try I might fail'
and we examined this using the downward arrow technique (Hawton et al,
1999). Jane felt that if she failed, people would think she was stupid, waste of
space, and would laugh at her and that then she would feel like a failure, she
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concluded that `if I don't try I won't fail'. This led Jane to give up on a lot of
things that she was good or reasonably good at because she felt she would
never get things right.

In recognisingthat interpersonaldifficulties can infiltrate the therapeutic
relationshipI spoketo Janeaboutthe work in therapyand the homework
assignmentsthat shewas being askedto completeandwhethershefelt I might
be critical of her (Wills & Sanders,2000). Sheconfessedthat shehadthought
this and althoughshecould rationaliseagainstthe thought shestill found it
difficult when shewas at homenot to get into the `if I don't try I won't fail'
habit. Bearing this in mind I devised experimental challenging around the core
belief to counteract Jane's reluctance to try to do things for fear of failure
(Hawton et al, 1999). She was asked to record how often she got things right in
the course of a week and then we revised the assumptions she held that she was
a failure and that others would laugh at her. However as you will see later in
the text this difficulty was very intrinsically woven into schematathat became
the focus of working with childhood trauma (Arnz & Weertman, 1999) and this
led to my discovery of the way that existing mental representations can impede
recovery from PTSD symptoms (Dalgleish & Power, 2004).

MAIN

ISSUES OF 1BERAPY

Sessions 1-6;

Preparation Period:
At the beginning of therapy for PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder) using
the Prolonged Exposure Treatment protocol it is recommended to start with
education about PTSD Symptoms, and instruction on breathing retraining
(Zoellner et al, in Wilson et al, 2004). Information was given to Jane during the
assessmentperiod on PTSD symptoms and she was also given hand written
instructions on the use of a breathing exercise (see appendix 13). Information
about PTSD was discussedthoroughly in relation to Jane's reported symptoms.
By gaining an understanding of the development of PTSD patients can have
some of their fears dispelled (such as I felt like I was going mad or crazy) and
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also gain information on how to begintackling their symptoms(Herbert&
Wetmore, 1999)

In Jane's case she exhibited hyper-vigilance and startle responseswithin the
session often jumping at noises from doors banging etc and looking around her.
The use of relaxation exercises at the start of therapy was used during the
sessionsto help Jane to feel more relaxed (Herbert & Wetmore, 1999) (see
appendix 14). She was also encouragedto use the breathing and relaxation
exercises at home to alleviate some of the stress responsesshe was
experiencing. Her concentration was poor at this stage, which is also a feature
of PTSD symptomatology (Yule et al, 1999) so I took care to have everything
we discussed on PTSD and the other exerciseswritten down for her to refer to
at home and for her to refer to in the initial stagesof therapy.

Jane was also asked to keep simple diary sheetsto record some of her thoughts
and feelings particularly around the times when she experienced panic and
fears and felt that she was under threat (see appendix 15). This revealed that
Jane was experiencing flashbacks, intrusive thoughts related to armed raid
incident, triggered by everyday situations, (i. e. watching TV, letting dog out in
garden at night, window cleaner appearing etc), she also became highly
anxious when out in her car or in a shop etc, displaying symptoms of panic and
she also recorded having a nightmare. There were two days recorded as being
angry all day, wanting to be left alone and feeling in despair about displaying
her mood to others. It seemedthat she was unable to complete the sections at
the end of the diary sheetsbecauseof the negativity she felt and she missed the
scheduled session due that week becauseshe was still feeling low.

In the next sessionwe discussedthe issueof anger,which provoked a flood of
responsesto both current situationalfactors at homeand from eventsthat
happened in the past. Prior to the dates in the diary sheetswhere Jane had
become angry and withdrawn an argument broke out over a trivial domestic
chore that Jane had not completed to her partner's satisfaction leaving Jane
feeling undermined and furious. Jane believed that her partner was being
overly fastidious and very critical, who also neededthings done `just so'.
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During the discussion I commented to Jane that she seemeda whole lot angrier
than just about the incident that kicked off this row. Key features in her
dialogue were feeling undermined, undervalued, criticised, and very angry
more like rage in the way that she described her feelings. She confessed that
she hit herself by banging her head against the wall when she got angry and
that she had done this at other times in the past. I described my understanding
of the behaviour as a form of self-harm, which Jane protested against saying
she only did this occasionally and that it was not serious. This protest I took to
be as, a reluctance to acknowledge her use of self-harm or the use of the word
discussion
behaviour.
After
Jane
description
her
some
self-harm as a
of
herself
in
harmed
that
that
she
admitted
she was uncomfortable with admitting
this way as it fed into the feelings explored earlier in the text in that of being a
failure and that linked to this was a senseof shame and of the need for secrecy.
This issue was addressedin therapy but I do not have room for discussion here
(please see Gilbert & Andrews, 1998).

Self-harming behaviour is often a feature of the difficulties of adults that have
endured childhood abuse. Interpersonal difficulties are often a result of never
being able to resolve issues arising from the abuse and or other behaviours that
a person experiences (Kennerley, in Bennett-Levy et al, 2004). Jane had
endured abuse and emotional neglect in childhood and was exposed to extreme
forms of abusive behaviour between her parents when they were in conflict
with each other. This meant she had never learnt to resolve differences without
envisaging shouting, screaming and violence. I was not aware till much later
that there was a traumatic incident attached to this information, which I will
return to later in the text. Anger was something she experienced as being
dangerous and leading to extreme forms of abandonment so she had developed
the strategy of trying to hide her anger from the view of others no matter how
provoked. This led to a build up of rage whereby she redirected the anger
against herself by the use of self-harm and dissociation (Kennerley, in BennettLevy et al, 2004).
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Van der Kolk et al's, (1996) study comparing community participants with
clinical participants for a relationship between PTSD, Somatization Disorder,
and Dissociative disorders found that participants who had suffered
interpersonal abuse at or before the age of 14 developed significantly more
dissociative problems as well as difficulties with modulating anger, including
aggression against self and others. Dissociation is thought to serve as a coping
mechanism when a person has been exposed to trauma event/s and although
can serve as a protective mechanism from the initial trauma event/s can also
become problematic with information processing activities and in treating
traumatic memories (Van Der Kolk et al, 1996; Herman 2000; Kennerley, in
Bennett-Levy et al, 2004).

Review:
At this stage I was now more aware that some of Jane's coping strategies
originated in earlier trauma events. Taking this into consideration I discussed
this with Jane and devised the next stage of therapy with her. Jane still wanted
to concentrate on the presenceof distressing flashbacks and intrusive memories
of the attack she experienced. I also felt that concentrating on this experience to
be a priority, so we agreed to work for the next six weeks on helping Jane
alleviate the anxiety and distress felt surrounding this event.

Sessions 6-12;
Following the procedures within a cognitive behavioural therapy framework I
discussed the use of reliving with cognitive restructuring with Jane (Ehlers &
Clark, 2000). This would include asking Jane to write down a narrative of the
events about the masked raid, to investigate the `hotspots' and begin cognitive
restructuring the trauma memories (Grey et al, 2002). Her initial reaction to
this proposal was to be extremely anxious about one aspect in particular, that of
seeing the masks. I directed her into grading the task into three attempts per
time stopping at distressing material, use of breathing exercise to control her
anxiety and continuing past the previous point and then stopping again when
distressed. She was asked to do this as homework where I would explore
with
her in the therapy session aspects of distress and other cognitive work. By
grading it this way I had hoped that this would help her overcome her fears
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about tackling the memories. Unfortunately she still indicated that she didn't
feel able to carry out the task.

It was at this point that once again I went over the reasons for bringing
memories back into her thoughts (Grey et al, 2002) Jane explained that
did
believe
behind
the
the
she
exercise
not
although she understood
rationale

that shecould survivethe panic shewould feel at recalling this aspectof the
event.In particular shebelievedthat shewouldn't survivethe fearsoncethey
were raisedin this way asshefelt shehad survivedpurely becauseshehad
becomegood at blocking them out. Shefelt that sheneededto keepthings the
decided
At
I
in
function
time
this
they
to
with
way
reasonablywell.
were order
Janeto leavethe homeworktask for the time being sothat we could explore
the issuefurther.
Afterwards I reflected on what had happened and felt that at some level I had
far.
had
She
Jane
fundamental
told
so
me
missed something
about what
appeared to have been able to tell me quite a bit about the events surrounding
the masked raid so I did not think she would have had any reason not to want
to carry out the task as suggested. She appearedto become more agitated when
in
her
discuss
I
the next
this
to
the
with
she spoke about
masks and so resolved
session. I also took note of the maladaptive use of suppressing thoughts that
Jane had been using (Ehlers & Clark, 2000) and that some how this was
especially linked to the masks.

In the next sessionI asked Jane if it was ok to discuss things about the masks,
she visibly froze and became anxious. Although I did not want to force the
issue and cause distress I felt that it was important to explore this aspect and I
explained this to her. I said that I would go very slowly and help her to relax
and explained that I neededto know more about why she found this aspect so
difficult. She did not seem aware of any reason herself at this time and
remained focused on the threat.
I took note of the way that this aspect of the masks was something visually
disturbing and at first she was only able to tell me that it was not seeing their
faces (the raiders) that worried her. She elaborated that they might be out there
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her
know
they
that
they
could
come
and
get
and
were
she
not
who
and
would
and as she did not know their faces she felt even more scaredthat they would
I
her.
discussed
tried restructuring
We
the
and
aspects
extensively
of
each
get
the cognitions (Ehlers & Clark, 2000) by carefully challenged the assumptions
in
difficulties
had
but
her
relation to not
that they would come after
she still
being able to seetheir faces.

In exploring the aspect of not being able to seetheir faces I remembered that
in
be
linked
laden
memory to the
memories may sometimes
previous emotional
&
I
Power,
2004).
(Dalgleish
but
be
buried
trauma
awareness
out of
recent
tested this out with Jane by asking her to recall whether she could remember
had
been
difficult
faces'
being
life
in
her
`not
to
time
see
able
where
another
for her. She was able to tell me about a time in her teens when a male friend of
the family had sent sexually explicit letters to her accusing Jane of being `dirty
her
hard
being
instead
Jane's
a
gave
supportive
of
and promiscuous'.
mother
breakdown
for
blamed
being
the
of the
time and she remembers
subsequent
fourteen
in
Jane
years old at the time and
was
man questions, marriage.
done
had
feeling
deeply
she
never
remembered
ashamedeven although
anything wrong.

The `hidden aspect' is what most distressedher about this previous event, as
he
had
had
involvement
the
could say all these
man
and
yet
with
she
never
any
things about her. It was as though he could see her and make comments about
her that could get her into trouble that resonated with not seeing the faces of
the men who attacked her during the raid. She has had a deep distrust of men
deeper
Jane
In
this
a
understanding of the way
since. exploring
she gained
with
Later
interpreted
this.
`not
the
about
some
relief
and
gained
seeing' aspect
she
in the work she decided of her own account to directly confront the fears she
had by agreeing to take part in painting masks on children's faces at a charity
event.

Review2:

In helping Janeto uncoverher discomfort over the maskssherecalledearlier
initially
distress
her
but
had
that
very reluctant to
events
caused great
shewas
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explore this further. I then had to temporarily suspendthe intended imaginal
exposure with cognitive restructuring techniques (Ehlers & Clark, 2000). I
realised that I was now working with more than one level of memory and had
decided to slow things down a bit to allow some of the relational aspectsto be
worked on. With hindsight I question whether I should have perseveredwith
the exposure tasks to directly challenge her fears yet I also reason that by
altering the course I gained a substantial amount of trust from Jane who at a
later stage was able to divulge the details of earlier traumatic events.
The literature available does not cover this type of complex presentation where
a Type I Trauma event is preceded by earlier unresolved Type II events (Yule,
1999). Usually the examples are of one or the other types, not both together.
Although we had agreed to embark on tackling the Type I event initially but it
seemedthat the complications of previous events now required attention.

Sessions 13-20;
We approached these indirectly at first where Jane was able to talk over some
of her feelings towards her parents and of the difficulties she felt she had as a
result. I reviewed some of the literature in this area and found evidence to
suggest that previous emotional laden memories can play a part in the way reexperiencing of memories is understood (Dalgleish & Power, 2004). After a
number of sessionswhere I felt we had explored things sufficiently I asked
Jane if she had any specific memories that still bothered her. She indicated that
she had one in particular that still upset her a lot. She gave me an initial brief
description about an event that occurred in childhood.

Because the memory event appearedto be associatedwith highly charged and
complex emotional reactions occurring in childhood I felt that it was important
to find a suitable method to process not only the fear responsebut any other
types of emotions that may be present. I was aware of a possible method that
combined imagery with re-scripting as part of a technique for working with
childhood memories (Arntz & Wertman, 1999). This technique was
specifically designed to work at a schematic level to process not only fear
responsesbut other emotional responsesfrom childhood that have had a lasting
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impact on the perceptions used by the person in adulthood. Jane's level of
emotional response about this event seemedwould benefit from using this
model.

I discussedusing the technique as a way to relieve some of the distress Jane
felt and to help her understand the significance it had in other areasof her life.
She agreed to try it out and I stressedthat she could stop at anytime she felt
uncomfortable or distressed.I also said that I may step in and help her if she
looked to be upset or distressedand I would ask her to check that she was ok. I
took time to explain the procedure so that Jane felt able to take part in the
process and to make sure she gave her full consent. To make things easier I
said that we could use a tape recorder to tape the exercise so that Jane could
use this at home to listen to privately. Exposure could then be reinforced
without the need for Jane to write things down or to talk into a tape on her own
which she had seemedreluctant to do. She agreed and Jane was given a copy of
the taped recording at the end of the session. Jane gave me permission to use a
copy of the taped recording of this session for use in this case study.
To begin the procedure Jane was then asked to remember the sceneand look at
what was happening from the perspective of a bystander (full technique
explained in Arntz & Weertman, 1998). Jane agreed and the following is a tenminute extract of that exercise which I have transcribed as follows:

Theeventsunfold asfollows: theprevious eveninga hugerow broke out
betweenJane'sparents with violent exchangesbetweenthemboth.At onepoint
whereJane, her brother and motherhad barricadedthemselvesin the
bedroom, Jane was asked by her mother to get help by climbing out of the
bedroom window. Jane managed to get herself onto a ledge on the roof but
could go no further. She became hysterical as she called for help. Neighbours
came round got her down off the roof and she stayed with them overnight. The
following morning Jane found out that her mother had left the marriage taking
Jane's brother with her but leaving Jane behind without telling her that she
had left.
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WhenJane returned home thefollowing morning she went upstairs initially to
get ready for school, Dad was still downstairs; she came down later to find her
father still drunk from the previous evening,

J =Jane
M= myself
()

interruptions from myself

[]

interruptions from Jane
Pausesin speech

1). M: Canwe do it now from the bystander,if you think aboutlooking at it,
from
from
that morning
to
take
that
say,
and
yourself,
morning you were about
we got up, I got up for school okay, [right] so what I want you say is okay,
you're the bystander and that what you're doing is you're looking at Jane,
right, so [and Dad] right so yeah, right ehm, or whatever you see, and talk us
through what happens, yeah

2). J: Okay, so Janewas up getting readyfor schooland Dad was downstairs
still drinking from the night before,(mhm), andwas completelyoff his face,
(mhm) and,Janecamedown to makebreakfast,or somethinglike that (mhm)
and maybe,I said somethingto my dad like you've got to stopthis, its
ridiculous you know, okay and he was being arsy and telling me to fuck off and
stuff, so, I got upset and was crying becausehe was speaking to me, (you've
gone back into yourself again), oh, so Jane got upset and was crying because
Dad was speaking to her very negatively (he was swearing at her and) he was
swearing at her and Dad was saying that her Mum was a whore and then Dad
said there's a letter on the table. So Jane read it and it said you'll find me in the
garage, and Jane got upset.
Jane reverted into talking in a childlike voice
3). M: Who was the letter written by?
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4). J: Dad, (aha), and Dad said they were everywhere, I looked around, Jane
looked around and there were letters all over the house which Dad had wrote
(mhm) saying you'll find me in the garage. They were all the same (mhm)
Jane got a bit hysterical, and they argued and Dad was just, he didn't know
who he was to be honest becausehe was that drugged up (mhm) and drunk,
and then Jane went upstairs to her bedroom and was crying and slammed her
bedroom door. So then Dad came up, put his fist through the bedroom door,
and then he put his fists into Jane's face. Smashedit up (okay) so Jane went to
school with her smashedup face, and then I told one of the teachers about what
had happened and she, Jane then spoke to a school counsellor, who then
phoned the police, and was taken away by social services.

Jane talks in quite a detached way almost as if shefelt no emotions
had
impact
Jane
I
this
the
to
this
event
whatsoever, noting
recognise
wanted
emotionally for her but without traumatising her further. Using the bystander
routine would enable her to be able to take a stand backfrom the eventyet
life
her
in
both
had
had
the
the
to
adults
recognise
way
what she
endure and
behaved towards her as well as acknowledge her needsand to askfor those
needs to be met (Arntz & Wertman, 1999).

5). M: Okay, right, now as the bystander okay I'm going to take you through
the sequenceagain, okay, but now the bystander can actually do something
about it [yeah] okay, so you would want the bystander to protect you, yeah
[yeah] so if you then do the sequenceof events but this time changing, so that
the bystander intervenes, between yourself and your Dad and what he does.
Can you do it that way?

6). J: No becauseif it were any other way I just would not have been there.

7). M: Yeah I know, but for the purposes of the exercise, laughs, [laughs]
8). J: Oh, so I've got to go through that again (yeah) and say, then the
bystander come in and punched Dad in the face and knocked him out.
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9). M: If that's what Jane would want him to do or her to do yeah that's fair
enough, if you want that to happen, you choose what you want the bystander to
do. We'll do this several times, you know, we can change it again. [Yeah] You
know if you don't want to do it, you can say it right and maybe the next time
you say nah, that's not quite such a good idea but anyway let's have a go,
yeah?

10). J: When Janewakesup she
11). M: Okay, Jane wakes up and she's what that morning, anyway

12). J: Happy

13). M: Are you happy, no

14). J: Yeahbut if things were different shewould be that would changeit but
is
it's
bystander
it
(yeah)
it,
isn't
Jane
the
that
no
wakes up and very
changes
upset.

Jane has recognised the role of the bystander and is beginning to feel relaxed
by being playful with what the bystander can do.

15).M: Okay, so what could the bystanderdo at that time?
16). J: Make me a cup of tea,

17). M: Laugh, yeah, what else?

18). J: Give me a cuddle.

19). M: That's right yeah, anything else
20). J: Just reassureme

21). M: Mhm, anything else that the adult can do
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22). J: Make her feel safe and wanted

23). M: Yeah

24). J: and loved
25). M: and loved, good, anythingelse,that this adult would do, --- underthe
circumstancesnow?
26). J: Make me a baconsandwich
27). M: Laugh, yeah --------

28). J: eh, haveall my schooluniform ironed for me, (mhm) nahthat never
happens,I've alwaysironed my own clothes,for ever,(yeah)laugh(yeah)
ehm, I don't know.
29). M: Well that's a good start though, when you think about it, so those were
the things that were missing, so anyway, that's, the bystander has done that.
Now what else could the bystander do in the circumstances, when you think
what happens next? So in the sequencethe last time you spoke about going
down the stairs didn't you [yeah] okay, so what could the bystander do instead,

-in

that situation?

I wanted to assist Jane in the imagery as per (Arntz &Weertman, 1999) so I

kept emphasisingthephrase' what could the bystanderdo'.
30). J: Get up and makeme, my breakfast,laugh.
31). M: They've made you breakfast and a cup of tea but what else would they
be able to do, when they go downstairs, what?

32). J: They would be able to protect me from his viciousness.
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33). M: So maybe the bystander could do what?

34). J: Get my dadto leaveand lock him up in the sheddown the gardenall
day.
35). M: Yeah, well that's a start, okay, let's just play around with some ideas,
you know its up to you but, let's just say that could, that's one possibility

36). J: Yeahbut I wantedto seemy dad when I got up, my Mum had left, my
brother hadgone,andit was a bit,
37). M: Yeah, yeah, yeah but wait yeah, okay but you're jumping ahead, okay
but, you've got this other adult now, okay and their taking care of you, they've
bacon
looking
sandwich, made
given you a cuddle, their
after you, made you a
a cup of tea, got you up in the morning, gave you some reassurance,okay, so
you're not all on your own, ok.
38). J: Well the bystander could mediate and go downstairs (mm) try calming

my Dad down and leaveme to get on with things,
39). M: mhm, so you could havewent to schoolthat day, perhapsor, what else
its
to
would, what you've got choose, up to you, you've got to chooseabout
because
it
that's
how
So
what,
you want this to end. we're changing remember,
it
he's
bystander's
doing
[right]
the
a genderyet,
not
giving
she,
we're
what
or
but would
40). J: I'd want the bystanderto phonethe doctor
41). M: Mhm, for who, [Dad] for your Dad,
42). J: Because I honestly think he should have been sectioned at that point in
time.

43). M: Okay, causeyou felt what about your Dad
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44). J: That he was going to kill himself

45). M: Okay,okay, right so you felt that he wasdefinitely at risk of suicide
[yeah]yeah,okay andwhat elsewould this adult do,
46). J: Just get him help really, (mhm), I know I was upset but I wasn't on
drink and drugs so I supposeit was a bit clearer for me (mhm, mhm) causehis
mind was completely influenced by the effects as well (yeah), so I think ehm,
all I would have wanted was for him to have got some help I think (yeah) and
taken out of the situation and for me to havejust gone and stopped anywhere, I
don't know.

47). M: So; that could have all been done by an adult around at the time
couldn't it?

48). J: Yeah

49). Ai: Yeaah,

50). J: and somebody that could havejust stoppedhim from drinking (yeah)
whisky and Valium just doesn't work (yeah) and he was really addicted to
them Valium and the whisky at the time.
51). M: and what else could the bystander have done for you, okay they've
taken care of Dad now so Dad's beentaken care of, they've done all the things
that you've askedyou know, so dad's beentaken care of so what could the
bystanderor the adult do for

you?

52). J: Find out where my Mum had
just
(mhm)
know,
didn't
(yeah)
I
she
gone,
vanished,-and -you know, what they could have, it already happened
53). M: Yeah, but think of if the
adult had managedto get your dad sorted out
okay. [right], what could the adult do for you now causeyour still left there.
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Would you havegoneto schoolthat day do you think or do you think the adult
may havedonesomethingdifferent?
Ex! of ten minute taped section.
This exercise becamea pivotal point in the processof the therapy becauseit
revealedsome of the unmet needsJan had had when she was still a child. What
she neededwas love, protection, security and an adult to shoulderthe
responsibility (Arntz 8 Werturan, 1999, seeno's 12,14,16,18,20,22,24

etc

in paragraphsabove). She also gained insight into her feelings of anger when
she realised that she felt abandoned,unprotected and even blamed for the
incident being reported to social services.After some sessionslater she had
worked out why she often got angry in situations with her partner and in other
relationships where any signs that she might be subjectedto blame and
criticism and possibly abandonmentwould stir an emotional reaction of an
intensity she often could not understandin relation to the incident itself but
neverthelessfelt at the time. This often led to self-harm or dissociating to
prevent the loss of abandonmentthat Janefeared if she expressedher anger
(see earlier text, pages5-6).
Work endedafter 30 sessionsof therapy that included intensive restructuring of
Jane's cognitions with particular referenceto shame,failure, and anger. Some
of the wtork required understandingof the interpersonalcomponentsthat Jane
had experiencedin gaining accessto the way Janehad construedher thoughts
and gave meaning to her experiencesbefore it was possible to work with
aspectsof the more recent trauma. This made the work both challenging and
rewarding especially in seeing Janetaking full part in life by applying for a
college course, looking for part-time work to support her-self and becoming
more assertivewithin the relationships she had before sheleft therapy.
Summary and discussion:
When faced with a complex presentation it can be difficult to find literature
that directly correspondsto the wide and varied difficulties presentedfor
guidance on treatment. This caserepresentsthe way that a combination of
approacheswas used within a CBT (cognitive behavioural therapy) framework.
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Despite no clear protocol to follow, all of the techniques that were used were
still held within both the principles of a general cognitive behavioural theory
and of the recent developmentsfor treating intrusive memories and other
symptoms of PTSD. It seemsthat by sticking closely to and following the
client's needs,whilst maintaining a collaborative approach,worked well.
Personal reflections and professional learning:
This was a very challenging and rewarding casefor me and provided me with
for
focus
for
My
the work was postample material
main
professional growth.
traumatic stresssymptoms but the appearanceof complications from childhood
trauma factors posedthe main challenge. I can now appreciatemore fully that
the diagnosis of post-traumatic stressdisorder can cover a wide span of
presenting difficulties. This can be a single traumatic event to multiple
traumatic events combined with other psychological difficulties that lead to a

complexcasesuchasthe onedescribedabove.
In the early sessionsa formulation was depicted which provided a baseto
understandthe interrelationships between all of the different parts. When
childhood memories were processedthe information was then fed back to the
client using those links as a backdrop to understanding.The route betweenthe
processingof childhood memories/ schemasand adult basedperceptionsof
everyday events could then usefully be challenged.The imagery with rescripting technique (Arntz & Wertman, 1999) may therefore provide a very
useful tool for any similar types of complex presentation.Most of my caseload
involves working with clients who have a complex range of symptoms similar
to the caseabove. The successfuloutcome in using this technique has inspired
future.
in
in
the
to
me consider using this as a therapeutic tool similar cases
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LITERATURE
REVIEW:

TITLE:A review of female and male anger experiences
for
therapy.
implications
and expression with

_,.
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Abstract:
Objective: to review the current literature for evidence of gender factors for
differences found in the experience and expression of anger with implications
for therapy.

Method: Eleven studies were found that examined the above objective in
2003. A further three studies were found and added in late 2005. All of the
studies used self-report measuresto assesseither gender differences and or
sex-role differences on anger experience and expression and ten studiesused
standardisedmethods of assessment.Studieswere grouped according to the
findings for comparison.
Results: Evidence from these studies suggeststhat non-clinical populations
vary from clinical populations in terms of anger experienceand expression.All
the studies found evidence for differences on gender for anger expression.
Contextual factors that included demographic, social and interpersonal factors
significantly affected the measuresof both anger experienceand expression.
Gender-stereotypingjudgements about displays of anger were highlighted as
important factors for therapeutic practice.
Condusions: The most notable findings were that variance seemedto be
marked in clinical versus non-clinical groups, and that men and masculine sexrole types, seemedto use more aggressiveforms of anger expression.Factors
such as sex-role socialisation processesseemedto account for someof the
differences found. Implications for therapy might suggestthat taking a
comprehensiveand contextualised account of an individual's history to be
important. Also that personalbeliefs and biaseswithin the individual therapist
may needto be accountedfor where anger is consideredas problematic. Future
researchmay include a more broadenedapproachto the variance of anger
measurementsthat includes contextual factors to be measured.
Recommendationsmay include the use of more qualitative studiesto
determine contextual factors as a step towards developing a single standardised
measureacrosspopulations to be carried out as may non standardpopulations
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for comparison. Also the non-clinical sample might needto be drawn
randomly from the general population as opposedto psychology students who
in terms of demographic, social and other factors may not give a true picture of
variance. Studies of gender differences in anger might need to be carried out in

the UK.
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Introduction:
The diagnosticbasisfor classifyingdysfunctionalangerwas difficult mainly
becausedysfunctionalangerwas not listed as a discretediagnosticfeaturein
the DSM-IV TR manual (2000), but is addressedindirectly through other
diagnostic criteria on Axis I and II within the manual. It was therefore difficult
to define exactly what an anger disorder might be when using the diagnostic
criteria above (Eckhardt & Deffenbacher, 1995).

This was further complicated when the criteria for Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD) for example was examined. BPD was reported to be the most
likely diagnosis given to intensely angry clients, especially those who are
female at a predominate rate of 75% (DSM-IV, 1994). The revised diagnostic
figures
Several
(DSM-IV-TR,
2000)
this.
of
were
manual
makes no mention
proposed for the number of different ways someone can meet the criteria for
this disorder, starting at 93, and between 128 and 256 (Eckhardt &
Deffenbacher, 1995; Skodal et al, 2002; Bateman & Fonagy, 2004)
respectively. Antisocial Personality Disorder may be under diagnosed in
females (DSM-IV, 1994) and it is possible that the different rates between
Borderline and Antisocial Personality Disordered diagnosis along gender lines
may reflect bias in clinical judgements based on stereotypical beliefs about
appropriate displays or expressions of anger (Kelly & Hutson-Comeaux,
1999).

For example, a common myth and stereotyped belief about anger is that it is a
it
do
(Kring,
2000).
if
they
that
not
show
male emotion and
get
angry
women
Adherence to stereotypical beliefs like this may have detrimental effects on
therapeutic practice and seriously undermine the therapeutic alliance (Sharkin,
1993; Kassinove & Tafrate, 2002, Chpt 6).

Cultural attitudes in institutional settings have been demonstrated as sharing
this problem. For example, were a woman to demonstrate anger within a
mental health setting, this could be interpreted as part of the woman's mental
ill health symptoms instead of a healthy responseto events or circumstances.
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Cultural stereotypesthereforecould leadto differencesin conceptualisationof
mental health problems as well as the type of treatment offered (Cordall,
1999).

In wider social settings, Cox et al's, (1999) study argues that anger in women
can be shaped by culture and can also be interpreted by the culture the woman
operates in. In Gilligan's (1990, in Turkel, 2000) study of adolescencefor
example girls generally are reported to lose their ability to expressanger from
the pressure created in trying to be seen as good and popular. Also causesof
anger and direction of anger expression were reported to be different in girls.
Causescame from interpersonal experiences and the anger was directed
inwardly. Boys on the other-hand got angry about performance evaluations and
directed their anger outwardly. This is further evidenced by Thomas's (2004)
study of men, which comes to similar conclusions. A study of older women
between the ages of 62-79 years also found that the women inhibited their
expression of anger to avoid conflict and to prevent disruption of their personal
relationships (Minick & Guelder's, 1995).

Continuing within cultural themes differences have been argued to exist
between the way women and men express emotion. She argues that women are
raised in an environment that encouragesemotion and men grow up learning
that only sissies show their feelings. Anger and aggression is fostered in boys,
which can also be used to channel other emotions whilst in contrast women
may express anger by the use of other emotions saying that they are hurt etc.,
(Turkel, 2000). It seemstherefore that anger is neither expressedlinearly nor
experienced in a linear fashion but may be accompanied or preceded by other
emotions or expressedthrough other emotions (Hatch & Forgays, 2001).

Where anger is suppressedperhaps through the use of other emotions a variety
of negative affective responsessuch as depression and somatic problems are
thought to ensuehowever empirical evidence has yet to establish conclusively
that a causal relationship exists between these factors (Newman, 1999). In
Thomas's (1993) study the somatic responsesto anger in women were found to
vary according to the intensity of the anger felt, thus the more intense the anger
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felt the more suppression might be needed leading to a variety of health

problems,howeversomaticresponseswere also found wherewomendid not
suppresstheir anger.

The distinct variables had yet to be identified consistently across studies
reviewed on differences between genders on anger carried out by Sharkin,
(1993). Since this review different studies have shown that the experience and
expression of anger between men and women fluctuate according to variables
other than gender per se, such as social context, status and gender roles
(Sharkin, 1993). The most divergent gender differences seemedto occur within
the context of interpersonal relationships (Kring, 2000).

Some of the studies above seem to suggestthat cultural influences and
stereotypical biases are operating to influence the differences in
conceptualisation of anger between the genders. Other findings in these studies
suggest that generally gender roles, culture, status and socialisation factors
influence the differences found on anger expression between genders.
However replication of methods across studies and consistency of findings
seems lacking. This paper reviewed fourteen studies in an attempt to
investigate any differences to be found within or between genders on anger
experience and expression and will discuss the possible implications for
treatment on dysfunctional experience and expression.

Clarifications:

One of the main difficulties in finding suitablestudieson angeris that the
terms,anger,hostility, aggressionand violencecan be usedinterchangeably
(Thomas,1993,p13). For the purposesof this review I havechosenstudies
that dealwith angerper sethat may also report on other aspectssuchas
violenceor aggressionbut whereangeris the main thrust of the study.
As previously mentioned dysfunctional anger does not occupy a separate
diagnostic category in DSM-IV-TR manual (2000) and it seemsthat the lack

of

definition of what is dysfunctional anger as opposed to healthy anger becomes
problematic. A healthy form of anger expression has been described to be
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positive, assertive, and problem-orientated (Deffenbacher et al, 1996) whereas
in contrast someonewho is objectively judged to be angry to excessin
frequency and duration and which is disproportionate to the event or person
who triggered it may have an anger disorder (Kassinove & Tafrate, 2002).
However can this description of an anger disorder apply both to someonewho
is verbally and physically abusive to others as well as someonewho
experiences anger but they either suppressit or take it out on them self in some
way?

A definition of dysfunctional anger in psychological terms may need to be less
confined to aggression and violence and may need to be more attuned to other
difficulties. It may be more helpful to seethat it is the consequencesof the
thoughts and behaviours chosen to channel anger leading to detrimental effects
that are better indicators of dysfunction. Therefore the review will be
concerned in looking for any implications in the findings in the studies that
suggest that anger experience and expression or lack of anger experience and
expression can lead to difficulties for the individuals concerned. Also,
difficulties in definition and conceptualisation of anger problems will be
discussed and will be referred to again later in the review (Edmonson &
Conger's, 1996).

Method:
Reports were collected of empirical studies measuring differences between and
within genders on anger. The purpose of which was to determine which factors
account for these differences and the implication of this on the treatment of
anger difficulties in therapy.

The computerdatabases
usedto carry out the searchfor thesereportswere
PsychINFO, Ovid Online (includes, Medline, Cinahl, Embase, Journals@
Ovid, Psychlnfo, Amed, British Nursing Index), Biomed, Ebsco EJS. The
terms used in the searcheswere Women and Anger, Women's Anger, Gender
Differences in Anger, Gender and Emotion, Anger, Anger Traits, State Anger,
Trait Anger, Female anger difficulties, Female emotion difficulties, Anger
Control, Anger Management, Gender and Anger. Originally the electronic
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resourceswere searchedfor citations from 1989-2003. More recently the
searchesincluded citations up until 2005. References in the relevant
publications were also cross-referenced.

The articles chosen for review involved the study of anger in male and female
participants that reported findings either to support or refute gender differences
in the various aspectsof anger. Studies were included that conducted research
on participants about their experience and expression of anger and that
specifically looked for differences between or within genders for comparison.
The studies use different types of measure or combination of measuresin their
search for individual factorial differences and as such it is not possible to
undertake a meta-analysis or statistically compare results across studies.
Studies added in 2005 are numbered 12-14 inclusively.
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Type of

Participant

No.

No.

No.

Gender

Measure

Type

Inc

F

M

Variable

Heterogeneous

1010 616

394

Between

Study
1.

STAXI

Young Addts

Spielberger
et aL, 1995

University

Between

284

199 85

171

50

121"

Between

202

151

Between

124

73

51

Between

77

33

44

Between

177

60

117

Between

455

242

213

Between

629

407

222

Between

Between

Students
2.Suter et al., 2002

STAXI

Prisoners

NAS

3. Milovchevich at 2001

STAXI

GeneralPopulation 353

PDQ
4. Fehr et al, 1999

ISA

Psychology
Students
Psychology

Comeaux, 1999

Questionnaireon reactions
to ERS.

6. Hutson-Comeaux &

Questionnaireon reactions

Psychology

Kelly, 2002

to ERS.

Students

7. Kopper & Epperson,

TAS. AX and 13SRI

Undergraduate

5. Kelly & Hutson-

Students

Students

(1991)
TAS, AX, BDI, BSRI,

Undergraduate

BDHL IBS, JAS.

Students

9. Kopper & Epperson,

TAS, AX, BDHI, BDI,

Undergraduate

318

183

135

(1996)

BSR1/SF

Students

387

262

125

10. Deffenbacber et al,

TAS, TAI, BDI, AEI,

Undergraduate

274

158

116

Between

(1996)

NAEI, ACQ

Students

It. Thomas, (1993)

STAXI

Women

479

479

0

Within

19

Within

& Kopper, (1993)

FAS
12. Thomas, (2003)

Semi-sWcturedinterview

Men

19

0

13. Cox et al, (2004)

STAXI

Womenfrom

123

123 0

Within

PAQ

Generalpopulation

16

16

0

Within

514

514

0

Within

RAS

Semi-Structuredinterview

Womenfrom
Sampleabove

14. Cox et at (2004)

STAXI

Femalestudents

M-C SDS
EEQ
BSI
Anger Diversion Vignettes
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* This was a separate study conducted by Howells, K. (2002) on male
prisoners with findings used as a comparison.
List of abbreviations used in table and as expressed in studies:
STAXI: State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory, TAS: Trait Anger Scale from
STAXI, AX: Anger Expression Scale from STAXI, SAO: State Anger Out
subscale on STAXI, SAXO: Spielberger's anger expression out, TAI: Trait
Anger Inventory, AEI: Spielberger's Anger Expression Inventory, NAEI: New
Questions on Anger Expression Inventory

NAS: Novaco Anger Scale, FAS: Framingham Anger Scale, BSRI: Bern SexRole Inventory, BSRI/SF: Bern Sex-Role Inventory-Short-Form, BDI: Beck's
Depression Inventory, BDHI: Busse-Durkee Hostility Inventory, IBS:
Interpersonal Behaviour Study, ISA: Interpersonal Script Analysis, ERS:
Emotional Response Scripts, JAS: Jenkins Activity Scale, ACQ: Anger
ConsequencesQuestionnaire. PDQ: Personal Description Questionnaire, PAQ:
Personal Attributes Scale, RAS: Rathus Assertiveness Schedule, BSI: Brief
Symptom Inventory, EEQ Emotional Expressiveness Scale. M-C SDS,
Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale.

Results:
Participants:
Eight of the fourteenstudiesuseduniversity undergraduatestudentsincluding
one describedasyoung adults,three studiesusedthe generalpopulation,one
used prisoners and three studies looked at women only and one study used men
only. Although the new additions and one of the previous studies are not
between gender differences they have been included becauseall of the studies
consistently show the presence of other factors to account for differences in
experience and expression of anger between men and women.
Settings:
Where university students were used the research was conducted
on the site of
that particular university, all were American in nationality except one study,
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which used Canadian students. Two studies used the general population and
both were conducted using a randomly selected sample, one from an
Australian City and the other an American State. Prisoners were also from two
separateAustralian sites. The rest of the studies used American citizens and
therefore this might point to a shortage of studies in the UK.

AssessmentMeasures:
The studies examined in this review span the last fourteen years and seem
representative of the movement from using a single unitary measurefor anger
variation to using different combined instruments to determine factors in anger
between and within genders. The most commonly used measureis
Spielberger's (1998) State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory (STAXI). It is not
clear whether any of the studies used the newer version of the (Spielberger's,
1998), which is a self-report measureof 57 items to measurethe experience
and expression of anger and is divided into three main parts. However
Spielberger's (1995) study would have used the previous version of the STAXI
that had 44 questions.

The test's wide spreaduse andcitation in the studiesreviewedmay point to its
efficacy as a measureof angervariables.Howeverit seemsthat this test alone
is limited in scopeon genderdifferencevariablesfor experienceand
expression of anger with many of the studies in this review incorporating other
measuresto account for the differences. Please refer to table above. This seems
to suggest that factors other than gender may account for differences in anger
experience and expression.

The STA?ü hasbeenusedin all but four of the studiesso it seemsreasonable
to examinethis instrumentmore closely.The STAXI is a handscored
assessmentand self-report measurewith good coefficients for State Anger and
Trait anger from between 84 to 93, on Trait Temperament from 84 to 89 and
.
.
.
.
on Anger Expression scales from 73 to 85. It can be used on children aged 12
.
.
to adults up to age 67 (Spielberger, 1998). State anger is measured on a four
point Likert scale from 1(not at all) - 4(very much) so and it assessesthe
frequency and intensity of angry feelings at a given moment in time. Trait
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anger is measuredusing two subscalesof Angry Temperament, Angry
Reaction, and Anger Expression, which are measured using three subscalesof
Anger-Out, Anger-In, and Anger Control. Both of these parts also use a four
point Likert scale from 1(almost never) - 4(almost always).

The following abbreviationsindicatethe partsthat were usedin the studies
indicatedin brackets:
STAXI: State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory (1,2,3,11,13,14) TAS: Trait
Anger Scale from STAXI (7,8,9,10), AX: Anger Expression Scale from
STAXI (7,8,9) SAO: State Anger Out subscaleon STAXI, SAXO:
Spielberger's anger expression out, TAI: Trait Anger Inventory, AEI:
Spielberger's Anger Expression Inventory (10), NAEI: New Questions on
Anger Expression Inventory (10).

It seemsclear from further examinationof the studiesthat interestin anger
for
has
been
all of the studies.
of primary concern
expression and experience
This trend may be in part to the reports from Spielberger's (1995) study, which
found a number of significant differences in scores Using the STAXI for
gender variance specifically within the sub-score questions reporting

differencesfor experienceand expression.
Gender differences were reported on the Trait anger scale with males scoring
leading
Temperament
to
higher
an
the
subscale
significantly
on
scores
with
increase in the overall significance. Men were also found to have significantly
higher scores on the anger expression in and out subscales.Although no
significant differences were found on the overall scores on the Trait anger
reaction subscale, men had higher scores on two items (I feel annoyed when
by
I
for
I
others
slowed
not given recognition
good work, get angry when am
furious
(It
item
higher
me
makes
mistakes), women scored significantly
on one
when I am criticised in front of others). Overall increase in Trait anger scores
for men was found on two items in particular (When I get mad, I say nasty
things; when I get frustrated, I feel like hitting someone) suggesting that men
have a higher tendency to expresstheir angry feelings in physically or verbally
aggressive behaviours.
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It seemsreasonableto conclude that the STAXI whilst being a robust measure
showing good reliability and validity for anger experience and expression fails
to capture the more intricate variables for differences found acrossgender and
been
have
(1991).
This
&
Epperson
(Kopper
a
may
or sex role variance

considerationin the rest of the studiesbeing reviewedandmaypartly explain
why other measureswere being usedin thosestudies.
Qualitative analysis may provide the means of exploration so that issuescan be
identified which may be too complex to investigate by quantitative means
(Banister et al, 1999). This might have helped to identify factors to account for
the variance across gender and sex roles on anger experience and expression
but only two of the studies listed used a qualitative analysis (12, second
part13). All of the other studies used questionnaires and quantitative analysis.

Methodology:
All of the studies use self-report measuresand standardisedtests with the
developed
(10)
Study
their own
(4,5,6,
13).
&
12,
exception of
second part
further tests such as the NAEI & ACQ, which are new questions used to
(4)
Study
into
the
enhance
area of enquiry
anger expression and experience.
devised their own test, the ISA (Interpersonal Script Analysis), from data
supporting a questionnaire to measure cause, reaction, and partner response.
The interpersonal script is described as a cognitive structure held by a person,
which represents a sequenceof actions and events of repeated similar
1999).
(Fehr
interpersonal
in
al,
et
experiences a relational and
setting
ERS (Emotional Response Scripts) for studies (5,6) were devised by the
authors with scenarios depicting emotional situations in order to judge
happiness, sadnessand anger. Pre-testing the scenarios was carried out prior to
their use in this study (Kelly et al, 1999; Hutson-Comeaux & Kelly, 2000).

Both Thomas, (2003) (12) and Cox, et al, (2004) (second part 13) used
qualitative measuresusing transcribed interviews for analysis. In study (12) the
interviews were conducted individually with participants whereas interviews
for (second part 13) were conducted through participants formed into groups.
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CRITICAL

REVIEW:

A general overview of all of the studies concluded that there was wide and
varied measuresused, which made any direct comparison extremely difficult.
Findings did not seemto be consistent acrossthe studies and this may have
been due to the number and variation in the range of measuresused. However
what seemsto consistently appear in relation to the range of contextual factors
measured is that women and men differ in anger experience and expression but
not just becauseof their gender. The factors identified seemto vary within the
studies and the most significant variations seem to be reported within the
interpersonal context using non-clinical general population groups. Significant
variances seemedto be reported in clinical and prisoner groups.

In study(1) as discussedearlier,the main findings seemedto be that
differences were found on anger expression with men using more physical and
verbal aggressive means (Spielberger's, 1995). In study (10) 35 questionswere
added to the anger expression test and 33 questions to anger consequencestest
and the conclusions also suggestedthat males scored higher on anger
expression and used more aggressive forms of expression and had more
negative consequencesas a result (Deffenbacher et al's, 1996). Neither study

went on to considerusing other variablesto detectdifferencesbetweenfemale
and male resultsdespiteSpielberger(1995) pointing out that significanteffect
was extractedby looking at the individual questionscorespreferredby males
versusfemaleresponses.
This might point to a weakness in the STAXI questionnaire in eliciting factors
for gender variance, yet nine other studies have used this measurewith some
studies using sex-role identification or gender role measures(3,7,8,9) for
comparison. None of the studies report that they have taken individual question
scores into account when reporting on male versus female responsesor report
on the number of females and males within the sex-role or gender role
divisions. Therefore it might be difficult to decide either
way as to whether just
gender or sex-role/gender role is a significant factor.
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In study (3) for example some evidence was found that included a male and
female distinction for gender role identification and concluded that
gender role
was a significant factor for variance on trait anger and expression
(Milovchevich et al, 2001). Masculinity seemedto score higher on trait anger
and correlated with a greater tendency to express anger outwardly. Whereas in
contrast femininity seemedto score significantly lower on trait anger and on
outward expression. Another factor that seemedto be important was reported
in the `target' for expression of anger, with male anger towards males scoring
higher than female anger towards males, but experience of anger did not differ
providing possible evidence that relational structures may effect acceptedrules
for anger expression. A caution was raised in relation to the use of self-report
measureswhere social rules might unduly influence reports. It was also noted
that individuals might be affected by the effects created over generational time
as socialising representations for experiencesand observations about anger
may change. This study used male to female distinctions of gender role
identification, took participants from a general population sample and took into
account that socialisation factors can affect the results and is therefore a
positive contribution to the search for variation between male and female anger
experience and expression (Milovchevich et al, 2001).
In previous studies sex-role identification seemsto account for the differences
in anger experience and expression found (Kopper & Epperson, (1991) (7);
Kopper, (1993) (8) and Kopper & Epperson, (1996) (9) Weaknessesseem to

appearwhen the useof studentsare takenasrepresentativeof wider
populationsand in using too many other measuresagainstangerexperience
and expressionmaking it difficult to distinguishresultswith any consistency.
Thomas's, (2003) (12) study is qualitative and identified the experience of
anger as differing significantly with men reporting less interpersonal factors
than women. The themes of right versus wrong, control and being controlled,
and provocation by strangers and faulty mechanical objects, or global societal
issues were identified as the main factors. The
expression of anger was a factor
that changed over the lifetime of the participants with youthful expressions
being more volatile and aggressive in nature than when they
matured in later
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years, which strengthensMilovchevich et al's, (2001) argumentsthat
conceptualisations of anger can change over time.
In contrast five studies highlighted differences for women in that anger
expression and experience was more likely to occur within interpersonal
contexts for women (Fehr et al, 1999) (4); Hutson-Comeaux & Kelly, (2002)
(6), and Thomas, (1993) (11) Cox et al, 2004(13 & 14), which is highly
distinct from male forms of experience and expression (Thomas, 2003).
Women were also more likely to feel hurt and cry when experiencing anger
Thomas, (1993) (11) and personal criticism seemedto be a factor of

provocationfor angerwith expressioncontainedwithin direct or indirect
aggressionand hurt feelingsin (Fehr et al's, 1999)(4) study.
In two other studiesthe methodof expressionwas thoughtto vary accordingto
other factors suchaspersonality,assertiveness
and instrumentalityfactorsand
that thesecan be adaptiveor maladaptivedependingon the choiceof
expression for women (Cox et al, 2004;(13 & 14). The studied examined so far

seemto point towardsangerbeing a complexand multi-dimensionalemotion
that is subjectto a numberof genderedsocialisationfactorsthat effects
expressionof angerin particulartypesof circumstances.As yet, no single
study seemsto havemanagedto distinguishall of the factorsfor the
differencesthat were found within and betweengendervariance.
When male and femaleprisonerswere comparedfindings showedthat women
prisonersscoredhigher on all partsof the STAXI exceptthe angercontrol
subscalewhere male prisonerscoredhigher (Suteret al, 2002) (2). On the NAS
womenalso had higher scoreson angerarousal,angercognitions,and anger
behaviour.Oneof the triggersidentified in higher scoresfor womengetting
angry was on unfair treatment.
In normal population samples from the study
gender did not seem to affect
anger experience and expression generally, however in clinical samples
significant effects were found (Suter et al, 2002) (2). They also noted an
important demographic variable
within the sample used for this study; only
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12% of the female prisoners within the sample were violent in contrast to 54%
of male prisoners who were violent and suggestedthat female prisoners
represented a more pathological population than male prisoners and should be
treated from a psychopathological basis than a criminological one. The
suggestionswere based on the speculation that women in the sample may have
been exposed to childhood or adulthood trauma and therefore use other means
of anger expression such as self-harm (Suter et al, 2002) (2).

The differences found in anger control were thought to relate to the mode of
anger expression therefore males are more likely to aggressagainst others or
property and women are more likely to direct their anger inward leading to
for
Support
depressive
2002).
this
(Suter
either
et al,
symptoms or self-harm
view comes from a comprehensive review from the Correctional Servicesof
Canada (2003) that looks into women's anger from a prisoner perspective,
which found that a link between depression or self-harm to trauma was
strongly upheld in the literature that they reviewed.

This suggeststhat womenin certainsituationsmight feel lessableto express
their anger feelings such as in an abusive relational senseor in a captive
(prison) senserather than in general. A comprehensive study on non-clinical
versus clinical (not prison) populations supports this view (Thomas's, 1993)
(11).

The absenceof a behavioural response component in Eckart & Deffenbacher's
(1995) framework on anger problems has been suggestedto overlook
behaviours other than aggression that can occur in responseto anger and need

to be includedto understandthe appropriateness
and effectivenessof the
response. This might then allow for an understanding of other behaviours in
the framework of anger dysfunction (Edmonson & Conger's review, 1996).
In considering the studies above it seemsthat it might be more important to
understand the underlying contextual differences in the demographic, social
nature, and situational factors of the cohorts used as participants rather than
just gender per se. The implications for this on therapy may conclude that
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when working with individuals, ideas within the therapist about what is normal
orabnormal experiences of anger and their expression may need to be revised
in light of those contextual differences. They may also need to look at the

personalbeliefs they hold aboutangerin general.
For example when stereotyped reactions to displays of anger in men and
women were studied from examining the views of mental health professionals
it was found that describing what was healthy for adults was closely related to
what was seen as healthy for men however the same characteristicswere not
seen as healthy for women. The differences used to describe healthy women
were that women were more submissive, less independent, less adventurous,
more easily influenced, less aggressive & less competitive (Broverman et al,
1970 in Walker, 1994). In a more up to date examination of gender
stereotyping in psychology students using contextual variables as part of this
review, findings suggestedthat evaluations of angry situations were not
context dependant. Overreactions were considered more stereotypical of men
and under-reactions more stereotypical of women (Kelly & Hutson-Comeax's,
1999), (5).

When the validity of emotions was studied from an expression perspective
rather than experience perspective overreactions to angry events where male
actors were used were judged in the interpersonal context to be less
appropriate. When the achievement context was used overreactions to angry
events were judged to be significantly more appropriate in male actors than
female actors Hutson-Comeaux & Kelly's, (2002) (6). As with the study
before, this suggeststhat stereotypesof male and female behaviour still operate
within the minds of participants (i. e. psychology students). In light of social
sanctions against inappropriate reactions being used the author's suggest that
further research be carried out to find out what is considered to be appropriate
emotional reactions and whether these differ for women and men.
For example it was proposed that women who displayed `inappropriate'
behaviour in a mental health setting might have their displays
of anger labelled
as part of mental health symptomatology instead of healthy expressions of
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anger against oppression and past abuse.It was further proposed that
recognising our beliefs; attitudes and feelings about anger might be a first step
for working with mentally disordered offenders (Cordall's, 1999). This
could
extend to therapists and psychologists working in clinical settings.
Finally a major study looking at within difference variables on women,
assesseddemographic, social and other variables that could effect anger
expression and experience (Thomas's, (1993) (1 1).The findings lend backing
to the information about the types of contextual differences that other authors
have mentioned for example, differences were found in the non-clinical group
in Suter et al's, (2002) (2) study where women had higher scoresfor
aggression. The study also found that both anger in and anger out created
somatic type symptoms. The intensity of emotion was thought to generateor
maintain somatic symptoms regardless of expression or suppression.Higher
anger prone individuals were found to have cognitions that viewed situations
as being unfair to them and it has been suggestedthat this may contribute
towards the use of anger out expression (Thomas, 1993) (1 1).This is also
reflected in study (2) where women prisoners' senseof unfairness was seento
act as a trigger for anger (Suter, et al, 2002).

DISCUSSION:

Groupingthe main findings from the studiesinvolved in this review has
revealed that there may be sufficient evidence to suggestthat men and women
vary in their experience and expression of anger. Seven (1,3,7,8,9,10,12) of the
fourteen studies found that either being male or having masculine sex role
identity was a significant factor in the type of anger experienced and the choice
of method of expression.

There also appearsto be evidence that there are a number of contextual factors
that operate to create the differences found between male and female
experience and expression of anger, which are not just related to gender
difference. It may be important therefore that therapists take
contextual factors
into account when deciding treatment approaches.Many
women for instance
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have high levels of stress created within the interpersonal sphere of their lives,
which acts as a precursor to anger experience. This is in contrast to men who
interpersonal
the
to
their
outside
appear conceptualise
sphere
anger experience
(Thomas, 2003) (11).

The STAXI as a measureis like a broad-brushstrokeattemptat identifying
into
taking
account the
rates of anger experience and expression without
contextual reasons for the differences in rates of anger measuresbetween male
by
female
have
the
that
Many
to
tried
gap
the
plug
and
of
studies
experience.
be
does
but
to
there
any
appear
not
use of a variety of measures
unfortunately
consistency of measurement. As a consequencetherefore cannot collectively
supply the evidence of the specific factors involved. The use of a qualitative
study has proved useful in this respect in that detail in accounts of anger
in
factors
have
highlighted
anger
as
age
variation
such
experience
a number of
expression, and cognitive factors of right versus wrong and control versus
being controlled as features of anger experience for men (Thomas's,
2003)(11). The interpersonal script analysis also revealed that women were
lack
in
likely
behave
of
to
the
more
context of negligence,
aggressively
(Fehr
interpersonal
in
et
context
consideration, and personal criticism
an
al, 1999M and is suggestive of agreement in Thomas's, (1993) (11) study and
Kring's (2000) perspective.

Limitation

in the studies:

No direct comparisonscould be madebetweenthe studiesaseachstudyused
different measureor combinationsof measures.The mostwidely usedmeasure
factors
different
in
but
due
STAXI
the
to
the
of
was
presenceof
wholly or part
measureand comparisonit was not possibleto directly compareone studywith
has
for
Comparing
example
another.
clinical groupsversusnon-clinical groups
providedvaluableinformation that highlights the variancebetweenthem
however only one study on women only, actually carried out a comparison of
clinical versus non-clinical populations (Thomas, 1993) (11).

Using undergraduatepsychologystudentsasrepresentativeof the general
populationin nine of the fourteenstudiesseverelylimits the generalise-ability
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to the rest of the population,especiallywherecontextualvariancecould
account for the differences found as previously discussed (Oppenheim, 2000).
Another limitation on direct comparison is the use in some studies of gender
(female, male) comparison and sex-role (feminine, masculine, undifferentiated
and androgynous) comparison. The advantage of sex-role comparison may lie
in the differentiation within female and male populations but numbersof
female to male participants falling into these groupings was not made. This
meant that the number of masculine type females and feminine type males or
androgynous males for example could not be differentiated. This would be
important particularly when they were being compared for mental health
functioning on the basis of aggressive anger expression or suppressionof anger
expression. Also the effects of socialisation factors might have been more

easily identifiable this way.
Most of the studiesusethe Staxi in whole or in part which seemsto be a
recognised starting point (Speilberger, 1998). It seemsthat although this test is
good for measuring anger in general terms it may not be so relevant in relation
to studying the contextual factors involved when looking at gender or sex role
differences. The most comprehensive author in this review has been Thomas's
studies which span over a decade (Thomas, 2003 (12); Thomas; 1993 (11)).
The strength of these studies lay in the contextual elements that are explored in
relation to differences for men and women in their anger experiencesand
expressions. These seem to be important issues to consider when treating anger
difficulties in therapy. The least relevant study when considering gender might
be considered to be the first in the review (Speilberger, 1995 (1)). However the
starting point for the studies that followed was the distinction between
experience and expression to be derived from Speilberger's studies. It seems
that further ideas could then be derived once anger was understood in both
terms.

Recommendations for future research:
It appearsthat there is a move away from simple measure
of anger experience
and expression to the inclusion of several measuresto determine gender, sex200

role, and other contextual variances. Future research may look at developing a
more unitary form of measureso that direct comparisons between different
populations might be studied.
The STAXI has provided a good foundational measure of anger variance in
general, but weaknesseswere highlighted when question in the subscaleswere
used to highlight variance according to gender. Extension of these questions as
in Deffenbacher et al's, (1996) study again would require the development of a
unitary form of questionnaire to be developed so that it can be used across
populations for direct comparison. Conceptualisations of what constitutes an
just
factors
difficulty
inclusive
be
than
rather
anger
of other
might need to

violence or aggression(Edmonson& Conger,1996).
The most comprehensive within gender study on women has been able to
obtain interesting variances on a number of demographic, social and other
factors (Thomas, 1993) suggesting that future research may wish to
differences
to
concentrate on studies with those variances as opposed gender
per se. Sex-role socialisation factors have been used to argue that within
differences are more important than that between the genders. However this
would obscure the gender differences found between other populations such as
develop
help
be
to
Qualitative
used
clinical and prisoner groups.
studies could
help,,
for
these
might
some standardised measures
particular populations which
Future research on stereotyped beliefs and attitudes about anger within the
therapeutic community may shed light on the anomalies of assessment,
diagnosis and treatment of anger difficulties which may help to changeany

adversepractiseasa result of thosebeliefs.
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Coventry

Appendix 1

Toaching Primary Caro Trust

INVITATION LETTER
Date: 08/12/04.

To

ConsultantPsychiatrists'
Psychologists'
Mental Health Workers'

Wendy Scott: DPsvch Research project
I am currently undertakinga researchstudy as part of the requirementsfor the DPsychin Counselling
Psychology,City University, London,Departmentof PsychologySchool& Social& HumanSciences.
I havechosenthe following as my researchquestion:
Title of ResearchStudy:
'Understanding

the role of anger in the mediating factors of self harming behaviour. '

include
I am looking to recruit 8-12 participantsto take part in my researchstudy.Inclusion criteria %%ill
the useof self-harmingbehaviour(asper the definition) within the pastsix wccks,male or female,aged
18 or over.
The definition of self-harmis as follows:
0

`An act or behaviourthat resultsin physicalharm to the self that breachesacceptednouns
culturally and by self report was not intendedto endthe person'slifc'.

Taking part in this researchproject is completelyvoluntary.
All information about participants gathered during the course of the researchwill be kept slid y;
confidential. All information, views, comments,etc will be anonymised,so that participantscannot be
from
it.
recognised
I haveprepareda more detailedinformation sheet(overleaf),if you are intcrcstcdin supportingmy
researchstudy;pleasecontactme on W024 7624 6268
Yours sincerely

Wendy Scott
CPsychol
Coventry TeachingPCT
SageWard
Gulson Hospital, Gulson Road.
Coventry.

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Version No: 2.

Date: October2004
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EEO
Coventry
Primary CareTrust

Clinician Information Sheet:
Title of ResearchStudy:
`Understandingthe role of angerin the mediatingfactors of self-harmingbehaviour:'
Rationale for Study:

From my clinical observationsof working with peoplewho self-harmI havenoticed
how angerseemsto play a part in the motivational and behaviouralfactorsof selfharm.Literature to dateappearsto acknowledgethe presenceof angerin factors
involved in self-harm,but little in depth meaningstudieshavebeenconductedto find
influences
behaviour.
factors
interacts
self-harming
the
and
other
with
out
way anger
Aim of Study:
The aim of this study is to carry out semi-structuredinterviewswith participantswho
haveself-harmed.They will be allowed to talk openly and freely about their feelings,
thoughtsand experiencesaboutwhy they self-harm.I will ask questionsabout angcr
in relation to their self-harmingbehaviourso that I can analysethe meaning
in
the
to
anger
self harm.
components understand role of
What is involved?

I am seekingto recruit participantswho havebeenself-harmingon a regularbasisand
harmed
have
know
be
themselveswithin the pastsix weeks.
or may aware
whom you
What do I need to do?
Using your clinical judgementI would like you to identify potential participantswho
meetthe following criteria for recruitmentto my study.Before approachingthem you
are askedto considerthe suitability of potential participantsbearingin mind any risk
factors andor any distressthat may be causedby them taking part.
Criteria for taking part:

Participantswill needto be 18 or over and have self-harmedwithin the last six
weeks.

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Version No: 2

Date: October 2004
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Coventry
Primary CareTrust

Clinician Information Sheet:
Title of ResearchStudy:
`Understandingthe role of angerin the mediating factors of self-harmingbchaviour:'

Exclusion criteria:
Where participants are actively psychotic or where participants cannot speak English
Fluently they should not be approached or asked to take part in the study.

Definition of self-harm:
The definition of self-harmthat will be followed for the purposeof this study is as
follows:
`An act or behaviourthat resultsin physical harm to the self that breachesaccepted
intended
life'.
by
to
the
was
not
end
person's
self-report
and
norms culturally
What do I need to do next?

Onceyou haveidentified suitableparticipantspleasetalk to them aboutthe study
using the enclosedpatient information sheet.Pleaseask them to contactme aboutany
before
information
they
making up their mind aboutthe study.I
require
queriesor
will then sendthem a patient information sheetthat outlines the study and gives them
information abouthow to contactme shouldthey wish further information or are
willing to take part. Pleaseinform them that taking part is entirely voluntary and that
it doesnot affect their currenttreatmentin any way. During the studythe key ethical
considerationswill be to ensureconfidentiality and anonymity of participants.
Shouldyou requirefurther information or haveany queriespleasecontactme using
the following information.
Contact Information:
Wendy Scott, Counselling Psychologist working in Coventry PCT at Sage Ward,
Gulson Rd. Hosp., Gulson Rd. Coventry. 9024 7624 6268

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Version No: 2

Date: October 2004
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Primary CareTrust

Information Sheet for Study Participants:
Research Title:
`Understanding the role of anger in the mediating factors of selfharming
behaviour'

Date:

Dear Sir/Madam,
Study Title:
`Understanding the role of anger in the mediating factors of self-harming behaviour:'
(Mediating factors are those things other than anger that give reason to self-harm).
Invitation to take part:
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is
important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will
involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it
with others if you wish (friends, family, your G.P. or mental health worker). Ask me
if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information. Take time
to decide whether or not you wish to take part.
Thank you for reading this.
Taking Part:

You must not be involved in existing researchor recentresearch.I will ask you about
this before I begin the interview and you will be invited to sign a declarationto that
in
form
the research.
take
to
the
part
consent
effect on
What is the purpose of the Study?
The reason for carrying out this study is to find out more about why people seif-harm
and in particular what role anger plays towards making the choice to self-harm. I have
chosen to focus on anger becauseduring my work as a Counselling Psychologist I
have become aware that this can sometimes be a difficult emotion to experience for
some people and I would like to understand more about this. The aim of the study is
to gain an understanding of why anger may play an important role in self-harming
behaviour. I will be conducting the study over the remainder of the year and hope to
have written up my findings by June 2005

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Version No: 3.

Datc Octobcr 2004
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Coventry
Primary CareTrust

Information Sheet for Study Participants:
Research Title:
`Understanding the role of anger in the mediating factors of self-harming
behaviour'
Why have I been chosen?
You have been chosen for an invitation to take part becauseyour mental health
has
has
identified
self-harmed within the past six weeks.
someone
who
as
you
worker
I am seeking to interview between eight and twelve people in total.
Do I have to take part?
You do not have to take part; it is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If
keep
be
information
be
do
decide
to
this
and
to take part you will
sheet
given
you
free
do
decide
form.
If
to
to
take
are
still
to
part
you
you
asked sign a consent
is
2005,
February
15`h
the
time
which
without giving any reason until
withdraw at any
time for all data collection. A decision to withdraw at any time, or a decision not to
take part, will not affect the standard of care you receive.
What will happen to me if I take part?
You will be interviewed in private for approximately 50-60mins. You will only have
to do this once. You will be asked some questions with regard to your self-harming
behaviour and you are free to answer these as briefly or as fully as you wish. The idea
is to give you a chance to talk to me about your experiences of self-harm and of anger
with as little direction as is possible. There are no right or wrong answers; you are
free to answer any way you wish.

Your interview will be audiotapedand afterwardstranscribedfor the purposesof the
further
in
be
from
Quotes
the
transcripts
the
possible
and
may
used
write
up
research.
have
identifying
be
but
they
and
any
anonymous
made
will all
publications
information removed.
What do I have to do?
You will be invited to attend at an outpatient psychology service department, and
for
be
time
to
to
suitable
appointment
attend
made offer you a
arrangements will
interview. If you wish to make alternative arrangements to be interviewed at a more
convenient place or time I will contact you to try to arrange this. I will need a contact
number so that I can get in touch with you. (Instructions about this will appear at the
end of this information sheet).

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.
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Coventry
Primary CareTrust

Information Sheet for Study Participants:
Research Title:
`Understanding the role of anger in the mediating factors of self harming
behaviour'
What is the drug or procedure that is being tested?
This is not applicable.
What are the alternatives for diagnosis or treatment?

This is not applicable.
What are the side effects of taking part?
It is not expected that there should be any side effects from taking part in the
interview. However you may become distressed at talking about your experiences
either during or after the interview ends.

Therewill be time after the interview for talking over your feelingswith me.
During the interview you are free to stop at any time. If you have become distressed I
be
if
discuss
this
asked
and
will
you wish to stop. You will also be
you
with you
will
asked if you wish to continue afterwards. You can stop the interview at anytime and
leave
interview
feelings
discuss
be
time
to
that
to
the
time
or
at
your
you will
given
immediately if you should wish.

All participantswill be given an information sheetof a list of suitablecontactsthat are
deal
feelings
discuss
to
or
with any distressthat may havebeen
suitably qualified
your
causedduring or after the interview. If you wish I can contactappropriatesupporton
(usually
key
behalf.
If
to
appropriate
support
contacting
your
me
your
you agree
mental healthworker or GP) I will needyour consentand you will be askedto sign a
consentform beforehand.
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
There will be no risks in taking part in terms of your usual clinical care, currently or
in the future. The questions will involve asking you about psychological aspects of
self-harm that may become distressing to you. I have worked with people who have
self-harmed before, and therefore hope that I will be sensitive to your reactions during
the interview and you will be given the opportunity to take a break or leave the study
if you wish.

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Version No: 3.

Date October2004
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EEO
Coventry
Primary CareTrust

Information Sheet for Study Participants:
Research Title:
`Understanding the role of anger in the mediating factors of self-harming
behaviour'

Life Insurance/Private Medical Insurance
This is not applicable.

What are the possiblebenefits of taking part?
"There is no intendedbenefit to taking part in this study". Howeverthe information
we get from this study may help us to developmore effective treatmentsfor people
interview
be
informative.
find
You
the
to
also
may
whom self-harm.
What if new information becomes available?

This is not applicable.
What happens when the research study stops and to its results?
This is not applicable.
What if something goes wrong?
"If you are harmed by taking part in this research project, there are no special
compensation arrangements. If you are harmed due to someone's negligence then you
may have grounds for a legal action but you may have to pay for it. Regardless of this,
if you wish to complain, or have any concerns about any aspect of the way you have
been approached or treated during the course of this study, the normal National Health
Service Complaints mechanisms will be available to you".
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?

In agreeingto take part in this researchyou will be interviewedfor approximatelyS060mins and an audiotapeof the interview taken.This tape recordingwill then be
transcribedfor the purposesof the research.Quotestaken directly from the
transcriptionmay be usedin the write up and any further publication.However all
identifying information will be removedand madeanonymousbeforehand.
All data, written or audiotaped will be kept locked away when not in use. During the
taping of the interview it sometimes happens that you may reveal identifying or
personal information. To preserve your anonymity the tape will be erased at that point
to remove the identifying or personal information immediately. Tapes will be held
until the transcription is completed after which they will be completely destroyed.
Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Version No: 3.

Date October2004
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Information Sheet for Study Participants:
Research Title:

`Understanding the role of anger in the mediating factors of self harming
behaviour'
Transcriptionswill be held for a period of five yearsfor authenticationand
be
destroyed.
they
the
after
which
completely
of
research
will
purposes
verification
The researcher,the researcher'sacademicsupervisor,and examiningbody will have
information
is
identifying
data
to
removed.
after personally
access any written
What will happen to the results of the research study?
The resultsof the studywill be reportedin my dissertation,as part of my Doctoratein
CounsellingPsychology,in July- August 2005. It is hopedthat resultswill be
in
be
identified
journal.
You
in
any published
will
not
published a psychology
material.
Who is organising and funding the research?
City University is sponsoring and funding this research. There is funding for expenses
incurred during the researchto the researcher but no payment is made for conducting
the research.
Who has reviewed the study?

This proposedstudyhasbeenreviewedby leadingresearchersin the field of selfharm and CoventryLocal ResearchEthics Committee.
Contact for further information?
If you are interested in taking part or if you have any questions then please contact
9
7624
6268
024
(counselling
Wendy
Scott
on
or write to
psychologist)
me,
Wendy Scott, at Coventry Teaching PCT, Sage Ward, Gulson Hospital. Gulson
Road., Coventry CV 12HR.
When you make contact please leave a number so that I can phone you back if I
details
how
Otherwise
leave
directly.
to
of
and when to contact you.
cannot speak you
Reimbursement of travel expenses:

You will be refundedfor the cost of travel to and from the placewhere the interview
will take place.

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Version No: 3.

Date October2004
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Coventry
Primary Care flust

PCTCentre Number--Coventry
Study Number--04/Q2802/85

Paticnt,
Rescarcher.and
R&D Dcpartnncnt.

Ethics CommitteeApproval Date 25/11/04--Patient ID Numberfor this Study

Patient Informed Consent Form
Research Title:

`Understandingthe role of angerin the mediatingfactorsof self-harmingbehaviour'
Name of Principal Investigatorand Contactperson:Wendy Scott (CounsellingPsychologist)
PleaseInitial liox
1.

I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated
October, 2004 (Version No. 3) for the above study and have had the opportunity
to ask questions.

2.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw
at any time, without giving any reason, without my medical care, mental health
care, or legal rights being affected.

3.

I agree to being interviewed and understand that this will be audio-taped for the
purposes of the research and that the tapes will be destroyed as soon as they are
transcribed.

4.

Subject to any identifying information being made anonymous I allow access
to the researcher, the researcher's academic supervisor and the examining body
of all transcribed material of the interview and understand that the transcript will be
kept for five years.

a

5.1 understand that the information I give will remain confidential and that I will
be given anonymity In any publication or reports that arise from the research.

6.1

agree to take part In the above study.

Name of Participant

Date

II

Signature

Name of Person taking consent Date
(if different from researcher)

Signature

Researcher

Signature

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Date

Vcrsion No: 2.

Datc: Octobcr 2004
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Coventry
Primary CareTrust

1f
.so:
Paiicllt,

CentreNumber-Cov entry PCT--StudyNumber---04/Q2802/85
Ethics CommitteeApproval----25/11/04
PatientID Numberfor this Study

Rcscarcllcr.and
R&D Dcpartnunt.

Patient Consent Form to Contact Mental HealthWorker
Research Title:

`Understandingthe role of angerin the mediatingfactorsof self-harmingbehaviour'
Nameof Principal Investigatorand Contactperson:Wendy Scott (CounsellingPsychologist)
Please Initial Box
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the Information sheet dated
October, 2004 (Version No 2) for the above study and have had the opportunity
to ask questions.

2.1 consent to Wendy Scott contacting the following named person on my behalf
for the purposes of receiving their support I understand that this person will be
someone who is already involved in my mental health care needs.

Name:
Name of Participant

Date

Signature

Name of Person taking consent Date
(if different from researcher)

Signature

Researcher

Signature

Chief Investigator:Wendy Scott.

Date

Version No: 2.

Date: October2(X)4
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Interview Schedule:

Initially, talk to the participant, ask about the journey, weather and generally help put
participant at ease.

Thank them for comingand agreeingto take part.
Go over consentform; ensurethey understandwhat the relevantpartsmean.
Ask them to sign the form if they are satisfied and that I am sure they have understood
do.
being
to
they
asked
are
what

Introducethem to the way the interview will be conducted
i. e. (I am now going to ask you a few questions about your self-harming beha viour, there
feel
freely
talk
to
you
are
simply
as
a
s;
vu
asked
are no right or wrong answers,
comfortable with, remind them that they are free to stop the interview at any time, that if
they become distressed that I will stop and give them time to consider whether they wish
)
to continue etc

Generalheadingsof questionsthat may be asked:
1. Can you tell me a bit aboutwhy you agreedto be interviewedaboutyour sclfharmingbehaviour?(Expandingquestionsmight be: how do youfeel about
cominghere today,and about talking aboutyour self-harm,what wasit that
interestedyou and agreeingto takepart etc)
2. Can you tell me a little about what you do to yourself when you self-harm?
(Expanding questions might be: what is it that you actually do to harm )ourself.
is this the only type of self-harm you do, etc)

3. Linked questions:When was the last time you self-harmed?
Would you be ableto talk to me aboutwhat led up to that at that time?
Dependingon answer
If yes ask for generalcircumstances,feelingscontext etc if
required
If no moveto more generalepisodesof self-harm,establish
whetherthey can talk aboutthings in more generalterms,ask
about circumstances,feelings,context etc if required
4. Are you or haveyou ever beenawareof feelingsof angerin yourself around
aboutthe time you feel you want to self-harm?
Depending on answer

Appendix 6

Interview Schedule:

If no ask expandingquestionsaboutwhat they actuallydo feel at this time
andthen expandon what that is like for them(physically,emotionallyetc)
If yes ask expandingquestionsabout anger(what do they fccl emotionally,
physically etc)
5. Then ask why they choose to self harm after that (expanding questions might be
have
do
for
how
does
help,
does
it
the
they tried other ways
self-harm
you,
what
did
in
than
that help etc)
self-harm
past,
other

6. Roundup the interview and thank the participant for their time and information.

7. Ask them if they would now like time to reflect on what they havesaidand to
wind down.
8. Ask the participantif they haveany questionsaboutthe interview or any issues
that the interview might haveraisedfor them.
9. Do they feel that they would like to talk to someoneafterwardssuchastheir
mentalhealthworker, GP etc?Will they contactthemthemselvesor would they
like me to do that on their behalf.

Appendix 7
List of themes from interview

1.

Asking about self-harm is unexpected
Alienation
Wound up
Isolation
Withdrawel
Self-harm = looking after self
Dramatic Images
Despair
Taboo subject
People get angry about it

Lack of compassionfrom family
Self-harm= release

Cutting is quicker way to release pain and stress
Being Judged
Shame
Avaiability = choice of method
Brooding/Rumination = self-harm
Anger = self-harm
Impulsivity
Ambiguous Intent (between suicidal thoughts and self-harm)
Anger = violent acts of self-harm

Anger = actsof destruction(burningthings, lashingout on walls, smashingthings)
Depression= self-harm

Self-harm = calming self
Abuse = self-harm
Dysfunctional family = self-harm

Family feel shameand angry about self-harm
Talking reducesself-harm

Feeling trapped = self-harm
Rejection =self-harm

Can't expressangerbecauseof reprecussions
Anger = self-harm

Humiliation

Appendix 8

Buildin ; the superordinatethemes
Relieving Mental Anguish
Way to look after self
Release
Calming self

The taboo natureof self-harm
Asking about self-harmis unexpected
Sensitivesubject

People get angry about it
Lack of compassion
Family feel shame and anger
Being judged
Shame
Isolation
Alienation
Withdrawel
Despair
Being wound up
Regulating the method
Availability
Cutting is quicker way
Impulsivity
Anger

Mental Anguish
Brooding/Rumination
Depression
Feeling trapped
Rejection

Ambiguous suicidalthoughts
Anger
Abuse
Dysfunctional family life
Humiliation

Not being ableto expressanger

&OC

1

Oxford Doctoral Course in Clinical Psychology
an NHS Course validated by the University of Oxford

TM

Isis Education Centre, Warneford Hospital, Headington, Oxford, OX3 7JX
Fax: +44 (0) 1865 226364
Tel: +44 (0) 1865 226431
Website: www. hme. ox. ac. uk/clinicalpsycholoLy

To whom it may concern
I can confirm that I have listened to extracts from 8 out of 9 disc recordings of interviews
for Wendy Scott's thesis: Understanding the experience of anger within self-harm. They all
contained real interviews with individual service users and match transcripts I have
reviewed. I believe that the tape of participant 6 became corrupted and unusable and this
was disclosed to the NHS Research Ethics Committee who reviewed the project.

Dr. Rachel A. Woolrich
Clinical Psychologist / Research Tutor
2006-01-17
mot... .
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List of organisations and contact details:
SIARI: Self-injury and related sites www. siari.co.uk - gives comprehensive list of wenb
details.
telephone
contact
sites and
Bristol Crisis service for women: helpline: 0117 925 1119
National Self-harm network: www. nshn.co.uk support helpline: 0845 7626579
Krysalis: Drop in Centre in Coventry: 024 7623 0730
Harp Place
Sandy Lane
Radford
Coventry CV! 4DX

Details of Key Worker: individual details for each particpant:
Contact details:: individual details fo each particpant:

Version 2, October 2004
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Coventry Research Ethics Committee
Trust Admin Centre I
Walsgrave Hospital
Clifford Bridge Road
Coventry
CV2 20X
Telephone: 024 7653 5219
Facsimile: 024 7653 5168
Email: pauline-Pittaway@uhcw.nhs. uk

25 November 2004
Mrs. Wendy P. Scott
Coventry PCT NHS
Counselling Psychologist
Coventry PCT NHS
Sage Ward, Gulson Rd. Hospital
Gulson Rd.
Coventry
CV1 2HR

Dear Mrs. Scott
Full title of study:
REC reference number:
Protocol number:

Understanding the role of anger in the mediating factors of selfharming behaviour.,
04/Q2802/85

Thank you for your letter of 15 November 2004, responding to the Committee's request for
further information on the above research and submitting revised documentation.
The Chairman has considered the further information on behalf of the Committee.
Confirmation

of ethical opinion

On behalf of the Committee, I am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical opinion for the
above research on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting
documentation as revised.
The favourable opinion applies to the research sites listed on the attached form. Confirmation
of approval for other sites listed in the application will be issued as soon as local assessors
have confirmed that they have no objection.
Conditions of approval
The favourable opinion is given provided that you comply with the conditions set out in the
attached document. You are advised to study the conditions carefully.

An advisory committee to West Midlands South Strategic Health Authority
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Notification of other bodies
The Committee Administrator will notify the research sponsor that the study has a favourable
ethical opinion.
Statement of compliance
The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for
Research Ethics Committees (July 2001) and complies fully with the Standard Operating
Procedures for Research Ethics Committees in the UK.
Please quote this number on all correspondence

041Q2802185

With the Committee's best wishes for the success of this project,
Yours sincerely,

1
Mrs C Wright
Chairman

ý, ýýý

E-mail: pauline. pittaway@uhcw. nhs.uk
Enclosures

Standard approval conditions
Site approval form (SF1)

An advisory committee to West Midlands South Strategic Health Authority
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! []City
University
London

Academic Development and Services
Eamon G Martin
Academic Registrar
Northampton Square
London EC1V OHB
T +44 (0)20 7040 5060
D +44 (0)20 7040
F +44 (0)20 7040 8886
e.g. martin@city.ac.uk
www. city. ac.uk

Ms WPScott
7 Berrill Street
Irchester
Near Wellingborough
Northants
NN29 7DT
16 September 2005
Dear Ms Scott
Re : "Understanding
behaviour"

the role of anger in the mediating factors of self-harming

I am writing to you to confirm that the research proposal detailed above has been
granted formal approval from the City University Research Ethics Committee, following
the favourable opinion of Coventry Research Ethics Committee on 25 November 2004.
On behalf of the Research Ethics Committee I do hope that the project meets with
success and many thanks for your patience.
Regards

Alex Sandbrook
Graduate Education Co-ordinator
Academic Development and Services (DART)
a.e.sandbrook@city.ac. uk
0207 040 8106

The Universty for business and the profass3ons

Appendix 13

Breathing exercise to lower stress/anxiety/anger levels.
"
"

"

"

Using this breathing technique will help to lower your stress/anxiety/angerlevels.
When we feel stressedor anxious or angry there is an increase of adrenalin
for
helps
body
body.
in
Adrenalin
the
to
the
action either to get
prepare
produced
hair
danger.
is
fight
from
danger
It
trigger response
the
to
the
a
often
or
off
away
is
in
It
be
types
that
our
certain
of situation.
reaction
we may not even aware of
body's way of helping us to defend ourselves when we senseor become aware of
something dangerous to us in the environment. This sends a messageto the brain
harmless
is
This
in
and
turn
adrenalin.
a
natural
of
an
amount
produces
which
reaction and is not usually a problem.
Things become difficult when we get too much adrenalin over a period of time
becausewe are more fearful than we need to be or we have been under a lot of
become
losing
in
the
anger
violent or
control
of
our
we
of
case
stress or
aggressive.
To counteract adrenalin surge or where there is longer term higher levels of
following
breathing
it
is
do
for
is
healthy
to
try
the
than
and
us
useful
adrenalin
exercise.

Please read all the following before you start so that you know what you are
expected to do.
Step 1:
At first you are asked to breathe out, expelling all the breath in your lungs till it feels
just
breathe
begin
it
be
difficult
However
to
to
out,
so
with take a normal
empty.
can
breath in then expel all the air out of your lungs till you can feel that they have emptied.
Step 2:
Take another normal breath in very slowly and calmly, not gasping it in. You need to feel
that you have a measured amount of control of this.
Step 3:
Then push all the breath back out again until the lungs are again feeling empty.
Step 4:

Repeatsteps2&3 at leastoncemore so that you havedonethe pushingout bit at least
threetimes.
You should get a floppy feeling following the exercise if your adrenalin levels have been
high or you have been suffering heightened levels of stress/anxiety/anger, this is perfectly
normal and lets you know that your body is feeling more relaxed. If you do not get it
right first time just keep practising until it starts to feel natural. You can practise doing
this several to many times a day and you can do this anywhere without anyone else being
aware that you are carrying out a breathing exercise. The long term benefits are that
physiologically your body is more relaxed and psychologically you feel calmer within
yourself.

Appendix 14:

Daily Relaxation Sheet:
This is an exerciseto help you to relax and to give you somerespiteto the
intrusive thoughts,flashbacksandnightmaresthat you may experience.
Set aside some time each day, for a half an hour or an hour to practice this technique. Once
you have become familiar with the exercise you may wish to adapt parts of it and on waking
or going to bed follow part or all of the routine then as well.

Firstly we aregoing to becomeawareof both the externaland internalworld paying
attentionto the five senses.That is sight, sound,touch,tasteand smell.
We will concentrateout mind on the externalworld first and incorporatethe five
sensesasabove.
Get a comfortableplaceto sit or lie down, (a comfy chair or bed etc).
I will use a chair to explainthe routine herebut you could do the samethings in bed
etc.
The first sensewe will focus on is touch:
Once you are sitting in the chair, become aware of the way that your feet are
connected to the floor, is it a hard or soft surface under your feet, is the surface of the
floor covered in a soft fluffy rug or is it a hard wooden floor etc. Spend a moment
thinking about this.
Next become aware of the way that the chair connects to other parts of your body,
notice for a moment each, and the way your upper thighs, bottom and back connect to
the chair. Do you feel a soft or hard surface etc? How are your arms resting on the
chair, are the arms of the chair soft/hard etc.
The next two senseswe will focus on are sight and smell combined:
Place a scented candle or oil burner with scented oil in front where we can see it from
sitting in the chair. Chooses a scent that you know will feel soothing and not irritating
to your senseof smell. Using the flame from the candle or burner to concentrate on the
flame for a moment, also use the scent from the candle or burner and think about the
soothing smell for a moment.
Next we will think about the senseof sound:
Play some music that is soothing to you, some people like to use head-phones; others
prefer to play the music in the background. Spend a moment or two just listening to
the soothing music.
Finally we will think about taste.

Somepeoplelike to suck a mint or something.Just spenda momentthinking about
that.

Appendix 14:

We havenow completedthe exercisefor the externalworld. We will now move
ontothe internal or the useof our mind and imagination.
To do this exercise you need to picture a scenelike a beach sceneor like the secret
garden or somewhere you would have felt absolutely safe and secure as a child.
Maybe you spent time on holiday on a farm or were brought up on a farm or used to
run in the woods etc when you were a child. You are using your imagination to think
up the five senseswithin that scene,again spending a moment or two on each.

I will use a beachsceneto take you throughthe exercisebut it canbe any sceneyou
prefer as long asyou will feel safeand securethere.
Using my imagination I can see myself,

I am lying on the beachand I can feel the sandbeneathme, and my toesin the sand,I
can also feel the heatof the sunon my skin.
I can seethe blue, blue sky and the big orangeyellow sunwith the fluffy white clouds
rolling in abovethe horizon.
I can smell the salty sea air and hear the screeching of the seagulls overhead. I can also
hear children playing and see them building sandcastles.
I can hear and seethe rushing of the waves backwards and forwards, backwards and
forwards, lapping up against the shore.

In the distanceI can seea small sailing boat with the white sail bobbingup anddown
over the wavesand heara big tug boat hooting in the distance.
This is a sceneI havecreatedfrom the useof my imagination.
Once you have spent time taking yourself through this exercise you will start to notice that
you feel more relaxed and will have had some time away from other more disturbing
thoughts.
Also once you have practised your scenea few times you can also use this to escapefrom
your flashbacks or your nightmares. All you have to do is this;
When you have had a disturbed thought or image appearing imagine opening a door
from that place and walk into the nice safe place using the scene you created in your
mind.
By practising this during the day it is possible to teach yourself to use this when you are
woken by a bad dream or nightmare. The idea is to give both your body a chance to relax and
your mind some respite from disturbed thoughts and images etc.
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